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The problem of this study is to educe and examine

philosophical ideas embedded in major models of teacher

evaluation. The study is qualitative, involving the

presentation and analysis of ideas which affect educational

practice. The first chapter offers a background, a brief

history of teacher evaluation in America. The second

chapter describes seven models of teacher evaluation: the

Common Law Model, the Product Model, the Goal-Setting Model,

the Clinical Supervision Model, the Effective Teaching

Model, the Judgment-Based Model, and the Artistic Model.

Examples of these models are given. Three questions serve

as the basis for comparison of models: What are the purposes

of evaluation? On what basis, using what evidence is

evaluation made? Who does the evaluation?

The third chapter surveys educational philosophies,

including traditionalism, positivism-behaviorism,

pragmatism-progressivism, reconstructionism and Marxism-

Critical Theory, existentialism, and constructivism. The

philosophical background of idealism and realism is traced.

Other philosophical influences are discussed, including

trends in the philosophy of science, phenomenology,



hermeneutics, and neo-pragmatism. Ontology, epistemology,

and axiology serve as the focal points for the discussion.

Strengths and weaknesses of each philosophy are explored.

Then, in the fourth chapter connections -are made between

evaluation models and educational philosophies, relating

philosophical strengths and weaknesses to the advantages and

disadvantages of each model.

In the fifth chapter conclusions are drawn and

suggestions made for future teacher evaluation. It is

argued that no one model can accomplish both purposes of

evaluation--accountability and teacher improvement. Based

on philosophical considerations, especially new insights

into knowing/learning, a two-model system of teacher

evaluation is suggested. One method, such as that of the

Effective Teaching Model, could satisfy demands for

accountability. Another method, such as that of Clinical

Supervision or the Artistic Model, would serve to promote

teacher growth. Finally, implications of change in teacher

evaluation for other aspects of school organization, policy,

and practice are mentioned.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

American public education in this century has been

aptly named The Troubled Crusade by Diane Ravitch. In the

last decade, heated discussion and a flurry of reforms have

followed the publication of numerous national reports and

critiques (A Nation at Risk, Boyer's High School, the Holmes

and Carnegie reports on teacher education, Adler's Paideia

Proposal, Sizer's Horace's Compromise, etc.). Almost all

such publications and public rhetoric, in general, have

criticized instruction and have called for changes in the

structure of the teaching profession and/or in teacher

evaluation. Many states and school districts have responded

by implementing new plans for teacher evaluation (as in

Texas, Tennessee, and Florida). Because evaluation affects

salaries and working conditions and promotes or hinders

professional growth, teachers have also shown new interest.

Rising costs and diminishing resources, the public's growing

demand for accountability, and educators' increasing

concerns with professionalism and school improvement have

made teacher evaluation a vital issue.

Over the centuries, great thinkers from Plato to

Erasmus to John Dewey have commented on the qualities of
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good teaching and good teachers. A variety of specific

models for evaluating teachers have just arisen in this

century. While debate over the practical, "how-to" aspects

of these models continues, there has been no critical

examination of the philosophical paradigms which appear to

inform them. Teacher evaluation is more than technique. As

Eisner (1985) says, "Evaluation is ineluctably value-

oriented" (p. 5). The values and beliefs underlying

evaluation models have great impact, since evaluation

affects potential and practicing teachers, instruction,

curriculum, public attitudes, and, finally, students. To

plan and implement the best models, educators need to become

aware of the assumptions behind the models--assumptions

about the aims of the school and the evaluation process,

about school organization and the role of teachers, and

about the ways in which students learn and understandings of

teaching can be developed. Educators should also consider

how models fit their overall educational philosophy and how

the models themselves might be evaluated.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study is to educe and examine

various philosophical ideas embedded in major models of

teacher evaluation.

Purpose

Most of the discussion of teacher evaluation today

focuses on mechanics. Writers describe methods for
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developing evaluation systems, forms to use in evaluation,

techniques of classroom observation, and plans for related

staff development. The how's receive careful inspection,

but the why's also require investigation. Kneller (1964)

observes the following:

We cannot criticize existing educational ideals and

policies or suggest new ones without considering such

general philosophical problems as the nature of the

good life, to which education should lead; the nature

of man himself, because it is man we are educating; the

nature of society, because education is a social

process; and the nature of ultimate reality, which a1l

knowledge seeks to penetrate. (p. 22)

Specifically, this study probes substantive philosophical

issues of purpose, value, and knowing, and brings to the

topic of teacher evaluation the philosophical tools of

logical and conceptual analysis.

One of the benefits of philosophical research is the

clarification of terms and ideas, a process called

conceptual analysis. In Complementary Methods for Researqh

in Education (1988), Scriven argues that much controversy,

confusion, and wasted effort could be avoided if researchers

would first analyze the concepts under study. He remarks,

"Researchers who are interested in moral education, for

example, will first have to get clear about how to define

moral education, and how to distinguish it from education in
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manners, conventions (which are not the same as manners), or

prudence, or in cognitive knowledge of the content of moral

codes" (p. 132). Although the purpose of this study is not

primarily conceptual analysis, many concepts are defined,

such as clinical supervision and effective teaching.

Benefits from clarifying terms exist for practitioners, too,

of course. Educators often encounter obstacles in

implementation because people do not share an understanding

of key terms.

Philosophy also deals with logic (in the sense, here,

of rationality) and coherence (the connections between

ideas). In teacher evaluation, one needs to ask if the

mechanics of a system work together to achieve desired aims,

if the philosophy that informs the system fits the

philosophy of the school district, and if the criteria of

evaluation are reasonable. Philosophical study demands the

careful weighing of rational arguments.

Most important is the examination of the philosophical

ideas that seem to underpin evaluation models. No theory or

technique is neutral; behind each model of teacher

evaluation lie assumptions, beliefs, and values which

contribute to certain results. For example, if the view of

the nature of ultimate reality implicit in a model includes

the notion that only measurable, observable behavior is

legitimate data about that reality, then the thoughts and

feelings of students and teachers would not be considered.
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Awareness of ideas, therefore, can help practitioners make

better decisions, choose the most appropriate methods, and

possibly even avoid the pull and push of the latest

educational fads. John S. Brubacher has for years argued

the importance of philosophical inquiry, because "too few

educators could formulate or pursue such questions [about

the nature of knowledge, learning, and so on] or give

adequate responses about why things are done as they are in

most schools . . . . the study of philosophy of education

would help educators build [or select] more adequate

theoretical bases, and hence, more adequate education"

(Ozmon and Craver, 1986, p. 290). As Black (1970) adds,

"Most of the time we pay no attention to theory, and in

American education knowledge of educational philosophy

counts for very little . . . No wonder we blunder our way

from extreme to extreme" (p. 77). Philosophical insight may

prevent commitment to a teacher evaluation model based on a

view of student learning that will soon be discarded, for

example. Teacher evaluation systems may be costly and

emotionally demanding investments. If such systems are then

soon abandoned, cynicism can result, damaging both public

confidence and professional morale. Nothing is ultimately

more practical than carefully thought out theory, examined

from all perspectives, including the philosophical.

Finally, the purpose of this study has a moral/ethical

dimension, for it is the moral responsibility of the
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educator, just as it is that of the bridge builder or

physician, to become fully informed. In "Contexts,

Connections, and Consequences: The Matter of Philosophical

and Psychological Foundations," Greene (1981) asserts the

importance of asking philosophical questions, so that

educators are not "mere trainers and technicians." She

adds, "It is when we begin questioning in this fashion that

we begin thinking about what we are doing in education; and,

when we think about what we are doing, we may confront what

is lacking in our lives and our practice; we may find

ourselves discerning what ought to be and what is not yet"

(p. 32).

Research Questions

The basic question is what philosophical

presuppositions seem to influence various models of teacher

evaluation. Specifically, models are compared, in the light

of philosophy, as they answer the following questions: What

are the purposes of teacher evaluation? On what basis,

using what evidence is evaluation made? Who does the

evaluation?

Background and Significance

While teacher evaluation of some kind has existed as

long as teachers have taught, the topic has received growing

institutional attention in 20th Century America. As

Peterson (1982) observes in A Century's Growth in Teacher

Evaluation in the United States, little study or discussion
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of the subject took place prior to 1905. Evaluation was

simply the personal opinion of an official supervisor (p.

26). Since then, teacher evaluation has been debated and

researched. The issues and problems remain much the same,

however, as a brief survey will show. Peterson identifies

three periods of development up to the burst of activity

which began in the 1970's: the era of efficiency (1900-

1920), the era of science (1920-1940), and the era of

democracy (1940-1960).

The main focus in teacher evaluation in the first

decades of the century was efficiency, a preoccupation

borrowed by school administrators from businessmen.

Objectivity, cost effectiveness, and productivity became the

goals, as a factory model of the schools evolved. Callahan

(1962) in Education and the Cult of Efficiency states that

"A major part of the effort to measure efficiency in school

consisted of the attempts to rate teachers . . . . actions

were generally justified by reference to the business and

industrial world's promotion of workers on the basis of

merit" (p. 103). Disagreement quickly emerged. One finds

in university studies and in the work of teacher

organizations a different philosophy of evaluation--the

purpose of which should be teaching improvement and not

rating for hiring, firing, or salary adjusting, as Peterson

notes (p. 42). Moreover, studies showed that teachers

distrusted efficiency rating systems because such systems
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were not impartial, did not measure the teachers' best work,

destroyed harmony among teachers, and caused stress--

familiar complaints today about career ladders (Peterson,

pp. 40-48). Nevertheless, the search for more efficient

rating scales continued. For example, Waits recommended in

a 1932 School Board Journal article, the use of the

efficiency report form used by the U.S. Army (p. 50).

Researchers attempted to discover "whether quantitative

standards might not be applied to measurement of teaching

efficiency" as in Elliot's "A Tentative Scheme for the

Measurement of Teaching Efficiency" (Peterson, p. 12). In

addition, efforts to rate teachers by means of pupil

progress arose in the 1920's as a "corollary to the

[standardized] testing movement" (Peterson, p. 47).

From 1920-1940 supervision literature proliferated,

literature in which the search for rating scales was tied to

science. Peterson describes this period by noting the

"strengthening demands for the use of the scientific method

. . . [because] teachers had been too long rated by the

%general impression method'." She adds that it was

"essential that the total system be designed to prevent, to

the greatest extent possible, the entry of subjective

judgment . o ." (p. 51). A new quantitative terminology was

developed and efforts were made to rationalize every step.

Researchers investigated the traits of good teachers in the

attempt to make teacher evaluation predictable, objective,
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and uniform. Such studies by A. S. Barr are well known.

The pursuit of scientific data even included time-and-motion

studies as portrayed by Bursch in a 1929 issue of The

Nation's Schools. Bursch describes an observation procedure

in which "The devices used were a time check sheet and an

analytical check list. An ordinary stop watch and a

bicolored pencil were also used" (p. 40). However, the

issue of objectivity remains today as does the question of

criteria, despite scientific claims made in some research.

As Smith and White declare in "The Criterion and Measurement

Problem in Teaching" in a 1988 issue of Education, "In the

last 40 years of educational research on criteria for

teaching effectiveness, one conclusion seems to stand out.

The specific characteristics of effective teachers are still

elusive" (p. 386).

In the 1940-1960 period and after, with the impact of

the Progressive and Open Classroom movements, teacher

evaluation began to be "directed toward improving all

factors involved in pupil learning . . . emphasis shifted to

democratic evaluation . . . rooted in the capacity of human

beings for cooperation, creativity, and continuous growth"

(Peterson, p. 10). Self-evaluation and goal-setting methods

were created. Teacher evaluation seemed to take back stage

to other issues in the 1960's. In the 1970's the

accountability movement gained momentum and teacher

evaluation again received attention. Notions of efficiency
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and science regained prominence along with the push for

"Back to Basics." Problems have also accompanied new

district- and state-mandated evaluation systems. Teachers,

never enthusiastic about merit pay, have suffered morale

problems. A 1988 study by Johns, for instance, shows that

the Tennessee Career Ladder Program was poorly received.

Johns' survey discovered that "over one-third of the

teachers were considering leaving teaching in the near

future because of the program" (p. 202). The costs of

implementation have been high without establishing positive

results. In Texas, for example, voluminous paper work and

evaluator salaries now require considerable investment.

Legal issues have emerged in addition to problems reflected

in article titles like "Teacher Evaluation and the

Diminishment of Creativity" and "Ethics, Evaluation, and

the Secondary Principal." Questions about who should be

involved in evaluation, what the criteria should be, and the

purposes of evaluation have not been settled. Therefore, it

is the purpose of this study to bring the light of

educational philosophy to these issues. Although many

practical, technical problems (cost, time, training, etc.)

also plague teacher evaluation, the basic quandaries which

began to develop earlier in the century are philosophical--

questions of aims, values, and ways of knowing.
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Design of Study

The study is philosophical and qualitative; it relies

on the synthesis, analysis, and evaluation of information

and ideas. First, major models of teacher evaluation are

described and grouped, with specific, available examples.

The category system used is largely that of McGreal, who

lists five types of models (1983). The first is the Common

Law Model, the most traditional method. A supervisor makes

infrequent classroom visits but rates a teacher on a wide

array of characteristics, from personal grooming to

instructional techniques to overall punctuality. Usually,

both supervisors and teachers have thought this model

ineffective, merely a way of satisfying bureaucratic demands

for some kind of evaluation. Nevertheless, as of 1983,

McGreal notes that "Approximately 65 percent of the school

districts in the United States operate with some form of

common law model" (p. 9).

The second family is the Goal-Setting group. This

includes Management by Objectives, in which the district

decides teacher responsibilities and objectives, and the

teacher must choose personal goals which fit district

objectives. Evaluation is based on the achievement of those

goals. The Performance Objectives Approach is another goal-

setting model. McGreal describes this approach by stating,

"The performance objectives approach is based on the concept

that evaluatee and evaluator jointly establish work
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objectives, agree on well-established action plans, and

measure accomplishment in terms of outcomes and results" (p.

50). Still, these goals are based on some preestablished

responsibility criteria. Finally, there is the Practical

Goal-Setting Approach, which leaves supervisor and teacher

free to decide their own criteria and goals. In all of

these variations, the teacher creates a "contract" which

determines evaluation. The focal point is teacher activity.

The third family is the Product Model in which student

performance is used to assess teacher competence. McGreal

says that "the emphasis of these models is not on the

methods, styles, or processes, but on the results of

achievement tests. Changes in students' behavior, in their

growth in skills, in their knowledge of subject matter, and

in their attitudes are all instances of product model

measures" (p. 19). A teacher might be evaluated against a

standard, such as a percentage of students passing a certain

test, or a teacher could be evaluated on the basis of

student improvement. These models are controversial because

many factors outside teacher control affect achievement, and

standardized testing itself is coming under attack.

The fourth family is the Clinical Supervision Model

which centers around classroom observation and the

supervisor's feedback, designed to help the teacher see

himself or herself clearly and then build goals for

improvement. Ideally, clinical supervision, even more than
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goal-setting, is a "partnership in inquiry" based on teacher

needs and desires (McGreal, p. 26). Teachers first confer

with evaluators, then evaluators observe classes, and

finally, teachers use evaluator feedback for instructional

improvement and further inquiry. Clinical supervision has

been more of a supervisory than an evaluation tool.

Since McGreal's identification of evaluation models, a

new model has emerged which has claimed to be a form of

Clinical Supervision. However, in reality, the steps of

clinical supervision have been subordinated to checklist

instruments based on effective teaching research and the

work of theorists like Madeline Hunter. In other words, the

supervisor brings criteria, not the teacher's, to the

classroom in the form of a checklist or elaborate rating

scale. The teacher is judged on the basis of behaviors

which have been examined in various process-product studies.

A popular model, the Effective Teaching Model requires

careful analysis.

The fifth family described by McGreal is the Artistic

or Naturalistic, which depends on a vision of teaching as a

context dependent art, not a craft which can be evaluated by

any generic, standardized, scientific method. A less exact

but more time-consuming approach, this model is not

considered practical in schools presently. It requires

extensive observation, it acknowledges uncertainty, and this

model calls on Eisner's concepts of educational
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connoisseurship and educational criticism. Criteria are not

specified before observation; the idea is to see what is

going on and then evaluate, using teacher reflection.

Although not an implemented model, as McGreal comments, the

Artistic Model "does include positions and perspectives that

are unique and potentially useful" (p. 30).

Finally, one other group of loosely related approaches

has also emerged recently. These methods share with the

Artistic Model a recognition of the complexity and

subjectivity of teacher evaluation, and are more qualitative

and developmental. Judgment-Based Teacher Evaluation (J-

BTE) developed by Popham (1988) is one example. He defines

the two key tenets of this method:

1) J-BTE relies on the pooled professional judgment of

educators who have been trained and certified to

make defensible judgments regarding teachers'

instructional competence.

2) J-BTE requires that multiple sources of evidence be

considered in the context of a teacher's

instructional situation. (p. 67)

Judgment-Based teacher evaluation uses classroom

observation, student evaluations, reviews of teacher-

prepared materials, etc. in a complex, weighted system. The

Cognitive Development model constructed by Costa and others

(1988) utilizes even more sources of evidence, from

classroom observation to peer data to the teacher's
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publication of articles. The basis of evaluation in this

model is teacher thinking, "the diagnosis and assessment of

the teacher's capacity for self-modification" (p. 150).

However, as in the Effective Teaching Model, there is still

a strong impulse in the Judgment-Based Model to ground

teacher rating on an external, scientific, research base.

Teachers' own perceptions or goals are not taken into

account.

In the third chapter of this study, educational-

philosophical trends are identified and explained. Schools

of philosophy, as explicated by Ozmon and Craver (1986),

include realism, idealism, pragmatism, reconstructionism,

positivism-behaviorism, existentialism, phenomenology, and

Marxism (or neo-Marxism). In addition, several strands of

thought not necessarily belonging to a particular school are

explored. Among these strands are the philosophy of science

as expressed in such works as Kuhn's The Structure of

Scientific Revolutions or Gleick's Chaos, and hermeneutics

(interpretation theory). Also among these post-modernist

directions is the "critical theory" of the Frankfurt group,

which combines "Kantian, Hegelian, Freudian, and Marxian

thought" (Ozmon and Craver, p. 269). Another important

concept or philosophy is constructivism, discussed by Brooks

(1990) in "Teachers and Students: Constructivists Forging

New Connections." All of these ideas have implications for

teacher evaluation. Other major schools have influenced
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modern philosophy, including Eastern religions, but have not

and probably will not affect teacher evaluation and so are

not examined. Specific educational philosophies are

investigated. These include essentialism, comprised of

strands of both idealism and realism; perennialism, with

roots in the Neo-Thomist branch of realism; and

progressivism, which binds pragmatism to education through

the work of Dewey. These philosophies are compared on the

basis of ontology (the view of reality), epistemology (the

theory of knowledge), and axiology (the area of values).

Evaluation models and philosophical ideas are connected

in the fourth chapter. Although, as many educational

philosophers declare, no necessary, logical connection can

be made between an educational philosophy and a particular

educational model or practice, differences in world view

clearly make for diverse proposals, plans, and results.

What Morris (1961) says of differences among teaching

practices applies to teacher evaluation. "At bottom, they

are ideological differences. They spring from the

differences people hold toward questions concerning man and

universe. If there is no hard and fast logical connection,

there most certainly is a psychological connection between

philosophy and practice" (p. 83). In particular, teacher

evaluation models are compared on the basis of purposes

(questions of axiology), criteria and evidence used

(questions of axiology and epistemology), and persons
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assigned to do evaluation (questions of axiology and

epistemology). Behind each of these questions lies

ontology, assumptions about reality. Furthermore,

philosophical strengths and problems are associated with

particular model strengths and problems.

Finally, in the last chapter, tentative conclusions are

made and implications drawn. In the light of philosophical

strengths and weaknesses of various teacher evaluation

models, are there models which seem to hold the greatest

promise? What may the assumptions and beliefs implicit in

models mean for educational practice?

Limitations

One of the limitations of this study lies in the fact

that educational theory is seldom translated unchanged into

practice. It could be argued, for example, that the Common

Law Model has been unsuccessful because administrators and

teachers have subverted it and not because of inherent

philosophical weaknesses. Also, factors other than

philosophical enter into the design and implementation of

teacher evaluation--economic feasibility, political demands,

and social and cultural expectations. It is difficult to

separate philosophy from other influences. Furthermore, the

focus of this study is broad, and fine distinctions and

complexities may well be lost. No philosophy is completely

separate from others, and variations of thought exist within

each school, as well. No single evaluation model is the
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pure embodiment of one pure philosophy. In spite of these

limitations, this study reveals some general directions and

essential differences among models and the world views that

guide them, and may serve as an impetus for further study.



CHAPTER II

MODELS OF TEACHER EVALUATION

Many methods and formats for teacher evaluation have

been developed over the years. McGreal (1983) lists five

major groups or models: Common Law, Product, Goal-Setting,

Clinical Supervision, and Artistic. Two other models seem

to have emerged since McGreal's work: an Effective Teaching

Model and a Judgment-Based Model. This chapter describes

these models, the evaluators, criteria, and purposes, and

examines the sources and background of each. Examples are

also given.

The Common Law Model

McGreal calls the traditional, perhaps most familiar

model, Common Law because "most districts who employ this

form of evaluation have done so for so long that they have

finally married it by formalizing the procedures. In most

instances, no one actually claims credit for its

development, choosing to place the responsibility on some

long past anonymous committee," (p. 9). Most of the

literature refers to this model as evaluation by ratings. A

supervisor, usually the principal, is responsible for

evaluation. Levin (1979) observes, "The modal practice

consists of two or three half-hour visits to the classroom

19
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followed by a meeting between the teacher and evaluator" (p.

242). A rating scheme is used which may include personal

characteristics, subject matter knowledge, teaching

techniques, and professional contributions outside the

classroom. A 1931 survey of 57 rating devices by Knudsen

and Stephens mentions such items as voice, promptness,

neatness, loyalty, command of English, attractiveness of

room, skill in questioning, clear explanations, and pupil

use of good English (pp. 18-19). Clearly, the principal

bases his judgments on general, "global" impressions and not

just on his brief classroom observations. Accountability

and the improvement of instruction seem to be the main

purposes of this model. (Accountability is a term often

used and seldom defined in education. For now, it will be

loosely defined as the means by which educators demonstrate,

especially for the public, that the schools are

accomplishing what they should be or are expected to be

doing, efficiently using given resources. Teacher

evaluation is one component of this accounting process.)

The Common Law Model is the oldest model of teacher

evaluation and was the most widely used, at least until the

1980's. A 1984 example from White Settlement, Texas, is

included in the Appendix. Yet, this model has a history of

controversy. Although its proponents have often announced

one of its major purposes to be teaching improvement

(benefiting both the teachers themselves and students), most
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commentators see control and accountability concerns as the

real driving forces behind the model. Acheson and Gall

(1980), for example, assert that rating scale evaluation is

equivalent to traditional supervision, and "This highly

directive form of supervision reflects the historical role

of supervisors as school "inspectors.' As far back as the

early eighteenth century, lay committees in Boston were

charged with inspecting schools periodically. The purpose

of inspection was to determine whether instructional

standards were being maintained" (p. 7). Peterson (1982)

sees the rise of rating scales in the first decades of the

century connected to the industrial concept of efficiency

and the growing belief in the power of "scientific"

supervision (p. 34). "Quality control" seems to be the most

powerful purpose.

The search for effective rating scales occupied

researchers for many years, and these studies have played a

part in the controversy and continuing dissatisfaction with

the Common Law Model. Medley, Coker, and Soar (1984) note

that teacher rating scales came into general use when the

1915 yearbook of the National Society for the Study of

Education was devoted to the description of a rating scale

and empirical studies of its usefulness (p. 41). Peterson's

survey of studies devoted to improving teacher rating

include the following efforts:
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1) Meriam's Normal School Education and Efficiency in

Teaching (1905), which found low correlations

between scholarship and teaching ability. (p. 12)

2) Monroe and Clark's "Measuring Teaching Efficiency"

in Educational Research Bulletin (1924), which

suggested an evaluation plan that involved a way of

weighing such variables as personality,

intelligence, and experience, among others. (p. 14)

3) Charters and Waples' teacher training study (1929)

aimed at securing "a comprehensive description of

the duties and traits of teachers" to determine

what teachers should be taught. (p. 18)

4) A. S. Barr's famous "Characteristic Differences of

Good and Poor Teachers" (1929), the results of

which Barr himself minimized. (pp. 14-17)

In short, there has never been much agreement on or evidence

for the effectiveness of any rating scale, despite a

proliferation of checklists over the years. Knudsen and

Stephens remark in 1931, "As yet, however, there is very

slight agreement concerning the evaluation of merit in

teachers by some specific form of rating device . . . Those

who agree that they have merit differ widely concerning the

items to be included in them as bases for the judgment of

teachers and as guides in the direction of improvement" (p.

15). Many writers begin their discussions of other models

of teacher evaluation by criticizing the Common Law Model
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(McGreal, 1983; Medley, 1984; Lewis, 1973; and others).

Specific strengths and weaknesses of this model and the

others is examined in depth later in this study.

The Product Model

The Product Model is even more controversial than the

Common Law Model. While this method may be included in

other systems, it has rarely been the only model used. The

assumption of this model is that the best measure of a

teacher's success lies in student performance, a definite

product. Product standards are determined by

administration. Haefele (1980), in a survey of teacher

evaluation methods, describes three possible criteria for a

Product Model:

1) The teacher is evaluated on the standardized test

scores of his/her classes at the end of the year as

compared to established norms for those tests.

2) The teacher is evaluated in terms of test score

gains, with comparison to students' baseline scores

of previous years.

3) The teacher is evaluated in terms of test score

gains as compared to the scores of "matched"

classes. (p. 349)

One other method discussed by McGreal is also described

by Glass in Evaluating Educational Performance (1974), in

which Popham, McNeil, and Millman offer a method requiring a

teacher to teach a lesson to a randomly assigned group of
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students who are then immediately tested. The teacher is

given only a few hours, perhaps a day, to prepare an

unfamiliar topic, and the students' results judge the

teacher's effectiveness (pp. 14-15). The administrator

setting up the test decides what results are necessary.

Although it may not be declared, the purpose of this model

is accountability. No particular teacher behavior or trait,

nor student activity is identified, only some relative level

of success in terms of student test scores. Personnel

decisions and public approval are primarily affected.

Literature on the Product Model is scarce because

educators have usually denounced it as unreliable, unfair,

and uninformative. Kalamazoo, Michigan received notoriety

in 1974 when its evaluation system (the Teacher Performance

Profile) involved student achievement as one component.

This system was detailed in The American School Board

Journal ("Ready? Let's Open that Can of Worms . . ."). The

article reported, "Students in grades one through nine take

the Metropolitan Achievement Test (M.A.T.) in September and

again in May of the same school year. Academic achievement

of secondary school students is determined on criterion

referenced tests (C.R.T.s)" (p. 43). The C.R.T.s were made

by subject area teachers. Travers, in the Handbook of

Teacher Evaluation (1981), recounts what happened in late

Victorian England when a Product Model was imposed as the

sole model. In "board schools," teacher pay was decided by
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inspectors who gave students end-of-year basics tests and

counted the number of pupils who exceeded the national

average. Notes Travers, "The system corrupted the entire

educational program, for schools became places where pupils

crammed for examinations . . . . Parents became outraged by

the inadequacy of the education . . . . Parliament brought

[the system] to an end . . . in 1902" (p. 17). Despite a

lack of evidence for its success, the Product Model has a

common sense appeal; what students accomplish is certainly

significant. Products are integrated into other models,

especially the Effective Teaching Model.

The Goal-Setting Model

The Goal-Setting Model takes a different approach to

teacher evaluation. The supervisor and teacher together

create a contract plan to improve teacher performance.

Iwanicki, in the Handbook of Teacher Evaluation (1981),

lists five steps all goal-setting methods adopt:

1) Review performance.

2) Identify priorities.

3) Develop improvement plan.

4) Implement and monitor plan.

5) Evaluate impact of plan. (p. 203)

Iwanicki also notes that goal-setting methods all evolved

from the "need to provide teachers with a highly

personalized system of guidance and support in the

professional development process" (p. 204). This model is
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either the Product or the Common Law Model.

McGreal identifies dissatisfaction with the Common Law

Model and the push for accountability as the major causes

which "created the conditions that fostered the second most

frequently practiced model for teacher evaluation [as of the

early 1980's]--goal setting" (p. 14). Newton (1980)

concurs, relating the Goal-Setting Model to the 1960's-

1970's competency based education and educational technology

movements (p. 46). Newton claims,, "Both teachers and

administrators are searching for a better, fairer, more

reasonable and accurate way both to evaluate teaching

performance and to encourage professional development" (p.

45). He notes the growing influence of teacher

associations, which tend to insist on more formal, explicit

processes, as well as mounting administrative concern with

due process and the prospect of legal battles. In addition,

Borich (1977) comments that the accountability movement

which began in Washington, D.C. in the 1960's moved from the

federal to local level; people in local districts began to

demand "results," (p. viii). Newton expresses the public

mood by saying that "clearly educators have failed to devise

a system for distinguishing and rewarding different levels

of performance--much to the distress of the public,

especially the business sector, which identifies the lack of

an appropriate incentive system as one major cause for

26
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education's low productivity, overall lack of progress, and

general inefficiency" (p. 45). Thus, the Goal-Setting Model

which depends on specific, usually measurable, and

individual goals has become influential.

Management by Objectives (MBO) is one goal-setting

approach. In Appraising Teacher Performance (1973), Lewis

summarizes MBO while contrasting it to the old, ratings

model as follows:

Personality traits and operating methods are important

only as they affect the results achieved . . . . An

administrator and teacher jointly determine specific

objectives the teacher will be expected to achieve for

the ensuing school year . . . If the teacher achieves

his objectives in accord with the school district's

policies, procedures, and plans, he will have

contributed his share to the overall success of the

school district. (p. 27)

While the teacher does have input into this evaluation

process, general aims are determined by administration, and

the supervisor/principalls opinion carries more weight than

the teacher's. Once the school district's goals are set,

the teacher chooses objectives which fit those goals. The

teacher's success is determined by how well objectives are

met. A chart from the Lewis book illustrating the process

is in the Appendix.
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The objectives are the main focus of MBO. Again, as

Lewis notes, "Implicit in the process is the requirement

that the specific results contribute to achieving the

clearly stated long range objectives of the school

organization" (p. 52). The objectives must be measurable

and met by a specified time. Lewis asserts, "The writing of

well-defined performance objectives is perhaps the most

important activity to be completed by each school person

involved in performance appraisal" (p. 69). Much of the

supervisor's and teacher's efforts are devoted to writing

the objectives. Among the thirteen guidelines Lewis gives

for writing objectives are the following:

1) Specify a condition under which the act will be

performed.

2) Specify in observable terms the specific acts to be

accomplished.

3) Specify a standard of acceptable performance.

4) State a projected date for accomplishment.

5) Relate objectives to the individual's role.

6) Delineate single or key acts. (pp. 71-74)

A teacher might decide on such an objective as "to attend a

minimum of 90% of in-service workshops on the psychodynamics

of teaching.1" Lewis suggests that there be minimum

professional skills objectives and also innovative

objectives which would aid school improvement and earn the
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teacher "special consideration" (pp. 120-121). The example

above and others are included on two pages in the Appendix.

Lewis states that the purposes of MBO are to enable the

schools to "make intelligent decisions concerning tenure and

promotion" and to improve teaching (p. 23). However, one

might conclude that personnel decisions/accountability

concerns carry more weight, because the emphasis is on the

teacher's contribution to the organization. Comments Lewis

makes, such as that evaluation "should be directed more

toward output than toward activity," could also lead one to

believe that accountability is the major aim (p. 79). The

history of MBO clearly reveals the impact of the

accountability movement and a "bottom line" outlook.

MBO is an idea borrowed from business administration.

Bolton (1973) states that the term, MBO, was first used by

Drucker in 1954 and was then adopted by Odiorne in 1956 and
by the National Industrial Conference Board in 1968 (p.

138). Knezevich (1977) connects MBO to systems management

and competency-based evaluation. Knezevich's list of

systems management characteristics includes a view of the

school as a "delivery system for educational services" and
an emphasis on the use of "scientific or highly rational

decision-making approaches." This model influenced the 1968

design of teacher evaluation seminars sponsored by the AASA

National Academy for School Executives (p. 208). Two other

examples of evaluation systems which appear to be MBO types
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include the Performance Based Staff Evaluation System

developed by the Salem Public Schools (as reported by

Keegan, 1975), and Richard L. Henderson's Comprehensive

Objectives Accounting System mentioned in The Use of

RecognizedTeaching Models for Teacher Evaluation (NEA,

1988). MBO can also be seen as one component in various

hybrid teacher evaluation systems, including that of the

Mountain View-Los Altos Union High School District, as

described in Teacher Evaluation (McLaughlin and Pfeifer,

1988). The authors note that "Teachers begin the biannual

evaluation cycle by setting instructional goals consistent

with district standards and the content of recent district-

wide staff-development programs" (p. 9). Examples of

teacher objectives demonstrate the specific, measurable

nature of MBO objectives: "Each student will be involved in

one reading assignment daily" or "Each student will be

assigned homework twice a week" (p. 111). The process of

identifying objectives and the types of objectives chosen in

other evaluation systems reveal the profound influence of

Management by Objectives.

A more popular and less organization-oriented goal-

setting method is the Performance Objectives Approach (POA)

originated by George Redfern. Like other teacher evaluation

authorities, Redfern proposes his method as superior to the

old personality traits, ratings approach, claiming as

follows:
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It is logical to assume that individuals have inherent

competencies that can be identified and described.

These competencies may be expressed in terms of

techniques in carrying out the teaching/learning

process and the attainment of measurable learner

outcomes. If performance competencies can be

identified, appraisal procedures can be designed to

ascertain the extent to which an individual

demonstrates such competencies. (p. 7)

The POA Model is described in Evaluating Teachers and

Administrators Ae(1980):

1) District indicates teacher duties and

responsibilities.

2) Evaluatee and evaluator cooperatively identify

status of current performance, strengths and areas

of difficulty.

3) Evaluatee and evaluator set objectives and action

plans, deciding how to state objectives (in terms

of teacher or student behavior or both, etc.).

4) Teacher carries out action plan, monitoring and

being monitored.

5) Supervisor and teacher assess results.

6) Both discuss results at the evaluation conference,

setting up tentative objectives for the next round,

deciding on follow-up (inservice, university

courses, visiting other classes, etc.). (pp. 13-18)
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Although the teacher seems to have more input in this

system, the administrator/supervisor is still the major

force, making the summative assessment. Also,

administration decides the teacher's duties,

responsibilities, and competencies. Furthermore, the format

designed by Redfern is, according to McGreal (1983), "just a

sophisticated version of a rating scale" (p. 57). Forms

showing the responsiblity criteria, needs identification, an

example action plan, and the summative report are included

in the Appendix. Global categories and the principal's

opinion set the parameters for teacher goals. Specific

objectives are of the same sort as in MBO; indeed, MBO and

POA are sometimes difficult to distinguish. The purposes of

POA are both teacher improvement, which grows out of this

problem-solving approach, and accountability. However, as

with MBO, the focus on the district's definitions/needs may

lead one to believe that accountability is the more

important purpose, especially if the evaluation system

requires that "outstanding and poor performers receive

primary attention" as Redfern claims (p. 146). Promotion,

tenure, and firing are the major concerns. Redfern also

states, "The evaluator should communicate to the evaluatee

precisely what is expected of him" (p. 29). Such statements

define teaching improvement in terms of the organization's

vision and aims and not in terms of the teacher's sense of

professional growth or student needs.
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POA has been widespread. Redfern lists programs

developed since 1975 which include the following:

1) Teacher Imrovement Program. Prince William County

Public Schools, Manassas, Virginia.

2) Handbookof Evaluation Procedures for Teachers and

Administrators. Fort Thomas City Schools, Fort

Thomas, Kentucky.

3) Handbook of Evaluation Procedures, School District

No. 146, Tinely Park, Illinois. (pp. 159-161)

A copy of the POA system used in the Glen Ellyn Public

Schools (Illinois), as presented in Evaluating Teacher

Performance (Sullivan Kowalski, 1978) can be found in the

Appendix. The same catalysts which triggered the emergence

of MBO affected the development of POA: increasing pressure

for accountability, and a desire to rationalize the

evaluation process.

As with MBO, POA has become one element in a number of

hybrid teacher evaluation systems. Goal-setting has been an
important facet of teacher evaluation for Richard Manatt,

for example. Manatt and others first created a system

called the Teacher Performance Evaluation System (TPE), and

now Manatt is responsible for the School Improvement Model

(SIM), discussed in Teacher Evaluation: Six Prescriptions

for Success (1988). Manatt stresses that evaluation should

be "based upon an analysis or measurement of progress made

toward accomplishment of predetermined objectives ('the
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rules of the game')" (workbook for TPE workshops, p. 2). He

says in a 1987 article on SIM, "Job targets or professional

growth plans are essential to effective appraisal" (p. 14).

Although more recently Manatt points to the importance of

teacher involvement in the process, his method remains "top-

down." The method of goal-setting is essentially the same

as Redfern's, but the criteria for goals arise from

effective teaching research, translated into MBO-type

objectives. Manatt is clear that a job target consists of a

"teacher goal + behavioral terms" (workbook, p. 52). He

adds in the 1987 Educational Leadership article,

"Objectivity and clearly delineated expectations are

essential. Indeed, we taught principals, when describing

teacher performance, 'If you didn't see it, it didn't

happen; and you didn't see it if you didn't write it down!"

(p. 13). The purposes are accountability and school

improvement, using a valid, reliable, "legally

discriminating" means (workbook, p. 1). It is revealing,

however, that Manatt mentions in the TPE workbook that one

reason for the increase in performance evaluation has been

to "maintain and defend management's 'right to manage' which

has been threatened by bargaining" (p. 1). SIM has been

implemented in several districts in Minnesota and in Iowa.

The move towards the Effective Teaching Model is also

illustrated by Manatt's work.
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A more flexible, open method is the Practical Goal-

Setting Approach (PGSA) advocated by McGreal in Successful

Teacher Evaluation (1983). Supervisor and teacher negotiate

goals, which are not limited to fitting the district's

strategic plan or a preestablished set of responsibility

criteria, although goals may be suggested by effective

teaching research or any number of other sources. Even the

means of ascertaining whether goals have been met or not are

determined by the supervisor and teacher together and do not

have to be expressed in terms of behavioral, quantifiable

objectives. Objectivity is not so important in a system not

aimed primarily at accountability, as accountability has

come to be understood in terms of business management. In

fact, McGreal maintains, "This reliance on subjective

judgments arrived at by two involved, experienced educators

is appropriate and acceptable " (p. 64). Also, problems or

weak areas do not have to be the reason for goal-setting;

anything the two educators agree on is legitimate. Among

examples McGreal offers are goals such as "Studying the

concept of curriculum mapping and its implications for this

district" or "Gaining information about usefulness of

programs dealing with stress and burnout" (p. 63).

Particular needs in particular contexts can be met, and the

teacher takes "ownership" of the evaluation process. The

purpose is teacher growth and thus instructional

improvement. An example which seems to fit this approach is
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the District Tenure TeacherAppraisal Procedure of the

Albuquerque Public Schools (New Mexico), a copy of which is

in the Appendix. Although the self appraisal expresses

administrative concerns, teachers are free to develop their

own unique goals. As will become apparent, the PGSA model

resembles the Artistic or Clinical Supervision Model more

than it resembles MBO or POA.

The Clinical Supervision Model

Clinical supervision remains a confusing although

familiar term because it is used in different ways by

different educators. Some see it as a technique for

professional growth rather than a method of teacher

evaluation, but the distinction becomes unclear when one of

the most important purposes of evaluation is said to be

teacher growth. McGreal, who lists the Clinical Supervision

Model as one of five evaluation models, further complicates

the matter by concluding, "The focus is expected to be on

teacher motivation and improvement rather than on quality

control. In this respect it is more of a supervisory model

than an evaluation model" (p. 26). Others have likewise

debated whether or not clinical supervision should be used

for formal evaluation at all. For instance, Haggerson,

quoting from a symposium at the 1985 ASCD (Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Development) conference in

Chicago, notes that Madeline Hunter says "yes," while Carl

Glickman says "no," to formal evaluation uses (p. 2). It
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will be shown that clinical supervision has grown into a

distinct evaluation model, but it is also a supervisory

technique that changes its meaning when adopted by educators

like Hunter.

One of the originators of the concept, Robert

Goldhammer (1969) defines clinical supervision as follows:

Given close observation, detailed observational data,

face-to-face interaction between the supervisor and

teacher, and an intensity of focus that binds the two

together in an intimate professional relationship, the

meaning of "clinical" is pretty well filled out. An

image of idiographic analysis of behavioral data and a

tendency to develop categories after teaching has been

observed, rather than beforehand, completes the

picture. (p. 54)

In an evaluation setting, teacher and supervisor are equally

responsible for the process, which is built, however, on the

perceived needs or concerns of the teacher. The five stages

of clinical supervision look something like those of the

goal-setting models, but the emphasis has shifted from

meeting certain outside goals to professional growth, the

teacher's own learning experience. Goldhammer's five stages

are as follows:

1) Preobservation conference (to set up a lesson and

reduce anxiety)

2) Observation (to gather definite data)
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3) Analysis and strategy (to decide on changes, etc.)

4) Supervision conference (to plan future teaching,

etc.)

5) Post-conference analysis (p. 57)

Although a kind of contract is established, there are

no binding rating scales, formats, district expectations, or

procedures in clinical supervision. Goldhammer stresses the

rapport between supervisor and teacher, the opportunity for

collaboration, and the whole process as a "mode of learning"

(p. 65). He adds, "Both the supervision itself and the

teaching behaviors in which it culminates, must, in other

words, be basically creative and should not strive, as

supervision has striven historically, to achieve greater

degrees of conformity and uniformity in instructional

practices" (p. 368). Stage five is unusual because it is

the phase where the supervisor examines his/her own work, a

step not seen in other models thus far. Another originator

of the concept, Morris Cogan (1973) states the purposes of

clinical supervision to be "disseminating and implementing

new practices and improving the teacher's performance" (p.

3). The ultimate goal, as Goldhammer says frequently, is

for the teacher to become proficient in self-supervision.

The two sources of clinical supervision are humanistic

counseling models (attributed to psychologists like Abraham

Maslow and Carl Rogers) and Cogan's M.A.T. program at

Harvard in the early 1960's. A method of pattern analysis
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of teaching based on emerging patterns observed in the

classroom rather than preconceived goals or skills enabled

student teachers to report more positive work with their

supervisors at Harvard, according to Cogan in Clinical

Supervision (p. 7). Goldhammer, who participated in Cogan's

program, refers to counseling methods in his work, and

Acheson and Gall (1980) mention that they considered using

the term teacher-centered supervision which "parallels Carl

Rogers' 'person-centered counseling'" (p. 8). Acheson and

Gall also explain that the conferencing lets the teacher

state his/her concerns and needs, and the supervisor's role

is to clarify and help the teacher explore new techniques,

much as a therapist might do (pp. 8-9). (Cogan has eight

phases in his cycle, but they are basically the same as

those listed by Goldhammer.)

Others, such as Glickman and Sergiovanni, have since

developed the methods of clinical supervision into a

supervisory technique not necessarily tied to evaluation.

Glickman has created a developmental approach to clinical

supervision which is examined in more detail later in this

study. Simon (1977) calls on Sergiovanni's work, proposing

a supervisory strategy using videotaping. (Simon relates

his proposal to the work of Donald Scho&n, whose ideas about

the "reflective practitioner" are considered later.) The

main idea is to get teachers to think about what they do in

the classroom by comparing what they say they intend to do
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to a record of what really happens. Simon states, "Espoused

platforms are what teachers say governs their behavior.

Platforms-in-use are inferred from actual behavior"

(p. 581). The four-stage process includes a videotaped

interview between the supervisor and teacher about a soon-

to-follow class or lesson, the videotaping of the lesson,

analysis of the tape by the supervisor, and reaction by the

teacher. (p. 581). Simon declares, "Questioning one's

activities in the teaching situation leads to improved

technique" (p. 582). The notion of using clinical

supervision to help teachers become self-aware is more fully

developed as an evaluation model by Gitlin and Smyth in

Teacher Evaluation: Educative-Alternatives.

Gitlin and Smyth (1989) suggest an alternative approach

to teacher evaluation. Teacher and evaluator/supervisor are

equals in this modified form of clinical supervision, and

the purposes are teacher growth and school improvement,

purposes which may call forth more radical teacher and

school change than any of the other evaluation models.

Gitlin and Smyth also mention Schon and reflective practice,
and they stress teacher critical reflection, which they

would like to see extended to the society as a whole. They

declare their goals in the following words:

In sum, teacher evaluation approaches that fit within

the framework of an educative model would take into

account the relationship between teacher ideology and
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practice; encourage participants to form dialogical

relations which critically assess this relation; and

make attempts to shift the dialogue beyond individual

teachers so that as many members of the community as

possible become actively involved in assessing

educational aims and practices. (p. 5)

Not only does this model encourage teachers to become self-

critical, but it also encourages them to challenge the

status quo and engage others in that challenge. Social

change is an unstated purpose of this evaluation model, for

it is "a process that is as much about questioning the

culture and structure of schooling, as it is with raising

questions about the practicalities of teaching" (p. 104).

Gitlin and Smyth suggest two posssible approaches, one

based on Goldhammer's ideas. They observe, "The commitment

of the colleague in clinical supervision is not, therefore,

primarily one of rating or passing judgment, but rather more

like that of a consultant" (p. 102). In fact, the observer

may be a peer rather than an administrator, and roles will

be reversed. The process centers on the needs and

suggestions of the teacher. This form of clinical

supervision encompasses the following four steps:

1) Problematizing teaching

2) Observing teaching and creating text

3) Confronting biography and history

4) Refocusing and action (p. 98)
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The first step is like the goal-setting conference in

MBO or POA systems, except that the aim is not to create a

measurement device or a way of furthering administrative

objectives. As in the PGSA, it is the beginning of a

dialogue. The text in step 2 is the record of the

observation, not meant to gauge whether or not some standard

has been met, but designed to assist the "teacher to

penetrate the taken-for-grantedness that surrounds teaching"

(p. 102). An observation text allows the participants to

connect their ideas and theories to actual practice. In the

third step, teacher and colleague pose questions,

confronting the teacher's personal assumptions and

experiences and the history of educational ideas in the

process of reflecting on what happens in the teacher's class

and why. As in goal-setting, the participants finally

decide on possible changes or courses of action and continue

the process, which does not, however, end in a "summative

evaluation." This model has been used in Australia, and the

authors give examples of participants' "lived experiences"

(Chapter 7). The sample below will illustrate how this

model might work:

For example, a grade 4 teacher had her clinical

supervision colleague record information about how

children collaborated with one another in a language

task, while the teacher "taught" the remainder of the

class. She was curious about the nature and extent of
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collaboration in a small group when she was absent from

it . . . . When the teachers [examined the text] . . .

they were able to discern instances in which students

were harsh with one another, did not work in ways

inclusive of the views of others . . . . Yet the

teachers were also able to see in their account that at

times the students were self-sufficient, and were able

to reason and justify to one another why they should

work in certain ways. The data enabled the teacher to

see more clearly that she was caught in a dilemma--

while she wanted the children to help one another, when

left to their own devices the children modeled adult

forms of domination that were an unavoidable part of

her own teaching, and which were built into the very

fabric of teaching. Her way of seeking to resolve this

dilemma, in consultation with her colleague, was to

work towards making student collaboration a more

regular and prominent feature of her teaching, as well

as having the students see her collaborating with her

colleague in teaching the class. They resolved to

collect more information about how children react in

these situations over time. (p. 124)

The Clinical Supervision Model resembles teacher action

research, essentially redefining teacher evaluation. When

accountability is dropped as the major purpose and the focus
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is turned to process rather than product, teacher evaluation

looks very different.

Because clinical supervision has been modified and

incorporated into it, the Effective Teaching Model is

examined next. Gitlin and Smyth make it clear that clinical

supervision as defined by Hunter and others involved with

this model has lost its "original" meaning (p. 108). In an

attack on the Effective Teaching Model, Gitlin and Smyth

refer to the "technologization of clinical supervision," the

use of the mechanics without the original purposes (p. 111).

(Such criticisms receive more detailed attention in a later

part of this study.) The Effective Teaching Model, which

has solidified into a powerful method in the last five

years, needs to be described.

The Effective Teaching Model

The Effective Teaching Model, which includes a number

of current state-mandated systems, is based on a combination

of theoretical teaching models (such as Hunter's), the

results of effective teaching research which has emerged

from the process-product paradigm, and the procedures of

clinical supervision. All of this is usually tied to a

staff development program, as well. Snyder (1981) explains

that, "clinical supervision . . . focuses on helping

teachers improve their performance through the analysis and

feedback of observed events in the classroom. It emerged

during the human relations era of management . . .
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Practitioners, however, are providing the kind of

accountability context today for linking a healthy climate

with tentative definitions of instruction and with learning

results" (p. 521). In other words, the steps of clinical

supervision are subordinated to an elaborate, generic

observation instrument. Teachers are first trained in the

methods and criteria on which the observation instrument is

built, and then appraised by trained evaluators. Medley,

Coker, and Soar (1984) define the four steps of this model

below:

1) Setting, defining [by the instrument itself and

inservice training], or agreeing upon a task to be

performed

2) Making a documentary, quantifiable record of the

behavior of the candidate while the task is

performed

3) Quantifying the record, that is, deriving a score or

set of scores from it

4) Comparing the scores with the predetermined standard

(p. 23)

Unlike in Goldhammer's or Gitlin and Smyth's notions of

clinical supervision, the evaluator and the designer of the

evaluation instrument "call the shots." The teacher is in a

subordinate position. The criteria for evaluation have

emerged from effective teaching research and the work of

theorists like Hunter. Effective teaching, like clinical
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supervision, has been an elusive term, since it has a common

sense as well as a specific research definition. Effective

teaching or teacher effectiveness will be explained in more

depth in following pages. Finally, accountability and

teacher growth in accountability terms are the purposes of

this model. Medley, Coker, and Soar state that "the

potential contribution of teacher evaluation to the

improvement of education depends on making it possible to

identify the most competent teachers in any group of

teachers, to diagnose incompetence, and to measure changes

in competence validly and reliably" (p. 29). As during the

first decades of the century, and again when MBO became

popular, management efficiency is once more a theme in

teacher evaluation. Moreover, as Hyman (1975) points out,

the impact of the courts and legislation can also be seen.

The Effective Teaching Model, with its emphasis on

observations using detailed checklists, is in part a

response to various laws and court decisions which have

caused "supervisors [to] tighten up their evaluative

procedures . . . sharpening the evidence . . . carefully

observing their teachers because observations are prime data

. . ." (p. 9).

In 1987, the NEA sent out a questionnaire on

evaluation. The results report that certain theorists,

including Jon Saphier, Ron McIntire, and James Popham, have

influenced teacher evaluation. By far the greatest
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influence, however, comes from Madeline Hunter. The NEA

study shows that the Hunter Model (of Teaching) has been the

sole or major model for teacher evaluation in 20 out of 29

responding states (p. 10). McGreal claims, "The most

successful implementations of a narrowed focus on teaching

have utilized--in addition to the effectiveness research--

some of the work of Madeline Hunter and her colleagues" (p.

84). Moreover, Hunter's tips for evaluation are included in

Teacher Evaluation: Six Prescriptions for Success (1988);

many of her ideas and her terminology can be found in

Effective Teaching models. Although she has not packaged a

specific design for evaluation herself, Hunter has affected

evaluation through training and staff development programs.

The kind of evaluation criteria that Hunter has promoted are

expressed by her below (1973):

1) Is there a perceivable objective? Is the teaching

focused on a particular learning target, or does it

include a little bit of everything?

2) Is the objective appropriate for this group of

learners? Or has the objective already been

achieved by the learners, or is it so difficult

that there is little possibility of its being

achieved?

3) Was the objective achieved? Is there evidence of

progression toward achievement of the objective?

If, for valid reasons, the teacher abandons the
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objective, the appraisers observe progression of

learners toward a new objective.

4) What did the teacher do that facilitates learning?

Evidence in this category comes from the appropriate

application of principles of learning--such as . . .

massing practice on new material, reinforcing

appropriate behavior, giving precise and specific

knowledge of results, and so forth . .

5) What did the teacher do that interfered with

learning? Examples might be unintentional

reinforcement of tattling, inappropriate practice,

or failing to evaluate attainment of one learning

step before proceeding to the next. (p. 62)

The Hunter Model is commonsensical, easily understood,

and easily implemented. Its roots lie in the behavioral

research of Hunter and her colleagues at U.C.L.A. over many

years, summarized in the Theory into Practice publications.

Teach More--Faster! (1967) is typical of this series. It is

a self-instructional, programmed book. Information is

followed by a multiple choice question or test. Each

response channels the reader either to review the

information or to go on to the next section. Topics include

motivation, transfer, sequencing of instruction, practice,

and reinforcement. "Psychological principles" of teaching

which Hunter offers include: a) "For efficiency in learning

you work with the smallest amounts possible without
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sacrificing maximum meaning or wasting time" (p. 53), b)

"The generalization that guides us to speedy learning is

mass the practice at the beginning of learning" (p. 92), and

c) "Assuming all parts of a task are of equal difficulty,

those placed in the first position of any sequence are the

easiest to learn and those in the last position are the next

easiest" (p. 39). Observable classroom teacher behaviors

based on such principles along with the lesson design

constitute the criteria for effective teaching. The lesson

design is probably the most familiar aspect of Hunter's

work. McGreal (1983) discusses the steps and cites

connections to effective teaching researchers such as

Rosenshine, Good, and Brophy. The lesson design steps are

as follows:

1) Anticipatory set

2) Statement of objectives

3) Instructional input

4) Modeling

5) Checking for understanding

6) Guided practice

7) Independent practice (pp. 85-89)

An example of "Hunterized" staff development/teacher

evaluation materials used in Carrollton, Texas, elaborating

on these terms, may be found on two pages in the Appendix.

Garman and Hazi (1988) document Hunter's influence on

Pennsylvania teacher evaluation, as quoted below:
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The state department of education developed a model

two-day workshop for its Executive Academy . . . called

"Fair and Effective Supervision and Evaluation

Practices," and it featured Hunter's

teaching/supervision model, which links a prescribed

version of teaching to supervision. (Supervisors and

teachers are required to learn Hunter's "essential

seven steps of teaching," and supervisors are expected

to look for these seven steps during classroom

observations aimed at judging the quality of

instruction.) As administrators learned the language

of the seven-step lesson design, they also learned that

criteria had to be explicit in order to comply with due

process. From the outset it was clear that the Hunter

model was not simply a model of teaching, but an

administrative model of teaching to be used for

supervision/evaluation. (p. 670)

There are, as previously observed, hybrid models of

evaluation, some of which depend on Hunter's work but do not

quite fit the Effective Teaching Model. One example would

be the system of the Santa Clara Unified School District

(California) discussed by McLaughlin and Pfeifer (1988).

This system depends on goal setting and peer-based

remediation, but staff development is based on Hunter (pp.

7-8). As criteria become increasingly oriented to Hunter or

effective teaching research, evaluation systems often evolve
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from a goal-setting or clinical supervision (in the older

sense) model into an Effective Teaching Model, changing the

persons responsible for evaluation and the purposes of

evaluation. To repeat, Hunter's version of clinical

supervision is very unlike Goldhammer's. For instance,

Hunter no longer sees a need for pre-observational

conferences at all. She states, "Teachers should know that

they will be given carefully considered feedback during a

post-observation conference" (1988, p. 46). Teachers' "felt

needs" or personal goals are irrelevant, and rapport is

necessary only for the supervisor to persuade the teacher to

make specified changes. Effective teaching has been

objectified into a new kind of rating scheme, based on

research rather than mere consensus, conducted by a trained

administrator/evaluator, because as Hunter says, "All

teachers . . . should continue to grow in professional

effectiveness . . . as a condition of employment" (p. 34).

In addition to Hunter's work, the other major source of

criteria for the Effective Teaching Model is effective

teaching research results. Effective teaching or teacher

effectiveness refers to a particular strand of research.

Although the term has often been used as if it referred to

some obvious, commonly understood facts, a definition of

what actually constitutes effective teaching is hardly

unproblematic. In fact, the issue of "effectiveness" is

highlighted by Wise, Darling-Hammond, McLaughlin, and
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Bernstein (1984), who observe, "if markedly different

teaching behaviors lead to divergent results that can be

deemed equally desirable, one cannot identify a single,

unidimensional construct called effective teaching, much

less delimit its component parts" (p. 10). Here another

philosophical problem arises which will be discussed later;

different purposes and values lead to different methods.

Nevertheless, Borich (1977) gives a useful definition of how

"effective teaching" research is conducted. Research is

based on "systematically recording a variety of specific,

discrete teacher behaviors that are assumed, according to a

theoretical framework, to be related to pupil growth. After

these behaviors are observed and recorded, they are

correlated with indices of pupil change to validate their

importance" (p. 9). Teacher behaviors, such as giving

praise or using proximity to discourage off-task student

activities, have, so far, been correlated most often to one

index of pupil change--standardized test scores. The term

process-product is also used to describe this kind of

research, because it seeks to connect process (teacher

behavior) to a product (student test scores).

McGreal lists a number of effective teaching studies.

Following is a sample:

CLIMATE

Bloom (1975)

Hunter (1976)
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Denham and Lieberman (1980)

Brophy and Evertson (1976) (p. 74)

PLANNING

Rosenshine (1980)

McGreal (1981) (p. 80)

MANAGEMENT

Kounin (1970)

Emmer and Evertson (1979) (p. 90)

These studies follow years of frustrated attempts by

researchers to connect teacher traits to effective teaching

(by any definition). The early studies of A. S. Barr

mentioned before are typical of such efforts. By the

1960's, attention turned away from what researchers call

"presage" variables (teacher age, sex, personality,

training) to "process" variables (the ways teachers and

students interact) as correlated to "product" variables

(student outcomes). A solid knowledge base for teaching

became the goal, under the influence of what Berliner (1977)

calls the "performance and competency based approaches to

teacher education, teacher evaluation, and teacher

accountability" (p. 147). Systematic .methods of observation

were developed and used, such as Flanders' Interactional

Analysis which examined the verbal interaction between

teachers and students, or Parsons' Types of Question

Analysis, and others mentioned in Evaluating Teacher

Performance by Sullivan Kowalski (1978). Although the newer
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effective teaching studies also stir debate, Gage felt able

to claim qualified success by 1978. He states, "We do have

some relationships between teacher behavior and pupil

achievement and attitudes on which a scientific basis for

the art of teaching may be erected" (p. 30). By 1980, Bloom

could claim a "major revolution" due to the "movement from a

study of the characteristics of teachers and students to

direct observation of learning taking place in the

interactions between teachers and students in the classroom"

(p. 382). Bloom celebrates findings which promote time on

task and the use of cues because such behaviors, unlike

traits such as the teacher's sense of humor or the student's

socioeconomic status, can be measured and changed.

Effective teaching research has had great impact because it

has provided hopeful and practical information for school

improvement.

Examples of the Effective Teaching Model based on

effective teaching research include the North Carolina

Teacher Performance Appraisal System and the Florida

Performance Measurement System (both described in the April,

1987, Educational Leadership). Another example is the Texas

Teacher Appraisal System. A copy of the basic evaluation

instrument (with its history) from the TTAS Teacher

Orientation Manual (1988) is in the Appendix. Although the

Texas system and others claim the improvement of instruction

as an essential purpose, improvement is defined in terms
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prescribed by the instrument as implemented by evaluators.

Criteria are narrowly interpreted. In the Texas Education

Agency's Teacher Orientation Manual, for example, the

"performance indicator" which says "closes instruction

appropriately" is pictured in the following way:

The teacher may briefly summarize main points and

explain how learning will be needed in the future.

Closure may take place at the conclusion of any segment

of instruction or at the end of the class period. If

several content topics/activities occur and only a few

are appropriately closed, no credit should be given.

Closure need not be lengthy but must be observable. No

credit is given for only administrative closure [like

the assignment of homework]. (p. 82)

Some critics conclude that such a prescriptive system

has a narrow sense of accountability as its overarching

purpose. For instance, Macmillan and Pendelbury (1985) say

of the Florida system, "One might attack its source and its

ultimate purpose: It comes from the bureaucrats, for the

purpose of controlling the schools, for the sake of

centralized and unified systematization of the institutions

of the state--perhaps at the cost of teacher autonomy" (p.

69). This and similar criticisms are considered later from

a philosophical perspective. Certainly, the emphasis is

quite different in this model as compared to the Clinical

Supervision Model in which evaluation is a joint venture
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engaged in for the sake of personal-professional

development, or compared to the Artistic Model, which

remains to be examined.

One other qualification dealing with effective teaching

criteria must be made. The broad claims of generalizability

made in various state systems often do not come from the

researchers themselves. For example, the Texas system

(TTAS) cites Rosenshine (1983) several times to support the

claim "Effective teachers structure learning" (Orientation

Manual, p. 95). However, Borich, Kash, and Kemp in "What

the Teacher Effectivness Research Has to Say About Teaching

Practices and Student Performance" (1979),, also cited in the

TTAS manual, argue, "There is an indication that too much

direct teaching and too closely structured activities had

limiting effects on learning and on the development of

higher-order cognitive skills" (p. 53). The manual makes

such statements as "Less effective teachers tolerate more

out-of-seat students, while more effective teachers require

students to remain in their seats during instruction

(Evertson, Emmer, Sanford, and Clements, 1983)" (p. 98).

Borich, Kash, and Kemp (like many other researchers)

observe, however, the following:

For every teacher behavior identified by research on

teacher effectiveness as having a positive or negative

relationship to pupil gains, any classroom teacher

could respond with a 'Yes, but . . . ' followed by an
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enumeration of possible conditions or circumstances

that would alter the direction, or constrain the use of

that particular behavior. Teachers know that their

behaviors have different effects on their pupils . .

The composite pictures [in effective teaching research]

from the data are statistical representations of

classrooms, pupil behaviors, and teacher behaviors. The

results of these studies do not tell us what should or

could be happening in classrooms. (pp. 64-65)

In addition, there are, of course, hybrid models that

use effective teaching research but do not center evaluation

around effective teaching observation methods or findings.

The Judgment-Based Model

Concern with those contextual conditions or

circumstances mentioned above, and with a definition of the

teacher's role which extends beyond the classroom, has led

to the recent emergence of the Judgment-Based Model of

teacher evaluation. Again, a quote from effective teaching

researchers cited in the TTAS manual serves to underscore

what seem to be limitations of the Effective Teaching Model,

limitations towards which Judgment-Based models are

responding. Brophy and Evertson (1974) declare as follows:

The facts that a large number of significant

correlations were negative, that many of the

relationships were non-linear, and that none of the

linear correlations were extremely strong, all provide
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support for the frequently made assertion that teaching

involves orchestration of a large number of variables

that must be present at a given point in time according

to the teacher's judgment (as opposed to the idea that

good teaching involves mastery of a small number of

'crucial' teaching behaviors). (p. 74)

Although Judgment-Based models vary greatly in the specific

criteria and procedures they employ, they seem to share a

recognition of the professional judgment aspects of teaching

and of evaluation. These models then entrust appraisal

decision making to a group of evaluators, usually including

teachers; call on a wide variety of criteria; and attempt,

on the whole, to balance the purposes of accountability and

teaching improvement.

Popham describes one possibility for a Judgment-Based

model in Teacher Evaluation: Six Prescriptions for Success

(1988). He gives his rationale and summarizes his approach

as follows:

For over three decades I have been trying to discover a

sensible scheme for evaluating teachers. The bulk of

my effort was focused on a quest for quantitative

indices of teacher competence, a quest that proved

futile. I continually butted my head against the

profound complexity of the teaching-learning process

- - - 0 I therefore propose that district-level

summative teacher appraisal programs be based on
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judgment-based teacher evaluation (J-BTE, pronounced

"J-bite"). I also recommend that a J-BTE program rely

on an amalgam of the same types of evidence that, if

considered in isolation, constitute an indefensible

index of a teacher's skill. At the heart of J-BTE is

the ability of qualified professionals to consider

various data sources, judge the soundness of such data,

and reach conclusions about a teacher's competence in

the context of the teacher's specific instructional

setting. (p. 66)

Popham declares that the bases for J-BTE are the "pooled

professional judgment" of trained evaluators (teachers

and/or administrators) and the use of multiple sources of

evidence (p. 67). The evidence sources include the

following:

1) Observations of classroom performance

2) Administrative ratings of teacher's instructional

skill

3) Student evaluations of the the teacher's

instructional skill

4) Reviews of teacher-prepared materials

5) Evidence of student growth (assembled by the

teacher) (p. 70)

Although no one source of evidence, self-evaluation, peer

evaluation, student or parent surveys, or even highly touted

classroom observation methods, has received universal
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approval, a good argument can be made for the usefulness of

each of these and other data sources, too. Together,

multiple sources are assumed to provide an accurate picture

by supplying information from a number of perspectives. The

weakness of one source may then be covered by the strength

of another. Popham pictures the way J-BTE would proceed,

using a variety of criteria, as follows:

A team of three trained and certified J-BTE evaluators

will typically gather, or be provided with, the sources

of data for a teacher. Each of the evaluators will

have a first-hand opportunity to view the teacher in

action.

Before reviewing the data, the J-BTE team will

consider the context in which the teacher is

functioning (i.e., quality of pupils, classroom

facilities, instructional materials, and so on

[including district demands]). The team will, as a

group, assign relative weights to the five data sources

in that particular setting for that particular teacher.

Then, having reviewed the data, members of the J-BTE

team will, first independently and then collectively,

use the data sources to reach a pooled professional

judgment regarding the teacher's instructional skill.

(p. 73)
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Popham says nothing about staff development, and based on

the above description, as well, it would seem fair to say

that his model is concerned primarily with accountability.

A model which attempts (or attempted) to meet

accountability demands fairly as well as improve

instruction, the Tennessee Career Ladder Program depends on

what Shulman calls a "union of insufficiencies" (November,

1988, Educational Leadership). The Tennessee program, the

first statewide career ladder in the country, utilizes

professional judgment in combination with a variety of

criteria. Furtwengler (1987) characterizes the system as

follows:

Tennesse's evaluation system assesses a teacher's

competence in six major areas: planning, teaching

strategies, classroom management, evaluation,

leadership, and communication. The multidata source

system includes information from classroom observation,

dialogue, student questionnaire, principal

questionnaire, professional growth and leadership

summary, and a written test. Instrumentation accounts

for 75 percent of the evaluation decision; 25 percent

comes from a consensus score of three peer teachers who

serve as evaluators. The evaluation process does not

separate competent from incompetent teachers but

rewards excellent teachers for outstanding performance.

(p. 67)
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Although teachers are not themselves involved in determining

the basis for judgments made, no one administrator-evaluator

is held responsible for decisions, and no one instrument (as

in the Effective Teaching Model) is the center of the

process. Although professional judgment is not given as

much leeway as in the Clinical Supervision Model, there is

more room for educators' consideration of context and

activities outside the classroom than in the Effective

Teaching Model. Because the Tennessee program is incentive-

based, greater attention is focused on individual teacher

self-improvement than in Popham's J-BTE. Moreover,

Tennessee has created staff development programs -to help

teachers improve their performance, as Furtwengler reports

(p. 68). Effective teaching research has influenced such

Judgment-Based models as the Tennessee program, and there is

a more defined theoretical framework than in the Goal-

Setting Model, but claims for a "scientific," certain

knowledge base for teaching are more tentative than those

made for the Effective Teaching Model. As French, Malo, and

Rakow (1988) say of the Tennessee Career Ladder, "Neither

teaching nor.the assessment of it is simple" (p. 73).

Teachers have more input in other Judgment-Based

models, such as one used in Park City, Utah. Teachers there

accumulate evidence from (but not including each of) the

following categories, as explained by Peterson and Mitchell

(1985):
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1) Pupil report

2) Parent survey

3) Peer review of materials

4) Teacher tests

5) Systematic observation

6) Administrator report

7) Student gain data

8) Professionalism

9) Special service

10) Other (p. 46)

Teachers have to present a rationale for their choices of

evidence as well as the evidence itself. Then a panel,

consisting of four teachers, two administrators, and two

parents evaluates the teacher's dossier. Five out of eight

must "vote favorably for the teacher to be promoted, and the

panel may identify and reward truly exemplary practice" (p.

46). As in Popham's J-BTE, while professional judgment and

multiple criteria are used, the focus is on personnel

decisions, though, and not teacher growth per se.

Scriven's Duties-Based Approach, on the other hand,

presented in Teacher Evaluation: Six Prescriptions for

Success (1988), downplays the aspect of professional

judgment, but still uses it plus a variety of other

criteria. Scriven ties his model to a list of professional

duties, reminiscent of Redfern's goal-setting approach (and

even earlier efforts such as the Charters and Waples 1929
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teacher training study mentioned at the beginning of this

study). In addition to the kinds of evidence already

discussed, Scriven includes "footprint data," evidence of

teacher influence after the student has left, such as

college scholarships or exit interviews; and "found data,"

personnel records, library records, recommended texts, and

so forth (p. 138). Scriven details the importance of staff

development and a mentor system to aid this model in

promoting teacher improvement. Like other proponents of

the Judgment-Based Model, Scriven affirms that "it is surely

preferable to work with an appraisal system that fully

recognizes the great range of a teacher's duties" (p. 142).

Clearly, there exists a variety of systems within the

Judgment-Based Model. Some have been carefully thought out

and planned by scholars like Popham and Scriven. Others

seem to be the work of state or district committees which

have tried to find the most politic solution to the problem

of teacher evaluation and so have included as many people

and types of criteria as possible, in order to satisfy

everyone. One other model which received a great deal of

attention at the national ASCD conference in San Antonio in

March, 1990, is theory-based, the Cognitive Development

approach of Costa and Garmston.

Costa, Garmston, and Lambert (1988) state the central

notion of their system, asserting, "If the work of teaching

is thinking, then the evaluation of teaching is the
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evaluation of thinking" (p. 149). Thus, the criteria for

this system arise from theories of cognitive development as

related to teaching. The authors encourage broad

involvement in the evaluation process. They recommend "a

process that considers alternative ways of deciding who

makes the judgments about performance. Most systems do not

even consider this question, assuming that those in

authority automatically judge. We suggest that external

judgment is far less growth producing than internal judgment

in cases where teachers are capable of self-judgment . .

(p. 166). The purposes of the model are accountability and

teacher improvement, seeking improvement of the working

environment "to nurture and support what could bel" (p. 168).

Costa and Garmston stated the assumptions of their

model at the ASCD conference, among which was the idea that

teaching performance is driven by invisible skills,

thinking, but that artifacts of these skills are observable.

As in other Judgment-Based models, a variety of data is used

for evidence of these skills. The authors place these

skills in three arenas: the classroom, collegial practice,

and the profession. Therefore, the system examines not only

lesson plans and classroom behavior, but also action

research, peer data, publication of articles, workshops

presented, committee membership, and many of the criteria

used by other Judgment-Based models. Although they insist

that all forms and procedures should be developed in-house,
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Costa, Garmston, and Lambert offer a sample evaluation form

which can be located in the Appendix. The categories of

"often," "sometimes," and "not yet," rather than a numerical

rating scheme underscore the developmental (as opposed to

verdict-making) nature of the method. The goals of this

developmental process come from the work of cognitive

psychologists and thinkers like Piaget and Kohlberg and are

shown on a chart explaining the constructs in the Appendix.

Also included in the Appendix are examples of artifacts

which point to cognitive development. Conducting action

research or altering a lesson plan to better meet student

needs are actions that testify to the teacher's increasingly

reflective practice, higher cognitive level. Ultimately,

growth in teacher thinking is believed to result in growth

in student thinking. Thus, the attempt is made to link

accountability to instructional improvement and professional

satisfaction. As in the Clinical Supervision Model, teacher

evaluation is here perceived as an educative process,

although one still imposed from the outside.

Another researcher, Shulman, is pursuing the idea of

judgment-based evaluation in formulating the role of a

national board for teaching licensure or certification.

Shulman (1987) acknowledges the "wisdom of practice" in his

search for meaningful teacher evaluation. He proposes an

approach which calls on a combination of methods such as

portfolios, classroom observation, assessment centers, and
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tests. Shulman's purposes are accountability and teacher

growth, connected in a system meaningful to all

participants. He says, "We must achieve standards without

standardization" (20).

The Artistic Model

Like Shulman, Elliot Eisner comes to teacher evaluation

with high regard for the complexity of the undertaking and

for the wide knowledge the able teacher brings to teaching.

Eisner is the major advocate/architect of the Artistic or

Naturalistic Model, aimed at both curriculum and teacher

evaluation. Eisner's approach to evaluation and to the

educational research on which it is based diverges

significantly from the scientific approach of effective

teaching. Eisner depends on "thick description" of what

happens in the classroom, rather than on statistically-based

checklist observations, a naturalistic rather than

quantitative method. McGreal remarks that Eisner "argues

that teachers, like painters and dancers, make judgments

based largely on qualities that unfold during the course of

teaching; that teaching is influenced by contingencies that

are unpredictable; and that the ends achieved in teaching

are often created in process" (p. 30). This is a concept of

teaching quite different from the linear and objective-

oriented concept assumed in the Product, most Goal-Setting,

and Effective Teaching systems. Eisner sees the

supervisor/evaluator's role as helping the teacher become
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more aware, more reflective. The criteria depend on what

the teacher and evaluator bring to the process and/or on

patterns that emerge from classroom observations. The

primary purpose is teacher improvement or enrichment.

Although Eisner does not specify particular criteria,

he does discuss two aspects of evaluation/supervision--

educational connoisseurship and educational criticism. He

presents these ideas in the following manner in The Art of

Educational Evaluation (1985):

Because I believe teaching in classrooms is ideographic

in character, that is, because I believe the features

of classroom life are not likely to be explained or

controlled by behavioral laws, I conceive the major

contribution of evaluation as contributing to a

heightened awareness of the qualities of that life so

that teachers and students can become more intelligent

within it. Connoisseurship plays an important role

toward this end by refining levels of apprehension of

the qualities that pervade classrooms . . . . The

connoisseur of anything--and one can have

connoisseurship about anything--appreciates what he or

she encounters in the proper meaning of the word . .

Appreciation here means an awareness and an

understanding of what one has experienced . .
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If connoisseurship is the art of appreciation,

criticism is the art of disclosure . . . . The task of

the critic is to help us to see. (pp. 92-93)

The supervisor acts as a mirror of sorts, helping the

teacher both notice and become able himself/herself to

evaluate or judge. As Hill (1985) describes such a

process, "In the artistic stage, a supervisor might act in a

consultative and debriefing mode to learn from the artistic

teacher and to contribute to the artistic teacher's

personalized theory of teaching" (p. 185). Eisner later

makes it clear that information beyond classroom observation

is also important evidence, matter for reflection. Eisner

claims the following:

We also need to use symbol systems that are employed in

film, that use teacher logs and student interviews, and

that employ graphic analysis of the work students

create. We need slides of classroom activity and

photos of work in progress. In short, we need to use

an approach to educational evaluation that capitalizes

on our human capacity to come to know reality in its

multidimensional richness. (p. 131)

This process plainly requires even more time than an

Effective Teaching approach.

If it seems that the Artistic Model resembles Clinical

Supervision, indeed, Sergiovanni demonstrates the connection

in "Reforming Teacher Evaluation: Naturalistic Alternatives'"
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(1977). Sergiovanni calls on Eisner's work and states,

"Many forms of clinical supervision resemble naturalistic

approaches" (p. 605). Sergiovanni, moreover, incorporates

the wide-ranging kinds of evidence which Eisner suggests and

which are also characteristic of the Judgment-Based Model.

Sergiovanni depicts the procedure by saying, "Like artists

who prepare a portfolio of their work to reflect a point of

view, teachers prepare a similar representation of their

work. Together, supervisor and teacher use the collected

artifacts to identify key issues, to substantiate teacher

educational platform dimensions [philosophy], and to

identify serendipitous but worthwhile outcomes" (p. 606).

Again, as in the Clinical Supervision Model, the most

significant function is educative, to promote teacher and

evaluator growth.

The Artistic Model is not presently used in school

systems, but it has been used for educational research. For

example, McCutcheon in her dissertation "The Disclosure of

Classroom Life," (1976) explains the processes of an artistic

approach. First, the evaluator/observer is involved in

"description (portraying observed experiences);" and then in

"interpretation (finding patterns, unique qualities of the

classroom, determining meaning, and relating to theories and

outside influences);" and finally, in "appraisal (how well

the lesson was carried out and whether it was worth doing)"

(p. 2). The aims of this method, according to McCutcheon,
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include helping teachers better understand their teaching so

they can change and improve, helping teacher morale by

letting teachers know that others are struggling with

similar problems, and even serving accountability goals by

better (in more detail and depth) informing parents and

supervisors of the teacher's work (pp. 11-13). Using the

resulting "text" for teacher self-examination, the teacher

is a major actor in the process, and the Artistic Model

therefore closely resembles the Clinical Supervision Model.

A sample of part of one such text is the last item in the

Appendix.

It should be plain from this survey of teacher

evaluation models, that there have been and still are a

great variety of actual methods used around the country.

Some are hybrid models, combining ideas and techniques.

Some contain parts simply left over from earlier systems.

The Texas Teacher Appraisal System, for instance, contains a

teacher self-evaluation like one might find in a goal-

setting model. However, in the TTAS the self-evaluation in

no way impacts the teacher's score or status on the career

ladder. How well different models work, what problems each

encounters, what values and theories of knowing underpin

these models, are all questions which remain to be examined.

The next chapter of this study surveys educational

philosophies as a necessary background for further

exploration.



CHAPTER III

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES

Models of teacher evaluation embrace not only

particular techniques but also broader underlying ideas,

beliefs, and values. An examination of these philosophical

ideas better enables educators to compare and evaluate

models. Ozmon and Craver (1986) express the power of

philosophy as follows:

In order to behave intelligently in the educational

process, the educator needs the things philosophy can

provide; that is, an understanding of thinking

processes and the nature of ideas, the language we use

to describe education, and how these may interact with

practical affairs. For the educator, philosophy is not

simply a professional tool but a way of improving the

quality of life because it helps us gain a wider and

deeper perspective on human existence and the world

around us. (p. x)

The following chapter of this study is a survey of major

educational philosophies, presenting those assumptions about

the world and its human inhabitants which inform such

practical undertakings as teacher evaluation.

72
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This chapter does not offer an in-depth analysis of

philosophy; rather, it surveys the general ontological,

epistemological, and axiological stances of major schools of

educational thought, including the following:

traditionalism, positivism-behaviorism, pragmatism-

progressivism, reconstructionism and Marxism-Critical

Theory, existentialism, and constructivism. Other

influences mentioned include trends in the philosophy of

science, phenomenology, hermeneutics, and neo-pragmatism.

Those schools that most affect teacher evaluation receive

the most attention. Historical-philosophical background,

with the contributions of important thinkers, especially

those from the systems of idealism and realism, is given.

Educational aims and the role of the teacher in each system

are reviewed. Weaknesses and strengths of the various

schools are noted as well.

Traditionalist Philosophies

To understand traditionalist educational philosophies,

it is necessary to be aware of the oldest system of

philosophical thought in the West--idealism. Ozmon and

Craver (1986) maintain, "While idealism's influence has

suffered in recent decades, probably no other single

philosophy has affected education for as great a period of

time as idealism. Beginning with Plato in the fourth

century B.C., through scholasticism in the Middle Ages, to

Kant and Hegel, and up to the twentieth century, idealism
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has been a dominant force with which to reckon" (p. 21). A

conservative philosophy, idealism stresses reason, tradition

and culture, and man's quest for eternal truth and goodness.

The basic tenets of idealism follow.

Plato established the ontology of idealism by dividing

the world into the apparent and the real. Morris (1961)

capsules, "The 'apparent' realm is the day-to-day experience

we have as mortals. This is the region of change, of coming

and going . . . it is the realm of imperfection,

irregularity, and disorder . . . The 'real' world . . . is

the home of the mind, the realm of ideas . . . the home of

eternal qualities, of permanence, of regularity, of order,

of absolute truth and value" (p. 50). The realm of Ideas

includes everything from the concept of table to the idea of

justice. In such a mental realm, neither tables nor justice

can decay or dissapoint as they do in the "apparent" realm.

Plato's myth of the cave in which people mistake the shadows

they see for the actual things they cannot see illustrates

his view of reality. For later religious idealists like

Augustine, the day-to-day material world is actually evil,

and the world of Ideas (or Forms) is the world of God.

Ozmon and Craver comment, "It is not surprising that

idealism and religion have been closely intertwined . . .

there is the Christian concept that God created the world

out of Himself or out of Spirit or Idea" (p. 6). For both
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religious and non-religious idealists, the goal for mankind

then is to aspire to the other world of Idea.

The Platonic method of gaining knowledge, Truth of the

eternal world, depends on the mind and arduous thinking.

The mind receives data, coordinates it with other data

(ideas), and by finding consistency discovers Truth,

according to Morris (1961, p. 140). The practice of the

dialectic, reasoned discussion of both sides of an argument,

validates conclusions. Matter is illusory, but the engaged

human mind can mirror, at least in a limited way, the world

of Ideas. As Plato says in the Republic, "the Forms are the

objects of thought but not of sight" (p. 162). For

religious idealists, the road to God requires the soul as

bridge, rather than pure intellect; meditation, faith, and

Bible study serve as the methods for transcending the world

of matter and change. Rosen (1968) defines idealism and its

epistemology below:

Idealism is a philosophical position which adheres to

the view that nothing exists except as it is an idea in

the mind of man, the mind of God, or in a super- or

supra-natural realm. The idealist believes that the

universe has an intelligence and a will; that all

material things are explainable in terms of a mind

standing behind them. (p. 12)

Rationalism is essential to idealist epistemology.

Moreover, once Truths are found, they should be communicated
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to following generations, drawing on the authority of great

thinkers and great cultures. Strain (1975) explicates, "To

prevent the possibility of decline and fall, civilization

preserves religion, truth, and moral behavior by

institutionalizing them . . . . From the standpoint of

education, the young must be taught to conform to society's

institutions, and to show allegiance and respect" (p. 266).

The search for knowledge is identified with the search

for the Good or God in idealism. Ethics is essential in the

idealist tradition, captured by such phrases as Absolute

Good or Kant's Categorical Imperative. The ultimate good is

eternal and unchanging, true for everyone at all times, and

ideal--not to be found merely in the here-and-now as

perceived by human senses. Virtue is often discussed by

Socrates in the Platonic dialogues, and Plato states in the

Republic that "the Form of the Good is the greatest object

of study, and that it is by their relation to it that just

actions become useful and beneficial" (p. 159). Religion

has, of course, long been absorbed with righteousness and

Good. The major point is that idealists think man can find

the True and Good, at least in part, and can both act on

this knowledge and transmit it. Intellectual training or

education is the key to this process. Ozmon and Craver here

express the educational aims of idealists:

Along with Plato, they believe that the aim of

education should be directed toward the search for true
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ideas. Another important idealist aim is character

development, as the search for truth demands personal

discipline and steadfast character. The aim is

prevalent in the writings of . . . Harris, Horne

[American idealist educators] . . . and others. What

they want in society is not just the literate,

knowledgeable person, but the good person. (p. 13)

For the idealist, the teacher is the most important

contributor to education because the teacher, through

various methods, helps the student search for Truth.

Socrates and Plato were certainly influential teachers,

Socrates prodding people to ask and answer questions and

Plato persuasively presenting his arguments. As Rosen puts

it, the teacher is "a co-worker with the Absolute in

developing the pupil's capacities and guiding him closer to

knowledge of the Ideal. The teacher should set an example

that the student will follow" (p. 22). Butler (1966) lists

numerous qualities the teacher should have, some of which

are listed below:

1) The teacher is the personification of reality for

the child, the "universe made personal."

2) The teacher commands respect by "virtue of what he

himself is.,"

3) The teacher is "master of the art of living."

4) The teacher "awakens the desire to learn."
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5) The teacher "ought to be a study in self-

examination." (pp. 99-101)

Butler adds that the idealist teacher emphasizes interest,

effort, and discipline (pp. 106-109). How idealists'

preoccupations with character, intellectual development, and

certain knowledge translate into specifically American

educational philosophies is explored next.

Also known as classicism or formalism, traditionalism

is the philosophy which has characterized most American

schools from colonial times on, from the Puritans to many

"back-to-basics" schools. The Puritans subscribed to a

particular religious type of idealism. Howick (1980)

describes Puritan ontology, epistemology, and axiology.

Like Plato, the Puritans saw matter (and body) as bad, while

God is perfect spirit and ultimate reality. True knowledge

could only emerge from religious study. Other subjects were

unimportant, and so there was a narrow, lockstep curriculum.

Students were taught to read strictly in order to read the

Bible. The Puritans accentuated Original Sin and man's evil

nature; therefore, man, from birth on, must be forced to

think and do right. Education relied on rigid discipline.

Education's aim was to set souls straight, in Howick's

words, to "reinforce the existing social and religious

patterns of the community" (p. 20). Traditionalism, more

than Platonic idealism, still relies on the past and

tradition. Memorization and recitation were the methods
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employed by the Puritans. The teacher was, then, a rigorous

taskmaster, a kind of virtuous drill sergeant rather than

the intermediary or inspiring model of Platonic thought.

Although the traditional secular school retained some of the

basic notions of the Puritans, many began to criticize the

harshness and drabness of the traditional school in the

second half of the 19th Century.

Secular traditionalism of the 20th Century is

considerably less punitive and more flexible than the

earlier Puritan form, no longer aimed at religious training,

and embracing instruction in the liberal arts and a wider

array of teaching methods. Traditionalism has also been

influenced by realism, especially through the social

efficiency doctrine, which is explained later in this

chapter. Nevertheless, as revealed in the work of such

traditionalist reformers as Clifton Fadiman, Arthur Bestor,

Admiral Hyman Rickover, and probably H. Ross Perot (in Texas

in the 1980's), the world view is still traditional-

idealist, largely Platonic. Reliable knowledge lies in

tradition (with modifications for modern technology), and

right thinking is the goal. Howick states that the secular,

modern traditionalist emphasizes reason, preservation of the

past, fixed truths,, and diligent effort (p. 25). Until

earlier in the century, traditionalism was also aligned with

faculty psychology. Gordon (1969) explains, "It was held

that the mind was composed of separate faculties, such as
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memory and will, which could be strengthened by vigorous

exercise" (p. 5). Although faculty psychology has been

discredited, strenuous mental effort is still highly prized,

as is correct, orderly, obedient behavior.

The most recent signs of traditionalism's continuing

appeal, to the public if not to educational philosophers, is

captured in the back-to-basics movement of the 1970's-

1980's. In "Humanistic Traditionalism" (1974), Dea offers

several principles, "self-evident axioms," on the way

schools should be, including the following:

1) Order in all things is desirable and is always

preferable to confusion.

2) The ability to think logically and to articulate

clearly is more valuable than the ability to form

opinions on the basis of feeling . . .

3) The civic and social responsibilities of American

citizens require the mastery of certain basic

academic and intellectual skills. (p. 7)

Dea, in this article, attacks the experimentalism and what

is often seen as the permissiveness of the schools during

the 1960's when an alternative philosophy was making

inroads. Likewise, essentialism, another idealistic-

traditional educational philosophy, developed in reaction to
progressivism earlier in the century.

Essentialism has roots in realism (discussed later) as
well as in idealism (Rosen, 1968 and Brameld, 1971), but the
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idealist influence is apparent. Well-known essentialists

include William C. Bagley, Robert Ulich, James Bryant

Conant, and probably such contemporary educational critics

as E. D. Hirsch. The Essentialist Committee for the

Advancement of Education was established in 1938, and its

major principles enunciated by Bagley. Essentialism evolved

as an attack on progressivism. Bagley (1939) gives Michael

Demiashkevich credit for the term essentialist and

summarizes that essentialism is "an educational theory which

places relatively heavy emphasis upon the induction of each

generation into its social heritage as the primary function

of education" (p. 326). This social heritage is captured in

the contributions of the scientists, writers, historians,

and others studied in the core of traditionally structured

school subjects. In phrases sounding like those of today's

back-to-basics proponents, Bagley (1938) criticizes

progressivism for poor achievement test scores in comparison

to other countries, for the necessity of more remedial

classes, for social promotion, for lowered standards, and in

general for educational practices "feeble, effeminate, and

vague" (p. 256). Essentialism can be considered one form of

traditionalism, with its emphasis on discipline, exacting

studies, and the textbook. Says Bagley, "the recognized

essentials should be taught as such through a systematic

program of studies and activities (methods other than rote

drill] for the carrying out of which the teachers should be
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responsible" (p. 254). Strain (1975) says, "Good teaching

is defined as securing the attention of all pupils in the

class, and keeping all pupils up to practically the same

level of achievement" (p. 269). In short, for the

essentialists, reason seems to have already done its work in

the search for Truth, and the results need only be passed on

by teachers through sound training in the "three R's."

As with models of teacher evaluation, educational

philosophies are seldom pure academic systems.

Philosophies, too, are impacted by a variety of social and

political forces, and many philosophies are hybrids, having

absorbed ideas from several different sources.

Essentialism, as mentioned earlier, also grew from realism,

a philosophy usually thought to contrast idealism. The

essentialists, unlike Plato, include everday subjects and

vocational training in their curriculum. They have been as

much concerned about preparing workers for modern,

industrial society, as about seeking the ideal Forms.

Kliebard (1987) comments, "There was much said by the

essentialists about the importance of a common cultural

heritage, but there were also easily recognizable elements

of social efficiency doctrine" (p. 233). Social efficiency

is concerned with scientific management techniques borrowed

from industry. This doctrine is examined in more depth in

the discussion of realism.
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Although categorized as a realistic educational

philosophy, perennialism resembles idealism. Curriculum

theorists generally place perennialism with idealism among

subject-centered philosophies. Rosen (1968) defines

perennialism as a "well blended and symmetrical philosophy

which, though finding some of its deepest roots in

Aristotelian realism, still leaves room for such

metaphysical constructs as the human soul and faith

[idealist notions]" (p. 47). With both lay and

ecclesiastical branches as found in idealism, perennialism

claims a number of well-known proponents from Aristotle on,

including Thomas Aquinas (for the later religious branch,

Neo-Scholasticism), John Henry Cardinal Newman, Jacques

Maritain, Robert M. Hutchins, and Mortimer J. Adler.

The perennialist shares with the essentialist and the

earlier traditionalist the belief that there is Absolute

Truth which is accessible, at least in part, to man. Unlike

the idealist philosopher though, the perennialist does not

concentrate solely on introspection or the contemplation of

the non-material, except for the religious perennialist, who

divides knowing into the worldly and the other-worldly. The

religious perennialist leaves the spiritual world to faith

and tradition. All perennialists ascribe to the realist

belief that humans can arrive at sure knowledge through the

reasonable study of nature, too. Empirical science is

prominent in perennialism. Howick (1980) says that the
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perennialist ontology acknowledges universal forms which can

be found by "turning to visible objects and their essential

nature" (p. 65). Logic and reason allow man to discover

this "essential nature" in the material and in the human

world. The teacher's role, similar to that in earlier

traditionalism, is to develop the mind of the student, but

to develop it more scientifically. Says Rosen, "The method

of teaching for the perennialist is rooted in mental

discipline and in the training of the intellect through the

discipline inherent in the subject matter" (p. 61). Both

perennialists and essentialists attacked the progressivism

of the first half of the century, and both have focused on

mind and tradition. The work of Mortimer Adler, probably

the most significant living perennialist, deserves

examination.

Adler's Paideia Proposal (1982) presents a contemporary

perennialist platform for educational reform. Adler

suggests a general/liberal arts one-track curriculum for all

students, aimed at intellectual growth and the preparation

of citizens for democracy. Adler subscribes to an ontology

of absolute ideas accessible to reason and captured by the

culture of the past. Despite contentions of his critics

that his outlook is inflexible, Adler's epistemology is more

open and his view of teaching more process-oriented than

most of the views presented in the back-to-basics reform

reports of the early 1980's. Unlike many traditionalists or
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essentialists, Adler regularly insists that "All genuine

learning is active, not passive. It involves the use of the

mind, not just the memory. It is a process of discovery, in

which the student is the main agent, not the teacher"

(p. 50). He adds that "teachers should be on the way to

becoming educated persons" (p. 58). Nevertheless, Adler's

perennialism shares the conservative academic bent of other

traditionalist outlooks, reflected in his insistence on

strict discipline and his endorsement of a traditional

curriculum based on the Great Books.

Traditionalist educational philosophies (Puritan and

secular traditionalism, essentialism, and perennialism),

influenced by idealism, have a number of strengths and

weaknesses. One benefit of a traditionalist philosophy is

high standards of academic excellence. Luchs (1952) praises

even the much-criticized Puritans because they "kept

scholarship and intellectualism on a high plain and would

not compromise with illiteracy or ignorance" (p. 220).

Thus, when there is concern about declining achievement in

the schools, traditionalist approaches are often popularized

again. Also, traditionalists place a high value on past

cultural achievements, preserving important works,

especially among the perennialists. Traditionalism offers

stability and a long view of things. Furthermore,

traditionalism emphasizes character development (although

critics argue that this emphasis reduces to a demand for
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conformity). Moral issues are not ignored, as discipline,

responsibility, and hard work are emphasized. In short,

traditionalism holds forth ideals of human accomplishment

and of living that have long proved inspirational.

On the negative side, traditionalist philosophies are

berated for looking backward, for being reactive and

unresponsive to new knowledge. Certainly, essentialism

seems reactionary, having offered mostly criticism of

progressivism. Many opponents argue that traditionalist-

idealist philosophies tend towards totalitarianism. Indeed,

Plato in the Republic urged the establishment of

philosopher-kings who would decide what is good and true for

everyone. Another famous idealist, Giovanni Gentile, Rosen

notes, was Minister of Education in the Mussolini government

between 1922 and 1924 (p. 12), and the Puritans were highly

authoritarian. With the charge of fascism comes the charge

of elitism. The 19th century traditionalists were preparing

only a small minority of Americans for college.

Additionally, Gordon (1969) notes, "For the average and less

gifted pupils in the secondary levels, essentialists would

recommend vocational and terminal education, which implies

that essentialism favors 'selective education' in preference

to 'mass education' " (p. 8). Ability grouping and tracking

have been common recommendations of the back-to-basics

movement, too.
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A more serious weakness than the maintenance of an

intellectual aristocracy is the traditionalist tendency to

undervalue personal experience and to ignore the affective

and physical. Social interaction is likewise devalued.

Ozmon and Craver (1986) speak of the "extreme cognitive and

bookish approach," adding that "idealist knowledge is often

only 'armchair' knowledge rather than the deep insight that

comes from interaction with other people" (p. 23).

Pragmatism and several other 20th century philosophies

address this problem of remote, incomplete knowing and the

attendant difficulties of idealistic dualism (separating

mind and body, for instance). Finally, of course, those who

reject all forms of absolutism reject traditionalist world

views outright because of their dogmatism.

Because the purpose of this chapter is to identify

major trends in educational philosophy, differences within

one school, similarities among schools, and changes in the

work of single philosophers are not analyzed. Thus, there

is a wider range of views within the traditionalist-idealist

school, among different thinkers, than has been indicated

thus far. Moehlman (1956) illustrates the variety within

the idealist tradition:

Idealism in educational thought has assumed many forms

ranging from the existentialist revolt against

scientism,' and mechanization, and collectivization, to

the perennialist's emphasis upon the dialectic of the

- I I--
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great conversation, metaphysics as an ultimate, and the

reliance upon the authority of great ideas in great

books to a new, optimistic liberal humanism working in

cooperation with all the disciplines for the common

welfare. (p. 137)

Generalizations and simplifications are made in this study,

categorizations which often ignore such complexity, finer

shades of meaning, and varieties of ideas or interpretations

within philosophical systems. Broad strokes are used to

paint a background for teacher evaluation.

Positivism-Behaviorism

To understand the most influential educational

philosophy of the last thirty years, the system of realism

must be explored. Beginning with Aristotle and classical

realism, forms of this philosophy can boast of spokespersons

like Thomas Aquinas, Francis Bacon, John Locke, and Bertrand

Russell. Educational realists have included Johann Herbart,

John Wild, Frederick S. Breed, Harry S. Broudy, and James

Bryant Conant (also identified with essentialism). Realism

rejects the idealist notion that only ideas are truly real,

and looks more to the physical world for absolute truth.

Despite its varieties (classical, religious--already

mentioned in perennialism, scientific, etc.), realistic

philosophies tend to share several basic principles. As

Plato established the ontology of idealism, Aristotle

founded the ontology of realism. Rosen (1968) observes,
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"Aristotle's great contribution to ontology was to . .

root reality firmly in the object" (p. 29). Aristotle

argued that all the universe is made of the same matter in

motion, but the forms of matter, the properties shared by

dogs or tables, for example, are different. As Ozmon and

Craver (1986) explain it, "forms (universals, ideas, or

essences) are the nonmaterial aspects of each particular

material object that relate it to all other particular

objects of that class" (p. 33). While this notion of forms

is not much different from Plato's, what is different in

realistic ontology is the focus on the material world. For

Aristotle, reality and objects exist whether or not there

are minds to grasp them; this view is called the thesis of

independence. Reality does not exist only in Forms which

stand behind or beyond the undependable physical world. The

material world does have a rational structure, though.

Rosen describes the realist cosmos as a "giant machine in

which man is both participant and spectator. This machine

not only involves the physical universe, it operates in the

moral, social, and economic sphere as well" (p. 34). The

machine is universal and reasonable, but it is not pure

Idea.

Epistemology in realism takes a different turn from

idealism since the material world is not just illusion. The

nature of some mysterious ultimate reality is not as

important as how one comes to know ordinary reality. The
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validated by the dialectic, but in the fit of ideas to the

world as found. The evidence of the senses and empirical

methods of science, as Morris (1961) notes, enable man to

come to true knowledge; the correspondence theory states

that something is true if it "corresponds perfectly with the
thing being known" (p. 147). Aristotle (Selections, 1927)

proclaims, "We conclude that these states of knowledge (of

craft and science] are neither innate in a determinate form,
nor developed from other higher states of knowledge, but

from sense-perception" (p. 37). Man comes to understand the
laws of the universe by observing the daily reality around

him, calling on common sense (often distrusted by Plato),

and reaching logical conclusions through careful thinking.

While both realism and idealism posit absolute truth

accessible to human thought, realists reject abstract

idealist intellectualism and, instead, esteem reason-

grounded in the everyday, testable world of facts.

Realist axiology is based on the belief that general

laws can be discovered in human behavior as well as in the
natural world. Wild in Modern 'Philosophies and Education

(1955) claims that "The invariable, universal pattern of
action, individual as well as social, required for the
completion of human nature is called the moral law or

natural law . . . . By disciplined study of human nature and
the events of history, this knowledge [of natural law from

90
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self-observation] may be increased and clarified" (p. 18).

As Morris expresses it, for the realist "Virtue is found in

the rational comprehension of natural necessity" (p. 259).

In addition, realists tend to value moderation, the

reasonable avoidance of extremes, applying Aristotle's

Golden Mean. The search for the Good does not seem to

consume as much attention for the realist as for the

idealist.

Realism in education, like idealism, tends to be

conservative as it affirms the basics. Morris (1961)

summarizes that the realists are "interested in the precise

and definitive types of subject matter and in the precise

and definitive methods by which such subject matters may be

conveyed to the learner . . . (aiding in] the development of

various skills . . ." (p. 188). Although realist teachers

utilize a wider variety of teaching methods, such as field

trips, demonstrations, etc ., and encourage students in the

practices of empirical science and critical reasoning, the

main aim is to pass on to students sure knowledge about the

laws of nature and moral law. Structure, organization,

standardization, and factual material rate highly. Ozmon

and Craver (1986) mention that "Many realists support

competency, accountability, and performance-based teaching"

(p. 49). They also call frequently on the results of

scientific (quantitative) research for their practices, and

have been enthusiastic supporters of such causes as the
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testing movement. The teacher is important as a guide, or

more, as a guarantor that students have acquired the

necessary information. The teacher's personality is

relativley unimportant, for the focus is on technique. For

example, Johann Herbart in the 19th Century developed the

following generic format for teachers to use (as reported by

Rosen):

1) Preparation: An attempt is made to have the student

recall earlier materials to which the new knowledge

might be related. The purpose of the lesson is

explained . . .

2) Presentation: The new facts and materials are set

forth and explained.

3) Association: A definite attempt is made to . . .

draw comparisons between the new materials and

those already learned . . .

4) Generalization: The drawing of inferences from the

materials and an attempt to find a general rule,

principle or law . .

5) Application: In general this means the working of

academic exercises and problems based on both new

information and the relevant related

information . . . (pp. 32-33)

The above steps will be familiar to anyone who has studied

the positivist-behaviorist Madeline Hunter teaching model.

The realist teacher uses more varied approaches than rote
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the material is not unlike the role of the Puritan teacher,
despite the impact of scientific sophistication. How
learning and teaching are viewed in one particular realist
philosophy is examined next.

Scientific realism resulted in the development of
logical positivism (or scientific empiricism, or any of a
group of related viewpoints usually subsumed under "analytic
philosophy"). The major premises of logical positivism

align it closely with the psychological theory of
behaviorism, and positivism-behaviorism has emerged as one
of the most influential educational philosophies of this
century. First, positivism is surveyed separately.

Kaplan (1961) sums up the basic outlook of positivism:

It is the business of philosophy to settle which

statements are meaningless and which have meaning.

Once this question has been settled, science can take
over and decide with respect to meaningful statements

which are true and which are false. Philosophy is not
the queen of the sciences, yielding a supra-scientific

(or transcendent, supernatural, metaphysical] truth; it
is their handmaiden, serving . . . the enterprise of
scientific knowledge, the only kind of knowledge worthy
of the name. (p. 64)

Positivism is a philosophy which rejects the old questions
of ontology, turning instead to logic and empirical science,

93
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abandoning the metaphysics even of Aristotle. The history

of positivism extends back to the Greeks. According to

Howick (1980), the Pythagoreans in the 6th Century B.C.

looked to mathematical-scientific knowledge to reveal all

truth. They "interpreted everything in terms of geometry,"

expecting that precise numbers could explain the universe

(p. 88). Auguste Comte is called the father of positivism

in the 19th Century; he based sociology on scientific

observation and the application of mathematical descriptions

and laws. Positivists of the 20th Century include Bertrand

Russell, G.E. Moore, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Rudolf Carnap,

A.J. Ayer, and Gilbert Ryle. Israel Scheffler is an

analytic educational philosopher, devoted to the study of

language about education and the clarification of terms and

ideas, using formal logic and mathematical symbols.

Because modern science has been unable to answer

(demonstrably, as in laboratory experiments or in

mathematical equations) questions about God, Good, or

Beauty, positivism, privileging empiricism as the ultimate

way of knowing, denounces speculative philosophy (idealism)

and its concern with ontology. Rather, as Mays (1970)

explains, positivists see philosophy's mission "not to

answer the big questions of life and the universe, but

rather to clarify the language in which we talk about these

problems," thus solving most problems (p. 269). The

principle of verifiability, fundamental to positivist
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epistemology, determines which problems are worth

investigating. Any propositions or statements not

verifiable by empirical science--sense perception or logical

deduction--are simply rejected as meaningless. Statements

or questions about God, for example, are not considered.

Positivists then concentrate on the logic of meaningful

statements, carefully analyzing the structure and meanings

of language. The aims of positivism discussed by Feigl in

Modern Philosophies and Education (1955) include the

following:

1) clarity of thought

2) consistency and conclusiveness of reasoning

3) factual adequacy and reliability of knowledge claims

4) objectivity of knowledge claims

5) rationality of purposive behavior

6) moral rationality (pp. 335-336)

Epistemology is most important in positivism; approaches to

knowledge must be linear, causal, objective, and analytical.

The physical world is expected to make sense to the

objective observer who never lets assumptions or feelings

get in the way of work. Topics or propositions are broken

down into the smallest bits to be studied. Bertrand Russell

(1959), in defense of analysis, describes this way of

thinking:

I go through a process which is like that of first

seeing something with the naked eye and then examining
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attention divisions and distinctions appear where none

at first were visible, just as through a microscope you

can see the bacilli in impure water which without the

microscope are not discernible. (p. 133)

The usual methodology of science is also the methodology of

philosophy for the positivist.

Axiology plays a less important role in positivism than

in other philosophies because, according to the positivist

definition of knowledge, values cannot be truly known

anyway. According to Feigl (1955), "The distinction here

drawn between knowledge and valuation is itself one of the

main results of logical empiricist reflection" (p. 305).

Rational thinking and clear arguments are esteemed, but

positivism has little to say about the Good or individual

virtues, at least what good should be. The positivists do

employ techniques such as statistical investigation to

describe what people actually do. Even the Golden Mean

receives little attention. Howick (1980) adds that the

Positivists do not deal with the "meaningless statements

found in ethics and metaphysics" (p. 94). Positivism in
education turns generally to technique, not to moral

argument or debates about purpose.

Howick reiterates the realist-positivist view of the
teacher as that of logic master, and he adds that the
positivist "approach to learning would always be through
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real and carefully defined problems and employ methods which

are as empirical as possible. Extensive use would be made

of machine teaching and programmed learning to make the

content purely objective'" (p. 101). The teacher's job is to

aid clear, objective thinking, to impart skills, not to

serve as the personal role model of idealist thought.

Planning, organization, and the use of techniques

recommended by behavioral psychology are the teacher's

tasks, as he or she helps students differentiate between

nonsense and logical or empirical truths.

In "Toward a Behavioral Science Approach to Education,"

Roscoe (1969) claims, "Science seeks an empirical and

verifiable explanation of natural phenomena in contrast to

philosophic, religious, and artistic ways of explaining

things" (p. 83). It is this view of science that positivism

shares with behaviorism. Behaviorism, like positivism,

asserts its significance in serving as a vehicle for real

knowing. Behaviorism is basically a psychological theory,

but psychology emerged as a separate discipline from

philosophy and the two disciplines have always overlapped.

B. F. Skinner, himself, the leading behaviorist of the last

thirty years, declares, "Behaviorism is not the science of
human behavior; it is the philosophy of that science"

(p. 3). Certainly, behaviorism brings, along with

techniques, a definite ontology, epistemology, and several

axiological implications.

97
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Behaviorism, like positivism, may be considered a form

of realism which would seem extreme to Aristotle because of

its roots in materialism. Aristotle, after all, did

maintain that there was some intellect or power which

governs the material world--God or the "Unmoved Mover."

Aristotle was not a complete materialist. Like most

philosophies, materialism had its beginnings with the

ancient Greeks. According to Ozmon and Craver (1986), the

greatest development of materialism came in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries in the works of thinkers such as

Thomas Hobbes. "Basically, materialism is the theory that

reality can be explained by the laws of matter and motion,"

say Ozmon and Craver (p. 166). Evolutionary theory has also

had an influence on behaviorism. Outstanding early

behaviorists are Ivan Pavlov, John B. Watson, and E. L.

Thorndike, all of whom sought to discover a complete

explanation for animal and ultimately human behavior in

material laws.

Behaviorists conceive of reality as a "clockwork"

cosmos totally determined by physical law. Idealist or

mentalist notions of reality, particularly the human reality

for behavioral psychologists, are rejected. In About

Behaviorism, Skinner (1974) condenses behaviorist

suppositions about the human world:

A person is first of all an organism, a member of a

species and a subspecies, possessing a genetic
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endowment of anatomical and physiological

characteristics, which are the product of the

contingencies of survival to which the species has been

exposed in the process of evolution. The organism

becomes a person as it acquires a repertoire of

behavior under the contingencies of reinforcement to

which it is exposed during its lifetime. The behavior

it exhibits at any moment is under the control of a

current setting. It is able to acquire such a

repertoire under such control because of processes of

conditioning which are also part of its genetic

endowment. (p. 228)

There is no regard for Forms or Ideas or even a Self here.

Biology--genetics plus physical environment--decides human

life. What can be observed is all there is. Skinner

reasons that "mental life and the world in which it is lived

are inventions . . . . Thinking is behaving" (p. 115).

Language, too, is behavior, determined by what happens to

the speaker or listener in the environment. Skinner does

not deny that there Mgy be some other realm, but since it is

inaccessible and unverifiable (as are many traditional

philosophical subjects for the positivists), it can only

distract from the pursuit of real, certain knowledge. The

whole concept of what it means to be human is quite

different from Plato's or other thinkers' concepts.

Behaviorist ontology is materialistic and mechanistic. The
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laws of cause-effect (or stimulus-response) decide how the

world works, in human life as well as in physics, and it is

the scientist's job to isolate and describe those laws.

Epistemology is thus essential in behaviorist thinking.

As Ozmon and Craver interpret Skinner, "Knowing is really a

case of the environment acting on ust" (p. 171). Therefore,

the behaviorist's goal is to observe and measure,

unobtrusively and with machine-like precision, what is going

on in the environment, what is causing human behavior. In

the introductory chapter of Behavior Modification in

Education, Kanfer (1973) depicts the behaviorist methodology

as emphasizing "the importance of describing empirical

events in a language that carefully separates behaviors from

theoretical constructs and from inferences about the

significance or meaning that these events may have for the

behaving individual . . . [placing] a premium on

quantification of data" (pp. 9-10). Again, like positivism,

behaviorism uses exact and factual language, preferably that

of mathematics, to record the impact of the environment on

the virtual tabula rasa of humanity. Values and questions

of purpose are divorced from epistemology. The quest for

knowledge is to be theory-free, and meaning is limited to

outward happenings.

Axiology is then something of a moot question in

behaviorism, as inner beliefs, feelings, and attitudes, or

transcendent ideas or purposes are not real material for
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investigation. Furthermore, environment or culture

determines human choices. Ethics is simply a matter of

acting in rewarding ways, and in ways that reinforce desired

behavior in others. Skinner states, "The classical concept

of humanitas was defined as a set of virtues, but any

feeling of virtue could be thought of as a by-product of

conduct. A man who practiced humanitas was confident in the

sense of being usually successful; he treated others well

and was as a result well treated by them; he played an

active part in government; and so on" (pp. 211-212). Virtue

is a matter of positive reinforcement, a response that

furthers survival, not an ideal to be found in a better,

spiritual world nor sought solely through rational thought.

Behaviorist psychology has resulted in the techniques

of behavior modification. Behavior modification is built on

Skinner's concept of associationism or operant conditioning

as the basis for all knowing or learning. Schultz (1976)

summarizes Skinner's view below:

An infant displays a great deal of random, spontaneous

behavior, only some of which is reinforced by its

parents. As the infant grows older, the positively

reinforced behaviors [efforts to talk and so on] (those

of which the parents approve--approval being a form of

reinforcement) are continued, while those of which the

parents disapprove may not be continued. The concept

is the same as with the rat in the Skinner box (who
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learns to press a lever to receive food pellets]: those

behaviors that "work" are repeated and those that don't

work or bring punishment are not. The organism's

behavior operates on the environment; the environment,

in the form of reinforcement, operates in turn on the

organism's behavior. (p. 287)

The aim of education becomes designing the classroom

environment so that desired student behavior (whether that

is writing an essay or taking turns) is rewarded and

repeated. Madsen and Madsen (1971) sum up the process,

stating, "To change a specific behavior or to reinforce it,

the teacher structures the child's external world--his

environment, that is--in such a way that the change will be

accomplished . . . . Specificity is a vital key to

behavioral analysis. You must specify both the behavior and

the response," (p. 51). Thus, behaviorists concentrate on

the writing of behavioral objectives in lesson plans, and in

using some of the means reported by Brown (1976) to carry

out those objectives: praise, soft (private) reprimands,

modeling, and token reinforcement programs (with rewards

like comic books, gold stars, or free time). Other favored

behaviorist techniques include immediate reinforcement or

feedback and the use of programmed learning .materials (now

available with computers).

The teacher's role is that of behavioral engineer. In

the tradition of scientific realism and positivism,
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behaviorist teachers depend greatly on numerical results

(test scores or frequencies of behaviors) for gauging their

success. Careful observation and analysis are vital teacher

tasks. The job for the behaviorist teacher is captured in

six steps by Ozmon and Craver:

1) specify the desired outcome, what needs to be

changed, and how it will be evaluated

2) establish a favorable environment by removing

unfavorable stimuli that might complicate learning

(including anything from a teacher's tendency to be

sarcastic, to procedures that take away from time

on task]

3) choose the proper reinforcers for desired behavioral

manifestations

4) begin shaping desired behavior by using immediate

reinforcers for desired behavior

5) slacken the.number of times reinforcers are given,

once a pattern of desried behaviors has begun

6) evaluate results and reassess for future development

(p. 178)

The behaviotist teacher needs considerable technical

knowledge and awareness, although overall curriculum

planning may not be part of the teacher's role.

Behaviorists, in fact, seem generally enthusiastic about

"teacher-proof" curricula. The teacher is a manager, not a

model or inspiration, not a guide or initiator.
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Realism in education, particularly in the form of

positivism- behaviorism, has grown very influential in the

20th Century, along with the rise of science and its

technological achievements. One of the great appeals of

behaviorism is its claim to be scientific as Skinner and

others argue. Realist-behaviorist research has, indeed,

attempted to emulate the methods and accomplishments of the

natural sciences, producing an impressive accumulation of

experimental and statistical data and information about

learning and teaching. Many educators assert that such

research has helped professionalize teaching; it has

definitely made teachers more aware of what they do.

Certainly the greatest strength of behaviorism lies in

concrete results: advancement in overcoming learning

disabilities, development of useful methods in assertive

discipline, increased attention to teacher planning and

evaluation, the promotion of science teaching and the

building of science labs, the introduction of computers into

the classroom, and so on. Ozmon and Craver observe as

follows:

a realist philosophy of education often finds

strong support from many educators, parents, business

and religious institutions, and grass-roots America.

Apparently this occurs because a realist approach

appears to be a 'no nonsense' education that

concentrates on things most people believe to be
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important . . . . When one seriously examines existing

school practices . . . one may find that more schools

are following realist educational principles than those

of any other single philosophy. (p. 55)

Realism in the form of positivism-behaviorism both

offers relatively simple and scientific solutions to

educational problems, and speaks to "bottom line," practical

concerns. Wright (1974) remarks, "Behaviorism (and its many

educational manifestations: behavioral objectives,

performance analysis, student and teacher accountability,

etc.) has developed necessarily from the felt need to

establish some kind of control and cost/performance

accounting in the schools" (p. 25). The methods of

behaviorism can be useful to educators dealing with budget

constraints and public criticism. However, many do not find

this form of realism wholly beneficial, and attacks on

positivism-behaviorism have been intense, at least in

professional literature.

One of the criticisms leveled against positivism-

behaviorism is that it is too specialized and fragmented.

The behaviorist epistemology depends on isolating

information or objectives and breaking down concepts or

plans into the smallest bits. The assumption is quite the

opposite of the Gestalt psychologists'--the whole can only

be perceived as the accumulation of its parts. This

approach can lead to narrowness and disconnectedness in both
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curriculum and in teaching methods. The highly analytical

method can be detrimental to student learning; students may

never get beyond isolated facts and skills and may remain

unable to apply new knowledge in their own lives. In

addition, behaviorism in education is generally ahistorical

and insensitive to personal context. Kanfer (1973) notes,

"Another feature shared by most behavior modification

techniques is the interest in current behavior rather than

in the history of its development" (p. 12). One problem

that results from such disinterest in background or

development is the devaluing of individual differences,

varying learning styles and varying needs. All students who

fail a math test exhibit the same behavior, but the reasons

why may be quite different. For non-behaviorists, those

unique, personal reasons which grow out of an individual's

history and present context are legitimate and may call

forth changes in curriculum or in teaching models.

Individualized instruction in behaviorism, however, seems to

mean doing the same things and covering the same kind of

material and using uniform evaluation procedures at

different paces. Behaviorists try to approach education as

scientists might approach a chemical reaction, invoking

detailed and absolute physical laws that require no sense of

context or history, using generic methodologies.

Critics also object to the prevalence of the social

efficiency doctrine among realists (Callahan, 1962 and
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Kliebard, 1987). This doctrine combines an admiration for

hard science--as an absolute source of knowledge--with a

business interest in improving achievement while lowering

costs through scientific management. Scientific management

consists of analyzing worker procedures or behaviors and

then structuring worker efforts to produce the best products

most efficiently. Kliebard describes social efficiency as

depending on a "science of exact measurement and precise

standards in the interest of maintaining a predictable and

orderly world" (p. 89). The picture of science as affording

such certainty, offering laws which are unchanging and

context-free, is itself questionable as is shown later in

this chapter. Realism in the form of behaviorism, like

idealism, has been attacked for being too dogmatic and

narrow.

McMahon observes of behaviorism in "Positivism and the

Public Schools" (1970),, that "a distillation of human

behavior into statistical formulae, standardized symbols,

norms, and scales strips the person of his totality and his

uniqueness in order that some segment of his behavior might

be reduced to a generalized denominator which lends itself

to efficient quantification" (p.516). The greatest weakness

of realism and positivism-behaviorism in education, already

hinted at in concerns about fragmentation and ahistorical

preoccupation with efficiency, is reductionism. Emotion,

imagination, and personal involvement are disregarded as
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ways of knowing. Positivism-behaviorism, despite its

realist acknowledgement of the everyday world, tends to be

narrowly cognitive, portraying man as only a rational

spectator or a cog in a linear, mechanistic universe.

Personal experience is discounted in both educational

research and in behavior modification techniques. Russell

(1959) is clear on this point, remarking, "I still hold that

any proposition other than a tautology, if it is true, is

true in virtue of a relation to a fact, and the facts in

general are independent of experience . . . experience is a

very restricted and cosmically trivial aspect of a very tiny

portion of the universe" (pp. 63-64). Along with experience

and emotion, creativity is usually ignored. In short,

positivism-behaviorism appears not only absolutistic but

also dehumanizing, reducing human learning to the impersonal

input and output of information.

Moreover, because of its limited and deterministic

epistemology, behaviorism reduces moral questions to

insignificance and/or leaves value judgments open to

manipulation or mere assertion. For example, although

Skinner maintains a high degree of moral purposiveness

(particularly in works like Walden Two), he cannot explain

or justify his utopian goals on the basis of any

philosophical reasons that may be defended using his own

epistemology. Skinner can only assert that he knows best,

for behaviorism denies the persuasiveness of any
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unmeasurable, unobservable, non-biological values or

commitments beyond the rewards of survival. As Schultz

(1976) observes, "We are left with the paradoxical image of

person-as-machine, constantly changing the environmental

conditions that guide the machine's behavior" (p. 295).

Moral or natural law has vanished in positivist-behaviorist

knowing, leaving a vacuum and/or the assertions of the most

powerful. In practice in the schools, positivism-

behaviorism generally fails to set forth any guidance in

educational aims, direction in choosing curriculum, or

lasting motivation for high educational aspirations. School

reform, for example, has largely been concerned with

techniques of teaching or organizing, not with questions of

what kind of society is desirable, how education influences

society, or what it means to be an educated person in a

society. Machine-students are "tuned up" and carefully

monitored by mechanic-teachers who are told by Skinner-

trained administrators that it is all to the good. But to

what ultimate purpose? Despite its technological

achievements, behaviorism has no way to answer questions of

meaning and ethics.

Pragmatism-Progressivism

Much of the great debate in education in twentieth-

century America has revolved around progressivism, the

educational movements) inspired by the philosophy of

pragmatism. Briefly, pragmatism asserts that what is true
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and meaningful is that which works in helping human beings

achieve their goals. While pragmatism does not renounce

theory, it is less concerned with intellectual philosophical

systems than with experience and the practical needs of

societies. Although considered quintessentially American,

pragmatism is a liberal philosophy with Greek roots. Fisher

(1981-82) observes that certain ideas of pragmatism go back

to Heraclitus, who said that no one can step into the same

river twice, underscoring change or flux as central to human

life. Moehlman (1956) lists the Sophists as "early

pragmatists" (p. 134). The Sophists were the rhetoric

teachers, and, according to Jaeger, the "founders of

educational science" (p. 298). The Sophists' interest in

teaching practical knowledge that enabled people to act in

the world, their emphasis on context in making moral

decisions, and their dedication to promoting civic virtues

(for Athenian democracy) reflect goals similar to those of

modern pragmatists. (Berquist describes these features of

the Sophist Isocrates' work in a 1954 'Today's Speech

article--,"An Ancient Who is Not Antiquated.") Pragmatism

has found its most complete statement in the works of

Americans such as Charles Sanders Peirce and William James,

but strands of pragmatic thought can be traced to the

ancient world.

Howick (1980) discusses a number of other thinkers he

considers "pre-progressives," thinkers especially involved
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with education. These include Quintilian, who argued that

Roman education should be practical, Rousseau, whose vision

of the child born good in Emile greatly influenced some

modern progressives, and Pestalozzi, who believed in using

concrete objects and real experiences in teaching (pp. 30-

32). Ideas of Charles Darwin, British utilitarianism, and

the sociologist George Herbert Mead can be seen in

pragmatism-progressivism, too. It is, of course, John Dewey

who is the most significant pragmatist in educational

thought. Dewey's form of pragmatism, instrumentalism

(sometimes called experimentalism, as well) was aimed at

education. Dewey is usually considered the father of the

progressive movement, although he did not, in fact, agree

with many of the ideas of what came to be known as

progressivism.

For the pragmatist, most questioning about the nature

of the metaphysical universe is simply idle speculation

since we have no basis for any doctrine of absolute

reality beyond our own observations. If, as

pragmatists, we wish to know the nature of reality we

should, rather than building ontological sandcastles,

immerse ourselves in the thick of life, experiencing as

much of it as we can. (p. 72)

In these words, Rosen (1968) summarizes the pragmatist view

of reality. Like positivism-behaviorism, pragmatism rejects

any reality that lies beyond the "here-and-now.1" Unlike
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realistic philosophies, though, pragmatism also rejects

notions of absolute, eternal laws of nature. Morris (1961)

notes that pragmatists embrace an "ontology of process"

(p. 72). Nothing is absolute. Like idealism, pragmatism

focuses on humanity and the mind of the perceiver. Morris

quotes John Childs who said in Education and the Philosophy

of Experimentalism (New York: The Century Company, 1931,

p. 50) that human experience is "all that we have or can

ever hope to have" (p. 67). Unlike the idealists,

pragmatists, however, see change rather than certainty at

the heart of human life and thought, and posit no Ideas in

another realm. Dewey and other pragmatists have attempted

to bridge the gap between realism and idealism, and to mend

the dualisms of traditional philosophies--the dichotomies of

rationalism and empiricism, mind and matter, theory and

practice, personal meaning and social goals--by establishing

reality on human interaction within and with.the world.

Pragmatic epistemology is summarized by Howick (1980)

in the remark that "man makes knowledge for himself"

(p. 37). Since reality is no more than what human beings

think or know it to be, epistemology'is the centerpoint of

pragmatism. Truth is what works in experience; what works

depends on the convergence of human experience and

intelligence/reflection. Underlying this epistemology is a

faith in evolution or progress (hence the term

progressivism). Kaplan (1961) states in his explanation of
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pragmatism, "There are many things which we do not know,

many which we will probably never know; but there is nothing

in principle unknowable, nothing which cannot be made

intelligible and be intelligently dealt with in terms of

human experience" (p. 21). Experience is a dynamic aspect

of knowing. Experience is also changing, varied, personal,

and context-specific. Dewey speaks of it as transactional.

He says in Experience and Education (1938), "An experience

is always what it is because of a transaction taking place

between an individual and what, at the time, constitutes his

environment . . . . The environment . . . is whatever

conditions interact with personal needs, desires, purposes

and capacities to create the experience which is had"

(pp. 43-44). Experience is not a thing but a process, as is

intelligence, which seeks the truth of experience.

Intelligence requires more than just an event or an

object, though. Knowledge acquired through intelligence is,

first of all, social or public. For the pragmatist, there

is no knowing in isolation. Morris (1961) comments that the

"uncoerced community of persuasion is the central criterion

of truth" (p. 165). What is true is what is "instrumental"

for the society, since there is no transcendent or absolute

realm to which to appeal. Furthermore, Dewey (1938) argues

that the "scientific method is the only authentic means at

our command for getting at the significance of our everyday

experiences of the world in which we live" (p. 88). This
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scientific method or experimental approach is described by

Morris:

1) There is an indeterminate situation, a feeling of

tension, a "felt difficulty" [a problem to be

solved].

2) Diagnosis and definition of the problem occur.

3) There is an inventory of possible solutions.

4) Conjecturing of consequences takes place.

5) People test for consequences (in experience).

(p. 162)

Truth cannot be separated from lived lives and the

consequences of ideas. Dewey (1975) states, "Understanding

has to be in terms of how things work and how to do things.

Understanding [knowledge of truth], by its very nature, is

related to action . . ." (p. 49). Kaplan concludes that the

upshot is "what we can do with the idea, what we can make of

it, what it promises for the enrichment of our lives. For

knowledge is not merely a record of the past--not even the

kind of knowledge we call 'history.' It is a reconstruction

of the present directed toward fulfillments in the emerging

future" (p. 27). Intelligence, experience, and truth remain

relative, tentative, and open-ended.

The axiology of pragmatism, along with the

epistemology, is relativistic-scientific. Based on tests in

experience, each society and generation creates its own

values. There are no unchanging absolutes. Bayles (1966)
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declares that "in the scientific process of arriving at new

beliefs or of remaking old ones, it is commonly understood

that all pertinent proposals need to be given consideration.

Herein is pluralism" (p. 11). Kaplan (1961) adds, "For the

pragmatist, judgments of value fall within the domain of

science in the sense of being subject to critical. appraisal

on the basis of intelligent reflection on the facts. What a

value judgment judges is that a certain act or situation

will have certain consequences of experienced satisfaction

or frustration" (p. 37). Ethics, too, is context-specific.

The process of valuing itself is actually the ultimate good,

or as Morris (1961) observes, "The Good Life is seeking the

Good Life! " (p. 272). Rosen (1968) also notes that "Dewey

finds growth the basis of all ethics" (p. 76). New or

changed values or moral beliefs have to be more satisfying

to society, more helpful in achieving societal goals.

Because morals are socially determined, pragmatists hold

democracy to be necessary. People must be free to discuss

openly their choices, to offer and exchange values in the

free "marketplace of ideas.," Democracy is a major subject

for Dewey, who insists on it in the schools as in political

life. For instance, Dewey (1975) holds that "the democratic.

principle requires that every teacher should have some

regular and organic way in which he can, directly or through

representatives democratically chosen, participate in the

formation of the controlling aims, methods, and materials of
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the school of which he is a part" (p. 63). Again, the

pragmatic faith in progress and human intelligence is clear

in the area of axiology.

Especially because of Dewey's influence, pragmatism 
has

been more directly translated into educational terms than

almost any other philosophy, resulting in the general

movement of progressivism. Progressivism opposes the

traditional, idealist, subject-centered, and discipline-

oriented outlook towards education. Progressivism can also

be seen as opposed to the behaviorist, realist grounding in

law-governed technique. Progressivism aims to prepare the

total person for democratic participation in the life of a

quickly changing, modern society. The progressive

curriculum is not merely devoted to the passing on of

certain cultural values or information; nor is it devoted to

the acquisition of set skills. Instead, the curriculum is

geared to offering the broadest possible experiences. The

progressive teacher is neither an ultimate authority nor a

behavioral engineer. Rosen (1968) comments, "The teacher,

for the pragmatist, is a member of the learning group who

serves in the capacity of helper, guide, and arranger of

experiences. He is as involved in the educative process as

are his students" (p. 80). Education, too, is process.

The progressive teacher's job is to engage the "whole

child" in having and examining experiences from real life

(in experimentation), with other students, so that the child
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can think critically and solve problems. As Bayles (1966)

puts it, "Teaching is to be exploratory rather than

explanatory. This is the imperative of democracy" (p. 94).

The teacher begins with concern for the affective and

physical as well as the cognitive needs of the student.

Reisner (1933) points out the "responsibility of the school

with reference to its total impact upon the pupil as a

person--as touching his social adjustment, his self-

confidence, and his sense of personal worth" (p. 197).

Thus, the teacher explores student characteristics and

interests before planning lessons. "All experience educates

. . .but the learner learns from his problematic

situations, so the teacher needs to identify learner

interests," says Morris (1961, p. 197). The goal is to

develop self-motivated learners who continue to learn and

think for themselves throughout life. Dewey (1938)

declares, "The most important attitude that can be formed is

that of desire to go on learning" (p. 48). Brameld (1971)

comments on the progressive emphasis on adult, continuing

education (p. 141). Student interests and the kinds of

experiences the teacher designs connect schooling to

reality, an ongoing endeavor. As Dewey proclaims in his

following pedagogic creed (Ulich, 1954):

Education, therefore, is a process of living and not a

preparation for future living. The school must

represent life, life as real and vital to the child as
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that which he carries on in the home, in the

neighborhood, or on the playground . . . . Education

must be conceived of as a continuing reconstruction of

experience; that the process and the goal of education

are one and the same thing. (pp. 631, 635)

All of this requires flexibility and freedom for the

teacher. Moreover, experiences and reflection on those

experiences generally require a social setting, cooperative

learning, rather than 30 children silently at work at their

isolated desks. Dewey (1938) sees learning as a "social

enterprise in which all individuals have an opportunity to

contribute and to which all feel a responsibility" (p. 56).

The progressives generally believe that there is no one

method for accomplishing learning goals although methods

should be activity-oriented. Individual research and

problem-solving, open class discussion, field trips, the

discovery method, and the project method are some of the

best-known progressive methods. The following quote from

Dewey (1938) summarizes the progressive philosophy of

teaching:

To imposition from above is opposed expression and

cultivation of individuality; to external discipline is

opposed free activity; to learning from texts and

teachers, learning through experience; to acquisition

of isolated skills and techniques by drill, is opposed

acquisition of them as means of attaining ends which
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make direct vital appeal; to preparation for a more or

less remote future is opposed making the most of

opportunities of present life; to static aims and

materials is opposed acquaintance with a changing

world. (pp. 19-20)

Although Dewey is often identified with the progressive

movement, he did not, in fact, agree with a number of the

practices and theories, even excesses, which came to be

associated with progressivism. (Progressivism, like other

educational philosophies and movements, also represents a

variety of views; there is not just one form of

progressivism.) Cremin (1964) states of Dewey, "Yet as the

twenties progressed, he became less the interpreter and

synthesizer of the progressive education movement, and

increasingly its critic" (p. 234). For example, Dewey did

not embrace the notion that student interests should

determine what or how the teacher teaches; Dewey did not

support some kind of "do your own thing" school. "He

rejected the position taken by many in the child-centered

movement that the curriculum ought not to be imposed without

by adults, but ought to be designed with the full

participation of the children themselves. A mere succession

of unrelated activities . . . fails . . ." observes Kliebard

(1987, p. 193). Dewey was also critical of the life

adjustment phase, which "probably represented the most

forceful thrust of progressivism at the secondary level,"
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according to Cremin (p. 337). The life adjustment platform

encouraged curriculum and teaching which would help students

fit into society in various predetermined roles, a platform

encouraged by the social efficiency movement and growing

vocationalism. According to Kliebard, however, Dewey "had

little use for the efficiency reformers, particularly their

tacit acceptance of the social status quo" (p. 193). While

not as radical as some of the progressives who became social

reconstructionists, Dewey and others (like Bode) believed,

"the road to social progress was . . . tied to the ability

of schools to teach independent thinking and to the ability

of students to analyze social problems . . ." as Kliebard

states (p. 198). Dewey's pragmatic philosophy seems more

complex, subtle, and balanced than that of many who have

called themselves progressives.

Progressivism has aroused much dissent and debate over

the years. Some movements, like essentialism, arose in

opposition. Although the Progressive Education Association

died in the 1950's, there was something of a rebirth of many

progressive ideas in the 1960's and early 1970's under the

rubric "humanistic education" or the "New Humanism."

Influences on humanistic education include the developmental

psychology of Piaget; the humanistic psychology of Carl

Rogers, Abraham Maslow, and others; Gestalt therapy; and the

Human Potential movement, expressed in educational terms by

such theorists as George Brown (1971) in Human Teaching for
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Human Learning (New York: Viking Press). Willers (1975)

summarizes the goal of humanistic education as the

"development of free, self-determining, self-renewing, self-

actualizing persons" (p. 41).

The ontology of humanistic education is very similar to

that of pragmatism-progressivism. Littleford (1970)

proposes, "Reality does not exist apart from or prior to

man" (p. 231). Reality is grounded in human experience.

The universe and mankind are subject to constant change, and

"growth is the natural direction in which people move"

(p. 237). Epistemology is also free of absolutes; there is

no objective truth. As in pragmatism, says Littleford, "The

test of the validity of truth is in the field of action"

(p. 237). Values and ethics are relative, therefore, and

moral decisions must be tested out and judged on the basis

of consequences which are or are not self-actualizing. In a

sense, given the moral urgency apparent in much humanist

writing, the Good person of idealism is replaced with the

Self-fulfilled person. The New Humanism shares with the

older pragmatism a faith in progress and democracy, and the

notion that "man is definitely not basically evil or

asocial," as Littleford says (p. 242). Educational

humanists of different inclinations would probably share the

following general goals, according to Jensen (1973):

First, humanists seek to provide students an

opportunity to explore and come to grips with their
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sense of identity . . . Second, humanists are

"wholists. " They are committed to an education which

involves the feelings, emotions, motivations, likes and

dislikes of students . . . . Third, humanists are

concerned with the development of content which is

relevant to the student's own needs and interests . .

Fourth . . . humanists wish to develop in students the

idea that they are "effectors" [self-directed and

responsible] . . . . Finally, humanists hope to provide

education for tomorrow. (p. 342)

The teacher uses such methods as open classrooms, flexible

scheduling, student choice, self-evaluation, journal-

keeping, and counseling techniques to promote these goals

(as discussed by Bridges, 1973, and others). The teacher's

role is that of facilitator or resource person, much like

the progressive guide.

There are some differences between humanistic educators

and pragmatists-progressives, though. The New Humanism is

less concerned with science and reason, even valuing the

"nonrational aspects of humanity," as Willers notes (p. 41).

Furthermore, humanistic education emphasizes the individual

more than the group or society, reflecting perhaps some

existential influence. Last, humanistic education has had

neither as powerful spokespersons nor as long a public life

as progressivism. Cuban suggests that humanistic education

or what he calls "informal education" (from 1965-1975)
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"never took a deep hold organizationally among the general

ranks of educators" as opposed to progressivism which had a

much greater impact on the professional literature, teacher

education, and ideals if not practices of many educators

(p. 151). Still, there are philosophical similarities.

The strengths of pragmatism in education are

noteworthy. First, as indicated before, pragmatism-

progressivism precipitated lively public debate on education

which engaged the talents of great thinkers like Dewey.

Serious philosophical issues were addressed and attracted

the notice of many segments of the American public.

Secondly, pragmatism in education has made significant

inroads in reforming the traditional school--eliminating

textbound recitation, drill, and "busywork" as the sole

teaching methods; changing punitive and harsh methods of

discipline; and reducing the emphasis on conformity.

Progressivism has succeeded in diversifying the curriculum

and methodology, offering students better facilities,

promoting more student enthusiasm, utilizing field trips,

projects, lab work, and cooperative learning. For example,

Ozmon and Craver (1986) point out, "Such things as colored

chalkboards, gaily colored surroundings, movable furniture

built specifically for children, greater involvement of

students in decision making, increased community involvement

and support were all advocated by the pragmatists" (p. 121).

Perhaps most important is the concern with connecting the
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school to real human experience because of a new learning

theory, the theory that humans are active participants in

the knowing/learning process. This basic idea has emerged

on the educational front again in the assumptions of

constructivism, to be examined later.

The weaknesses of pragmatism-progressivism are well

known and still pointed out by contemporary back-to-basics

advocates. Lack of discipline and rigorous standards,

faddism, and anti-intellectualism are probably the main

charges made. Although mistakes have probably occurred as

much because of misunderstanding pragmatism and its

authorities, like Dewey, as because of the basic

propositions of the philosophy, progressivism has often

failed to achieve much of lasting value. Cremin (1964)

asserts, "In too many classrooms license began to pass for

liberty, planlessness for spontaneity, recalcitrance for

individuality, obfuscation for art, and chaos for

education--all justified in the rhetoric of expressionism"

(p. 207). A romantic view of students held by child

developmentalists, an overreaction to traditionalism, and

life adjustment notions along with the belief that the

school should solve all social problems led to the problems

of progressivism (and later humanistic education). which

Ravitch (1983) enumerates below:

But the positive contributions of progressive education

were often at war with, and sometimes even submerged
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by, their own implicit distortions: the extremes of

permissiveness in the child-centered movement, the

hostility towards books and subject matter that grew

out of the emphasis on "doing," the excessive

vocationalism that emerged from social utility, and the

notion that the school was uniquely qualified to meet

all needs without establishing priorities among them.

(p. 51)

Progressivism and humanistic education have also been

criticized for being too radical or subversive, undercutting

cultural norms and student respect for authority, and

inspiring dissatisfaction with the status quo. Ironically,

the case can also be made that one of the weaknesses of

progressivism has been its failure to be fully implemented,

its failure to translate theory into action. One of the

main contentions of Larry Cuban in How Teachers Taught

(1984) is that there was more talk about progressivism than

practice of it during even its heyday, especially at the

secondary level.

Other critiques include that expressed by Howick (1980)

that progressivisin "ignores history" (p. 42). Progressivism

tends to be so present- and future-oriented that the

achievements and lessons of the past, lessons that go beyond

individual student experience, are ignored in the

educational process. Olafson (1977) avers, "There is, in

fact, an unavoidable sense in which education is a matter of
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introducing students to something that is already known and

that they would not have been able to work out for

themselves within the model of self-evaluating experience

which Dewey proposed" (p. 192). Not everything worth

knowing can be discovered oneself. Moreover, student

interests and problems may not always be a sufficient

starting place, if growth is to occur. Olafson adds that,

"the discontinuity between our 'interests' and the agenda of

any serious and sustained form of study is more than just

the unfortunate outcome of a badly designed curriculum or of

a repressive school environment; it is more plausibly

understood as a .permanent condition with which schools will

always have to contend . . ." (p. 196). Except to those who

espouse some Rousseau-inspired romantic concept of children,

students do not appear to know yet entirely what it is they

need to learn. Thus, society has created schools and hired

teachers.

Probably the greatest criticism of pragmatism-

progressivism is aimed at its relativistic notion of truth,

both in knowledge and in ethics. This notion can lead to

intellectual carelessness as well as moral irresponsibility,

as it assumes that only flux characterizes the universe and

there are no standards outside immediate, personal

experience as validated by a group. It could be argued that

this presupposition has truly led to the permissiveness and

chaos for which progressive schools have been so loudly
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censured. Irwin in Philosophical Reflections on Education

and Society (1978) further criticizes humanistic education

and Maslow for an outlook that denies the need for stability

and does not "acknowledge the limitations of reality"

(pp. 296-7). Rosen (1968) adds that "If truth is seen as

constantly being changed and tested, rather than as a stable

body of knowledge, the whole stability of the universe is

threatened" (p. 85). Pragmatism replies that social

consensus is the source of stability and progress, but

questions then arise about the validity of social truth in

such times/places as Nazi Germany. If there are at least

some absolute truths, some universals that remain stable

over time, and process is not .al, pragmatism becomes

problematic, indeed.

Reconstructionism and Marxism-Critical Theory

Reconstructionism as an American educational philosophy

grew from progressivism, taking its name from Dewey's

Reconstruction in Philosophy, 1920, according to Howick

(1980, p. 75). Numbering among the assumptions shared by

progressivism and reconstructionism are a perception of

society in flux, a belief in democracy and the continuing

open search for knowledge, and a faith in progress. In

mounting reaction to the Depression and other social ills,

however, the reconstructionists came to see the public

schools as agents of specific, needed social change. The

reconstructionists have maintained that, as Brameld (1965)
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phrases it, "the contemporary crisis can be effectively

attacked only by a radical educational policy and program of

action" (p. 25). Spokespersons for reconstructionism

include George S. Counts, Boyd Bode (to some extent), and a

group of educators from Teachers College, Columbia, such as

William Heard Kilpatrick and John L. Childs. These thinkers

were more radical than Dewey and other pragmatists whose

commitment to democracy embraced no specific political

agenda; they were disillusioned with repressive and

dysfunctional capitalist society. Kliebard (1987) says,

"Beginning in the 1930's, there appeared to be a resonance

developing between leftist political and social leaders and

certain educational reformers" (p. 189). Reconstructionism

has long been allied with the political left.

As progressivism experienced a kind of rebirth in the

1960's in humanistic education, reconstructionism underwent

a resurrection in the 1960's as is evidenced in the

continuing work of Brameld, and in the founding of the

Society for Educational Reconstruction in 1969, in addition

to the ideas of educational critics like James Herndon,

Jonathan Kozol, and Ivan Illich. Moreover, a group of neo-

Marxist educators has emerged. Concern about economic

inequality has broadened to distress over racial inequality

and issues of peace and multicultural understanding.

The idea of the school as integral to the building of a

better society is quite old. Plato had a definite ideal
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society to which his outline of schooling in the Republic

was to contribute. Ozmon and Craver (1986) discuss a number

of earlier reconstructionists: the Stoic philosophers in

ancient Rome who believed in a world state, Christian

philosophers such as Augustine, Utopian socialists of the

18th and 19th Centuries, and Karl Marx (pp. 134-135). It

has, indeed, been one of the basic beliefs in America,

commonly held since the 19th Century, that education is

essential to the "good life," in society. Reconstructionism,

though, conceives of social change, the challenging of the

old order and the creation of a new one, as fundamental to

the good life.

"Reconstructionism, along with Pragmatism, accepts the

point of view that the universe is not closed, but open and

in a condition of constant and relatively unpredictable

change, and that values are man made and relative," states

Demos (1962, p. 90). Reconstructionist ontology is almost

identical to pragmatist ontology. The only reality is the

human one, not some universal existing beyond present human

experience; the real world is, as Howick says, an "aggregate

of circumstances and conditions which surround and affect

man's existence" (p. 77). The reconstructionists, in

addition, highlight the impact of culture in the making of

reality. Counts (1932) observes, "The most crucial of all

circumstances conditioning human life is birth into a

particular culture," (p. 13). Brameld, too, insists on the
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importance of cultural context. Still, reality need not be

blindly bound by culture. The reconstructionists would urge

people to step outside their own cultural norms and become

aware of other cultures, other possibilities. Most

significant for the reconstructionist is the social

character of reality, which must be reconstructed.

Reconstructionist epistemology is also similar to that

of pragmatism. Knowledge is obtained through examination of

human experience, intersubjectively. Truth depends, as

Howick puts it, on "reflective thinking subordinate to

social consensus" (p. 78). Conflict within the social group

is useful, though, because it leads to growth and new

understanding. Reconstructionism is, in fact, more openly

encouraging of diversity than pragmatism. Brameld (1971)

states that "if consensual validation is to function

properly, individual expression in the form of deviation and

dissent is indispensable to due process . . . . (it] must

allow for the pursuit of truth by unorthodox, even unpopular

means" (p. 413). Brameld calls this the "transformative

orientation" (rather than transactional). Furthermore,

reconstructionist epistemology seems more open to non-

scientific modes of knowing, giving more attention to the

affective than Dewey, for instance. Brameld (1965) talks

about the limits of rationality and the potential for

utilizing "those powerful unrational forces" like emotion

(p. 38). Ultimately, what works for a society, a better
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society as envisioned by the reconstructionists, determines

true knowledge.

Axiology receives the greatest regard in

reconstructionism because reform is the basic motivation.

The early reconstructionists criticized progressives for not

concentrating more on moral matters. Counts (1932), for

example, complained, "The weakness of progressive education

thus lies in the fact that it has elaborated no theory of

social welfare, unless it be that of anarchy or extreme

individualism" (p. 12). The values of social cooperation,

openness to new ways--not merely adjusting to change but

directing it, and taking a stand against the abuses of

capitalism are major reconstructionist values. Brameld

(1965) declares the ultimate cooperative goal of

reconstructionism is a "world civilization in which peoples

of all races, all nations, all colors, and all creeds join

together in the common purpose of a peaceful world, united

under the banner of international order . . ." (p. 35).

Such a utopian goal, building a world of peace, justice, and

economic security requires, in Brameld's view, that "you and

I, as teachers and citizens, have the obligation to analyze

critically what is wrong with the values that we have been

holding and then to decide about the values that we should

be holding" (p. 33). Change is essential. Traditional

capitalism is especially suspect. Kilpatrick (1935) says,

in the morality-charged language of reconstructionism, "I
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have come to believe that society's ills are organic, not

functional; and that they can be cured only by changing the

system. So far as I see, the profit system as such must go"

(p. 292). The school as agent of social change has been

directed toward issues of racial discrimination and world

peace as well as class conflict and economic oppression

since Kilpatrick's time. Social and political values are

directly tied to educational aims in reconstructionist

thought.

In the reconstructionist view, the teacher is a

catalyst for social change, and the curriculum, too, is

centered around real social problems. The teacher uses most

of the progressive methods, projects, problem-solving, and

so forth, but emphasizes group dynamics even more, allows

for a less rationalist focus, and encourages a more critical

stance, moving students to question the status quo in their

thinking and behaving. For instance, Brameld (1971) draws

attention to the importance of learning through group

communication, dialogue (pp. 459-462). He adds that

learning is social, utopian, and aesthetic, too. Brameld

states, "The need to encourage the richest possible play of

imagination and affect, both imperative to this kind of

learning, cannot be overstressed . . . . We have too widely

assumed that learning is almost entirely cognitive"

(p. 454). Finally, in a sense, the teacher creates a new

society in the classroom, challenging traditional
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educational values and methods. Brameld summarizes as

follows:

Thus the whole creaking apparatus of competitive

rewards and punishments--the pleasure-pain antithesis,

operant conditioning, grade-seeking, and so on--is

thrown on the rubbish heap. In its place is

established the group morale . . . that becomes

possible only when significant work is to be

accomplished. It is goal-directed work recognized by

participants to be relevant to their own program and

objectives . . . . (p. 526)

More aggresively political than reconstructionism is a

varied group of hybrid, neo-Marxist philosophies, including

feminist Marxism, neo-Freudian Marxism, Marxism with an

existential or phenomenological flavor, Critical Theory, and

others. They are all reconstructionist in intent, however,

and can probably all be described by the following words of

Brameld (1971):

Neo-Marxism is a thorough-going anthropological

philosophy--a view of man engaged in an immensely

dynamic, sometimes violent, sometimes peaceful life of

history and culture. At the poignant center, man is

thus depicted as a self-searching and evolving being

who, in conjoint struggle with others, desires

fulfillment of a great cluster of human needs--economic

ones, most persistently, but all other needs, too, such
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as love, adventure, and satisfying creative work. . .

[facing the obstacle of] alienation [or estrangement]

. . . a chronic disease of the technological-industrial

order of power and production. (p. 74)

The history of this philosophical group obviously goes

back to Karl Marx, but influencing him, according to Ozmon

and Craver (1986), were materialism and socialism.

Materialism, also undergirding positivism-behaviorism,

especially touched Marx through the work of the French

materialists, Condillac and Helvetius. Ozmon and Craver

say, "Condillac maintained that human activities and

thinking processes are matters of experience and habit;

therefore, the whole development of humanity depends on

education and environment. Helvetius pushed the idea even

further by proclaiming that education could be used to bring

about "human perfection" (p. 262). The goal of changing

society to achieve utopia became one of Marx's major ideas.

Socialism first came into use as a term in the late 1820's

"and was associated with the theories of such people as

Henri Saint-Simon . . . and Robert Owen . . ." as Ozmon and

Craver state (p. 262). Concern over econdmic-class

inequality, expressed in socialism, was the major motivation

for Marx. The basic ideas of Marx are probably fairly well

known, while Marxism itself has had almost no effect on

American educational practice. Nevertheless, some Marxist

ideas have impacted Critical Theory and a number of modern
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educational critics. Most important is the idea that the

material world, the forces of production (factories, etc.),

are the "base" of society, and social relations are the

"superstructure." Put simply, the economic system

determines the classes, legal system, political authority,

and all social relationships within the culture.

Unfortunately, capitalism has concentrated the power as well

as the material resources unevenly and has in the process

"alienated" common workers, the masses, from their work and

from themselves. In modern industrial society, labor and

the laborer have become "objectified." Ozmon and Craver

express it this way:

When the control of property, and hence the control of

the means of productive life, is concentrated in the

hands of a few, this results in alienated labor. If

alienated labor robs people of their humanity, and if

private property is the cause of alienated labor, then

private property must be abolished. (p. 266)

Neo-Marxism is not as materialistic as "pure" (and

seemingly obsolete) Marxism. Western Marxism or Critical

Theory emerged from the Frankfurt School, a group of

thinkers which has included George Lukacs, Antonio Gramsci,

Theodor Adorno, and Herbert Marcuse. Gramsci argues, as

Ozmon and Craver (1986) note, that "ideology as cultural

hegemony" is an important "aspect of power over society,

even more than the modes of material production" (p. 269).
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To Critical Theorists the values and ideas of capitalist

society are as damaging as the economic structure. Thus,

examining the faults of technologization, mass media, and

organizational bureaucracy is as vital as critiquing the

free enterprise system. Neo-Marxist Critical Theory,

although critical of capitalism, is as much sociological and

philosophical as it is political and economic in

orientation.

The borders between ontology, epistemology, and

axiology are blurred in Critical Theory; being, knowing, and

acting are closely united. Still, underlying assumptions

are similar to those of earlier reconstructionists. The

present material world and culture Are reality, and reality

is in flux. As Howick (1980) says of Marxism, "everything

is in a relentless process of change, developing new and

qualitative arrangements of social and economic order"

(p. 132). The epistemology of Critical Theory seems less

accomodating to mainstream culture than reconstructionist

epistemology. Social consensus is not the final validation

of truth if society is awry. Critical theorists emphasize

the critical stance, arguing for the necessity of probing

experience, of stepping back and questioning the dominant

values, beliefs, knowledge of society--the ideology.

Knowing grows out of conflict, individuals problematizing

the status quo. Brameld (1971) asserts that since ideology

"serves to rationalize cultural practices and habits, it may
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be regarded as the social corollary of . . . individual

rationalization (the Freudian concept]. Thus it is a kind

of verbal and sometimes pictorial or auditory superstructure

that sanctions the supporting superstructure of real

institutions and practices" (p. 395). Knowing in Critical

Theory requires opposition to all social assumptions. Ozmon

and Craver (1986) explain below:

According to Theodor Adorno, radio, motion pictures,

modern advertising and so forth create the preplanned,

mass-produced social and cultural outlooks he calls

"mass culture." Such conditions overwhelm individual

initiative and result in the "administered society,,"

characterized by a "technological veil" where those in

control hide behind facts and use them to dominate.

The end result is that people are unable to think for

themselves . . . . Adorno advocated dialectical

thinking, that is, the thinker must try to envision the

negation of things in order to create new alternative.

(p. 270)

Epistemology, then, is interwoven with Critical Theory

axiology, a system which promotes social change in the

effort to assure greater justice (equality in class, race,

and gender) and freedom, based on faith in the evolution of

a self-directing humanity. The drive to alter a mindless,

dehumanizing, consumer society underlies the Critical Theory

approach to knowledge. As in existentialism and other
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philosophical movements which are discussed later, the

positivist-behaviorist schism between epistemology and

axiology is crossed in Critical Theory. Doing the right

thing is again of major philosophical import.

Proponents of Critical Theory have made few concrete

suggestions for schooling or teaching, but they have become

vocal critics (including writers like Martin Carnoy, Michael

Apple, Samuel Bowles, and Herbert Gintis). The schools

themselves are seen as part of the problem. Bell and

Schniedewind (1987) elucidate, "Critical theorists argue

that the schools' primary function is to socialize people

into a capitalist society characterized by technocratic,

competitive, and hierarchical relations" (p. 59). There

exists a "hidden curriculum" in the schools that serves to

promote the interests of the ruling class, keeping all

others in their place, shutting down any opposition to the

status quo. Educational aims, then, include changing the

school itself, as well as the society. The Critical Theory

teacher must be a kind of revolutionary. Giroux (1984)

gives about as specific an interpretation of what this means

in practice as the Critical Theorists have yet produced. He

says as follows:

For radical teachers, it is imperative that strategies

be developed that take as their starting point an

understanding of how knowledge and patterns of social

relations steeped in domination come into being in
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schools; how they are maintained; how students,

teachers, and others relate to them; and how they can

be exposed, modified, and overcome, if possible.

(p. 131)

The teacher is neither guide/model, nor facilitator, nor

behavior manager, but rather, is the critic.

Although intellectual criticism seems the main activity

of Critical Theory, so far, there are exceptions. For

example, Jurgen Habermas, the most prominent current

Critical Theorist, is doing work in language and

communications theory which may prove useful. Ozmon and

Craver (1986) note that "he incorporates the developmental

psychology of Jean Piaget and Lawrence Kohlberg into his

theory" (p. 270). Perhaps Habermas will have more to say

about educational practice. Paolo Friere, the Brazilian

educator, has certainly made concrete accomplishments,

applying his theories in Brazil (described in Pedagogy of

the Oppressed). Ozmon and Craver summarize below:

Friere proposes a 'problem-posing method' that starts

with the learner as an active rather than a passive

being. It takes its content from the actual experience

of the learners, or from the learners' desire to expand

their understanding . . . Learners come to see

themselves and the world as becoming, a dialectical

relationship with the world where the learner can exert

some influence on surrounding conditions [learning to
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read to change political leaders, for example] . . . .

In short, critical consciousness leads to critical

action--to praxis. (p. 273)

Although more political in aim, these methods would not seem

foreign to John Dewey.

Reconstructionism and neo-Marxist Critical Theory have

not directly affected school policy or programs to a very

noticeable degree, with the exception of the widely-adopted

social studies textbooks written by Harold Rugg, a colleague

of Counts at Teachers College. These texts were centered on

real social problems and were quite innovative, as Kliebard

(1987) describes. This kind of specific impact is

relatively rare, but these philosophies of social change

have contributed to American education. One strength of

these world views is that they are optimistic, encouraging

the notion that the schools can help transform society.

Especially during times when education comes under

continuing attack and morale among educators is low, the

idea that the schools can help create a better society is

motivational. Moreover, a reconstructionist outlook can

involve students and teachers in purposeful, cooperative

action in the classroom. The reconstructionist concern that

everyone have access to a quality education is also

significant, and reconstructionist thought has aided in

desegregation and in building programs more responsive to

varied needs--special education, ESL, and so on. The high
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ideals of reconstructionism and Critical Theory are

admirable.

Perhaps most important is the critical role

reconstructionism and Critical Theory play. These systems

engage educators in thought-provoking analysis of important

issues, with a high degree of moral seriousness. There are

difficult problems in society and in the schools, as

evidenced by the failures of urban school systems or by

growing indications that American students are not well-

prepared to analyze and justify their own opinions. It is

important and useful to challenge the social and educational

status quo. As Ozmon and Craver (1986) claim,

"Reconstructionist philosophy has been an available antidote

to the easy virtues of materialism [consumerism],

established cultural values, and social adjustment"

(p. 154). If critical thinking is, indeed, an important

goal in the schools today, surely reconstructionist and

Critical Theory thought have been and can be influential.

Reconstructionism and Critical Theory also have some

weaknesses which help explain why there are few

implementations of the views espoused. Reconstructionist

philosophy, ironically, has often seemed impractical. Its

goals have been broad but its means vague, contributing few

original, specific ideas about teaching methodology or

school organization. Furthermore, reconstructionism and

Critical Theory seem too utopian, embracing a simplistic,
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unrealistic view of change. People resist radical change in

the schools and in society. So, in spite of the call to

action, reconstructionist thought has led to little more

than debate.

The major weakness of reconstructionism and Critical

Theory grows, paradoxically, out of their strength.

Reconstructionist or neo-Marxist commitment to reform and

concern with values is tied to the political left and a

particular agenda for social change. That agenda can be

disputed, first of all. Then, politicization is rousing but

it may not lend itself to pluralism and tolerance of other

views, so important in the democratic process. In the words

of Ozmon and Craver, "The concept of praxis, or purposeful

human action, may apply also to non-socialist systems, and

the dialectic of history may not be a socialist dialectic"

(p. 280). As has been obvious under Marxist regimes, a

commitment to action or a certain set of beliefs can close

other possibilities of thought, and the schools can become

instruments of propaganda rather than of critical thinking.

When a certain vision of a better society is enthroned,

rejecting everything in the status quo, a new dogmatism can

take over and a more flexible, responsive, and open-ended

vision of the educational process (as Dewey saw it, for

instance) may be lost. Reconstructionists and Critical

Theorists are, perhaps, not critical enough of their own

positions.
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Existentialism

Existentialism has not proved a major educational

philosophy, and as a philosophy of revolt, it is sometimes

difficult to categorize. As Howick (1980) notes,

existentialism has revealed an "aversion to systematic

structure" (p. 113). Yet, educational existentialism is

worth noting in its impact on attitudes if not on particular

policies. Some existentialist ideas can be traced back to

the Sophists, but on the whole, existentialism is a modern

philosophy. Existentialist thinkers include Soren

Kierkegaard and Friederick Nietzsche in the 19th Century and

Karl Jaspers, Martin Heidegger, Martin Buber, and Jean-Paul

Sartre in the 20th Century. Existential ideas can also be

discerned in the works of various Marxist, Freudian, and

other thinkers.

Like pragmatism and reconstructionism, existentialism

places man at the center of ontology. Reality is what man

chooses. The phrase "existence precedes essence" expresses

an upside-down Platonism in which the focus is again on the

mind of man, but behind man are no absolutes, no Forms or

ultimate Truth, no "essence" to determine meanings. Rather

than pre-existent Ideas, there are the improvised ideas of

each individual human as he or she lives out his or her own

decisions in daily life. What people decide and do

determines their reality. Morris (1961) describes reality

as "self-operating-in-cosmos-of-choice " (p. 77).
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Existential epistemology is tied to individual choice.

Since there are no external, reliable standards of truth,

each person is responsible for his or her own knowledge,

found in inner awareness and intuition, as Morris describes

it. Morris says that "there is an element of personal

appropriation in all knowing. When all the data are in,

each individual on his own must make a personal choice to

believe something" (p. 167).

As in reconstructionism, knowing is tied to valuing.

In much existentialist writing there is a moral fervor

reminiscent of idealism, despite the claim of relativism.

The axiology of existentialism sets "authenticity" and

"commitment" as the ultimate values. Unlike pragmatism or

reconstructionism, existentialism grounds truth and goodness

in the individual, not in the group. Each must be true to

self to be authentic. Fallico (1954) urges, "Neither other

men, Gods, ideologies, governments, or demons can choose for

any individual man what he alone must choose, if he would

live with himself" (p. 167). Furthermore, morality only

becomes real in action, what each does in life. Active

commitment is more important than the specific cause to

which one is committed, since the correctness of any action

can never be proved anyway. Doing is even more vital in

existentialism than in reconstructionism. The existential

being-knowing-doing matrix is well-expressed by Greene

(1973):
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Since Kant, the existentialist would point out, we have

understood that the reality available to human beings

is merely a flux of appearances. Theories and

explanations are only tools, helping us to cope with

becoming and change; but they cannot be considered

"knowledge," and they do not provide us with truths by

which we can live. Personal life and existence are the

important factors that must be grasped and

understood . . . .

The emphasis is on self-consciousness, on self-

encounter . . . . When the existentialist speaks of

knowing, he speaks of passionately engaging and of

vouching for his ideas with his life. The cool

neutrality of experimental inquiry is usually alien to

such a man, as is the search for consensus and

something approximating objectivity . . . .

For the existentialist, the self is devoid of

character or coloration before action is undertaken.

When the individual begins devising projects and

purposes, he begins creating an identity.

(pp. 136-137, 256)

Existentialist ideas make for an unusual vision of

education. The school should help each student become an

"authentic" individual, aware of freedom and the many

possibilities and responsibilities of making choices.

Howick (1980) describes the teacher's role as that of
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"initiator" who encourages maximum self-expression (p. 121).

Existentialists emphasize the individual against society,

emotion, and "becoming." Morris (1954) says, "As for

pedagogy, it seems inevitable that the existential school

will become more individual-centered. In a way, it will

have to be, since its prime consideration is the individual

living unattached in a friendless world. The 'group

method,' so long a friend of democratic Experimentalism,

will have to be discarded" (p. 256). Fallico (1954) adds,

"The mission of the teacher ends with his efforts to help

another human to want desperately to be himself, at all

costs and risks. The object of education is to make seeming

men uncomfortable with themselves, to irritate them out of

the lethargy into which home, society, education,

propaganda, and history necessarily plunge them" (p. 171).

Education here is akin to individual therapy. Logic and

reason are downplayed, as in some kinds of therapy.

Lieberman (1985) notes, "The Experimentalist scientifically

tests solutions to environmental problems and is concerned

with gathering factual evidence. In contrast, the

Existentialist tries to find solutions by responding

emotionally to the environment and is primarily concerned

with what the individual does with the evidence" (p. 323).

Finally, flux is not only recognized but cherished, for as

Ozmon and Craver (1986) state, "One of the distinguishing

features of existential . . . philosophy of education is the
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emphasis on possibility as a goal of education" (p. 207).

Personal growth and growing inner awareness rather than the

acquisition of skills, mastery of information, or ability to

deal with ideas, are the curriculum and the methodology.

The existentialist teacher, like the Critical Theory teacher

(only non-political, perhaps), would be something of a guru.

Although the existential influence can be detected on

humanistic education during the 1960's and 1970's, most

existentialist ideas have little connection to the

particular policies, practices, or expectations of the

public schools. Nevertheless, like reconstructionism and

Critical Theory, existentialism does provoke thought. The

existential concern for the individual in crisis is valuable

in sensitizing educators to issues that go beyond technique,

questions about death, alienation, technology, and

purposeful human action. Ozmon and Craver summarize,

"Existentialist philosophy has been hailed as a helpful

antidote to American education, especially where that

education has become dominated by an organizational

mentality and the continuing bureaucratization of the

American school" (p. 214). However, some of the same

.potential problems are inherent in existentialism as in

reconstructionism or pragmatism: utopianism, permissiveness,

and relativism, to name a few. Individualism could also run

rampant. Existentialism has won too few proponents and

proved too radical to have much concrete effect, however.
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Other Influences--Shifting Paradigms

Major change in world view is becoming evident in a

number of other philosophical influences today, in ideas

from various sources, ideas yet unattached to any major

systematic school of philosophy. These ideas converge in a

rejection of the modern realist ontology and epistemology

best represented in education by positivism-behaviorism.

Scientific realism, or naive realism, sees the material and

human worlds as linear, rational, predictable, and

manageable. Knowledge of the world can be achieved directly

by the empirical, logical, objective scientist-observer.

Often referred to as a Newtonian or mechanistic world view,

or even as "scientism,1" this outlook assumes that mind can

stand outside both the natural world and human nature and

discover Truth. However, in the 20th Century, science

itself, and mathematics, the philosophical movement of

phenomenology, hermeneutics (the science or discipline of

interpretation), and the ideas of thinkers like Richard

Rorty (known as a neo-pragmatist) are challenging the older

world view in ways becoming apparent in educational thought.

The new paradigm revolves around epistemology, and is

expressed concisely by Murphy (1988) as follows:

. . . . the "pragmatics of knowledge" rather than

ahistorical standards of demeanor, .serve to

differentiate reality from illusion . . . . Truth is

thus experienced indirectly or through various
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modalities of interpretative activity-. . . . [The]

postmodernists understand knowledge to exist always in

situ . . . Because of the interpretative nature of

knowledge, there are as many versions of reality as

there are ways of defining it. Hence, order represents

a social contract, as persons learn to read the world

in a similar manner. (pp. 178-180)

That natural science, the discipline long emulated by

education, does not proceed merely by the accumulation of

new factual information from reality is Kuhn's main idea in

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1970). Kuhn, a

philosopher of science, has popularized the term paradigm

and used it to describe the social contract or world view

under which scientists pursue knowledge. Logic, empirical

observation, and rational processes do not in themselves

lead to new knowledge or paradigm shifts, to discoveries

like the Copernican revolution. Instead, context and

interpretation and individual insight--subjective

characteristics--play a role in knowing. Kuhn says the

following:

Observation and experience can and must drastically

restrict the range of admissable scientific belief,

else there would be no science. But they cannot alone

determine a particular body of such belief. An

apparently arbitrary element, compounded of personal

and historical accident, is always a formative
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ingredient of the beliefs espoused by a given

scientific community at a given time. (p. 4)

Kuhn later adds that a shift to a new paradigm is a

"conversion experience" (p. 151). Such language reveals a

different view of knowledge from that advocated in

scientific realism, a view that denies the possibility of

the mind's unmediated access to reality through empirical

investigation. Adams (1988) summarizes below:

The idea of empiricism as the foundation of science has

been largely dismissed . . . . From Michael Polanyi's

concept of "tacit knowledge" to Gerald Holton's "public

science," the role of the scientist has been hemmed in

and structured according to laws that have little to do

with the old idea of the autonomous subject

investigating an object. (pp. 57-58)

Science, as well as the philosophy of science, is

contributing to this challenge of realist epistemology.

The "new physics" has had a great impact on thought in

many fields, including philosophy. Salz (1990), for

example, explores the disruption of Newtonian realism. One

challenge comes from quantum physics in which "light turned

out to be a wave or a particle depending on the.method of

experiment selected by a given scientist. Is science

objective or not? If the researcher can 'change' nature by

the choice of experiments, can we really talk about an 'out

there' (matter) vs. an 'in here' (mind)?" (p. 391). Salz
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also discusses the Heisenberg uncertainty principle which

indicates that a thing is changed simply by the process of

observing it. Salz concludes, "Rather, the world is

actualized by our investigation of it. Knowing is an

interactive process between the knower and the known . . .

There is no 'reality' behind the scenes but only a model

that correctly correlates with experience" (p. 393). This

judgment echoes some of the assumptions of pragmatism. The

new paradigm suggested by Salz may be more radical than

Dewey's, however. Salz proposes the following:

The world view now offered in the place of the

Newtonian model, which has proved an inadequate

explanation for certain phenomena, challenges almost

all our most deeply-held beliefs about reality. No

clear cause and effect; no mind-matter distinction; no

objective investigation; no certainty, now or ever; no

ultimate building block of the universe; no clear

distinction between organic and non-organic; no

separate entities but only relationships. . . (p. 394)

Dewey still seemed to subscribe to the power of linearity

and the possibility of some objectivity.

Other evidence for a shifting paradigm in science can

be found in works like Chaos: Making a New Science by James

Gleick. Gleick looks at scientific work in weather, the

study of the cardiovascular system, and so forth,

demonstrating that there are areas of nature with pattern
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but no linear predictability. Gleick makes the following

observation:

Believers in chaos--and they sometimes call themselves

believers, or converts, or evangelists--speculate about

determinism and free will, about evolution, about the

nature of conscious intelligence. They feel that they

are turning back a trend in science toward

reductionism, the analysis of systems in terms of their

constituent parts: quarks, chromosomes, or neurons.

They believe that they are looking for the whole.

(p. 5)

The shift to a view of reality that emphasizes wholeness,

organic systems, context, the role of the mind in creating

reality itself, and the social nature of knowledge can also

be observed in mathematics, once thought the bastion of

objectivity, certainty, and abstract universal logic. For

example, Guillen (1983) declares that in 1931, the Viennese

logician Kurt Gdel "proved that there will always be

mathematical truths that cannot be proved with logic.

Suddenly, there was introduced into the mathematical world a

formal role for subjectivity, since the only possible way of

avowing an unprovable truth, mathematical or otherwise, is

to accept it as an article of faith." Guillen adds,

parenthetically, "Subjectivity has always had an informal

role as mathematicians typically pursue hunches and other

intuitive insights in formulating hypotheses" (pp. 117-118).
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The differences between mathematics and the hard sciences,

on one hand, and the humanities and social sciences, on the

other, may not be as great as once thought, as ontology and

epistemology shift. Davis and Hersh (1986) express this

shift as follows:

There is a reformulation of the major concerns of the

philosophy of mathematics away from the logical and

towards the phenomenological-historical-experiential.

This takes mathematics "down from the sky," so to speak

and says, in effect, we are thinking these thoughts, we

are writing these symbols, we are doing these

mathematical things, and as a result of our activity,

the consequences to us are such and such . . .

Metaphor and analogy exist in mathematics and physics

as well as in poetry and in religion. Rhetoric exists

in mathematics . . . . Aestheic judgment exists in

mathematics . . . . mathematics has drawn inspiration

and nourishment from business, from religion, from law,

from war, from politics, from ethics, from gambling,

from metaphysics, from mysticism, from ritual, from

play . . . and not just from a "sanitized" physical

science approved by positivism. (p. 304)

Such new versions of reality revealed by a new (or at least

not the prevailing) way of knowing have much to say to

education.
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Phenomenology, alluded to in the quote above, has been

defined by Van Manen (1978) as "a name which is mainly used

to designate a movement in the social and human sciences,

which has as its primary objective the direct investigation

and description of phenomena as consciously . . .

experienced" (p. 3). In education, phenomenology has been

applied mostly to research. The role of the mind, the

contribution of the subject to knowing is key, and

statistics and other supposedly objective sources of

information are deemphasized. Phenomenological philosophers

include Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger, and Maurice

Merleau-Ponty. Existentialism and phenomenology have often

been combined as in the work of Greene (1973), who describes

the phenomenological approach as follows:

The phenomenologist takes issue with both the

rationalist [idealist] and the empiricist [realist] for

their neglect of thought in inner time. Unlike either

one, he embarks on his epistemological inquiries with

questions about how the phenomena of the world--,"things

themselves"--present themselves in inner time.

Consciousness is his fundamental concept . . . . It

thrusts toward the world . . . . activities include

perceiving, judging, believing, remembering, imagining

. . . characterized by intentionality . . . . each

person's life-world is his context as he experiences it

. . . . The phenomenologist, then, focuses on the
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engaged observer when he tries to clarify the knowing

process. Not only is the observer's subjectivity

involved; so are the subjectivities of his

contemporaries, and the intersubjective reality they

mutually create. (pp. 131, 134)

As in current scientific and mathematical thought,

phenomenology recognizes the primacy of shared inner

thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and purposes in a communal

search for knowledge and in the building of paradigms.

Phenomenological method proceeds "through exhaustive

description (rather than through causal explanation)" (Van

Manen, p. 18); what people say about their "inner time," as

well as what they do and observe, is recorded and explored.

Phenomenology shares with some scientific and

mathematical thought a preoccupation with context and

wholeness. The movement shares with Critical Theory a

commitment to exposing social and philosophical assumptions,

including those of researchers themselves. Van Manen avows

that it "is a characteristic feature of phenomemological

method that in the process of inquiry and theory-building,

assumptions regarding the concept of man, the nature of

learning, and views of knowledge are constantly pushed up

front, where they can be reflectively explicated" (p. 3).

Phenomenologists make it clear that they do not pretend to

be neutral observers of facts. Phenomenology shares some

assumptions of pragmatism, as well. Garrison and Shargel
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(1988) note, "For both Dewey and Husserl thinking originates

in the infinite possibilities presented by experience. More

precisely, thinking originates in our reflections upon the

multitude of problems presented to us in practical everyday

lived-world or existential experience"(p. 244). Finally,

phenomenology, at least as expressed in Van Manen's

description of the Utrecht School, shares with Critical

Theory and existentialism (among other philosophies) a

dedication to liberation and "becoming." Says Van Manen,

"True pedagogy involves assisting the child in coming to

terms with, and transcending . . . [what] would stand in

the way of a reflective and autonomous passage toward

responsible adulthood" (p. 6). Again, these few examples

indicate a convergence of philosophical thought around the

notions of knowing as an interactive process with moral

implications and reality as a socially mediated

appropriation of personal daily life.

A number of phenomenologists and other thinkers have

become increasingly concerned with hermeneutics.

Hermeneutics has its roots in Greek literary interpretation

and Biblical exegesis and is loosely defined by'Bleicher

(1980) as "the theory or philosophy of the interpretation of

meaning" (p. 1). Major names in hermeneutics include

Dilthey in the 19th Century and Hans Georg Gadamer and Paul

Ricoeur presently. Hermeneutics is a complicated subject,

but several main ideas connect it to the apparent
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philosophical shift under discussion. As explored by

Bleicher, hermeneutics assumes that context, historicity,

and personal engagement are essential to knowing, which is

ultimately an interpretive activity. Language is of primary

interest in hermeneutics because as Greene (1973) says,

"language brings things into the open for the human being"

(p. 282). However, no certain knowledge is then possible.

Overvold (1985) observes as follows:

The inherent ambiguity of human action and the human

condition requires hermeneutics. "Texts," whether the

written word or the presentations of art, and human

action are inherently ambiguous because understanding

either requires one to bring to bear on the referent

(text or action) both our "world" and the "world" of

the referent . . . . "Knowing" under this construction

is a form of "seeing as" and understanding, as well as

knowing is constructing, merging, assembling, melding,

relating, associating, synthesyzing, connecting, and

blending; it is an interpretive activity, a process of

building . . . . (pp. 191-192)

The idea that dialogue, communication about texts within the

context of specific interpretive communities, creates

knowledge is perhaps the main contribution of hermeneutics

to contemporary philosophical thought.

Richard Rorty, a philosopher who has called on the work

of Dewey in addition to the work of Heidegger and others, is
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a "neo-pragmatist" who has served as spokesperson for many

of the ideas discussed before in this section. Rorty's main

point is his rejection of "foundationalist" thought, from

Descartes to Kant; in brief, he denies the possibility of

any kind of certain knowledge, idealist or realist.

Involved with hermeneutics, Rorty emphasizes interpretation.

King (1985) observes that Rorty's "larger point is that all

we have are a variety of descriptions of the world that must

be judged according to how well they help us do what we want

done. Our theories do not mirror reality; they 'talk about'

it. The rhetoric of truth only applies within a particular

language game" (p. 98). Rorty (1985) himself puts it as

follows:

Pragmatists are supposed to treat everything as a

matter of choice of intrinsic properties. They

dissolve objects into functions, essences into

momentary foci of attention, and knowing into success

at reweaving a web of beliefs and desires into more

supple and elegant folds . . . . think of philosophy as

a matter of telling stories . . . (pp.461-462)

Rorty's name is beginning to appear in educational

theory, but his ideas are rather extreme. Still, Rorty has

brought pragmatism back, a. trend which is examined more

carefully in the next section on constructivism. The

strengths and weaknesses of the ideas discussed in this

section on shifting paradigms, with specific educational
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implications, are also brought together in the next and last

section of this chapter.

Constructivism

Constructivism appears to be an emerging philosophy of

education, one not yet systematized and one for which no

widely known spokespersons have yet come forth. Many of the

ideas in the previous section on shifting paradigms stand

out in what has so far been claimed for this philosophy.

The constructivist world view also stands in opposition to

that of scientific realism and positivism-behaviorism.

Soltis (1981) describes this evolving paradigm by saying,

"From a Cartesian view of mind, an associationist view of

learning, and an absolutist view of knowledge, I believe we

have been moving toward what might be called an 'organic'

view of mind, a 'transactional' view of learning, and a

%constructionist' view of knowledge" (p. 97). As in

contemporary philosophy in general, epistemology is primary.

Constructivism asserts that human knowing is a matter of

constructing rather than absorbing or deducing knowledge.

The roots of constructivism are many and require closer

examination.

Glaserfield (1989) traces constructivism to the 18th

Century Neapolitan philosopher Giambattista Vico, one of

whose basic ideas was "that epistemic agents can know

nothing but the cognitive structures they themselves have

put together" (p. 123). (This is also a basic contention of
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phenomenology.) Glaserfield elaborates, "God alone can know

the real world, because He knows how and of what He has

created it. In contrast, the human knower can know only

what the human knower has constructed" (p. 123). Vico is

not widely quoted in education, but similar ideas found in

the work of "genetic epistemologist" and child

developmentalist Jean Piaget have been appropriated by

constructivists. It is perhaps Piaget who first popularized

the name constructivism. Glaserfield notes, "As for Vico,

knowledge for Piaget is never (and can never be) a

'representation' of the real world. Instead it is the

collection of conceptual structures that turn out to be

adapted or, as I would say, viable within the knowing

subject's range of experience" (p. 125).

Furthermore, the construction of knowledge is a social

undertaking. Perhaps the most quoted philosopher among

those with constructivist notions is Dewey, who argued for

the social construction of knowledge and the pragmatic test

for truth. "Constructivism is a form of pragmatism and

shares with it the attitude towards knowledge and truth,"

says Glaserfield (p. 124). What is true depends on what a

community agrees works. In short, the new constructivism

seems to be pragmatism reborn. Although not all who claim

to be constructivists agree on every point, most would

probably accept the basic orientation of what Bigge (1971)

terms "positive relativism," a name which did not gain
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acceptance the way constructivism seems to be doing. These

points also correspond with the tenets of pragmatism. Bigge

declares for his "emerging" educational philosophy the

following points:

1) formation of an emergent synthesis derived from a

study of logical empiricist objective principles

and idealistic subjective tendencies (the bridge

between realism and idealism Dewey sought]

2) subordination of interest in any absolutistic

concepts to concern with purposive human endeavors

3) opposition to the idea that knowledge is a

spectatorial report in regard to a given, fixed

reality waiting to be uncovered

4) interpretation of experience as a process of

interactive cooperation between a knower and the

known within which manipulation, conceptualization,

and control replace merely looking on and reporting

5) joining of theories of knowledge and theories of

values

6) acceptance of an open-endedness of knowledge--no

ceiling placed upon man's potential

7) emphasis upon a democratic outlook both in and

outside schools (p. 7)

As in pragmatism, reconstructionism, and other

philosophies, ontology in constructivism denies any ultimate

reality existing separately either in a world of ideas or in
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nature itself. Rather reality is human-made, as ideas or

mental concepts and nature or the physical world interact.

Reality depends on human knowing, a synthesis of objective

and subjective approaches as in Bigge's formulation above.

Clearly, epistemology is of paramount interest.

Piaget's model of learning, much like that of cognitive

psychologists with their "schema" theory, pictures the

learner or knower as one who acts on the world to satisfy

various needs and desires, based on assumptions and ideas

("schemata") the knower has previously acquired. At the

same time, the world "out there" acts on the knower,

altering prior knowledge, ideas, and concepts. Piaget calls

the whole process of, in Bigge's words, "interactive

cooperation between a knower and the known", "adaptation,"

or "equilibration.," There are two phases or aspects of the

learning process as Piaget (1964/1968) explains below:

One can say . . . that all needs tend first of all to

incorporate things and people into the subject's own

activity, i.e., to "assimilate" the external world into

the structures that have already been constructed, and

secondly to readjust these structures as a function of

subtle transformations, i.e., to "accommodate" them to

external objects. (pp. 7-8)

According to Piaget, the knowing/learning process is

developmental and becomes more abstract as humans mature.

Piaget's epistemology addresses both the nature-nurture
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debate and the idealism-realism conflict. As

constructivists emphasize, this model of knowing is open-

ended and active, requiring the knower's participation as

more than spectator. Elkind (1968) summarizes in his

introduction to Piaget, that in the light of Piaget's work,

"the growth of knowledge could no longer be regarded as a

simple learning process but had, instead, to be conceived as

a giving up of erroneous ideas for more correct ones or as a

transformation of these ideas into higher-level, more

adequate conceptions" (p. vii). Knowledge is constructed as

humans interact with other humans as well as with the

environment.

The social aspect of knowing is evident in the fact

that language is probably the most used tool of knowing, and

language is social. There is a strong hermeneutic flavor to

constructivism. Because language, like the laws of physics,

turns out not to be transparent but instead, problematic, an

interpretive community must establish guidelines.

Glaserfield (1989) discusses the "inherent and inescapable

indeterminacy of linguistic communication," insisting that

"understanding is not a matter of passively receiving but of

actively building up" (pp. 134-135). Interpretation of

language is a constructive process, a process involving

trial and error among groups of people.

As in Critical Theory as well as in pragmatism and

other philosophies, axiology is closely tied to epistemology
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in constructivism. The open-ended and social

characteristics of knowing are interwoven with the high

value placed on democracy, the appreciation of the

individual, and creativity, as reflected in constructivist

teaching practices. For example, Brooks (1990) lists the

first constructivist teaching guideline as "Encourage and

accept student autonomy, initiation, and leadership"

(p. 70). Brooks adds that constructivist teachers

"encourage students to engage in dialogue" and "provide time

for students to discover relationships and create metaphors"

(p. 70). Purposeful action is highly valued. Real learning

comes from solving real-life problems. In Bigge's words,

quoted before, there is a "subordination of interest in any

absolutistic concepts to concern with purposive human

endeavors."

The educational aims of constructivism are much akin to

those of pragmatism-progressivism. There is, first of all,

stress placed on furthering critical thinking and problem

solving, what are now referred to as higher order thinking

skills. Although constructivist thinkers do not deny the

need for mastery of some information and skills, they see

the goal of learning to be something deeper and more

complex. Fosnot in Enquiring Teachers, Enquiring Learners:

A Constructivist Approach for Teaching (1989) observes as

follows:
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Most information today can be accessed easily with

computer technology. Knowing where to go for it, how

to organize it and synthesize it, and how to manipulate

it constructively become of prime importance. Deep

understanding of concepts is needed for such thinking.

(pp. 5-6)

Fosnot also notes that "learners need to be empowered to

think and learn for themselves" (p. 5). Resnick (1989)

states that higher order thinking is "nonalgorithmic,"

complicated, demanding, and it "involves imposing meaning,

finding structure in apparent disorder" (p. 3). The major

aim of constructivists, just as of Dewey, is to enable

students to think, reason, and solve problems for

themselves. As Blais (1988) maintains, "knowledge is

something that cannot be simply transmitted or given.

Gaining knowledge means gaining expertise" (p. 4).

Constructivists include metacognition, the learner's growing

awareness of his/her own learning methods, as essential to

gaining expertise. Resnick says, "Higher order thinking

involves self-regulation of the thinking process" (p. 3).

Constructivist educators aim to help students become

flexible, enthusiastic, self-propelled constructors of

knowledge.

Student "ownership" of learning and engagement of the

"whole child" are other goals of constructivism. Salz

(1990), although he does not use the term constructivism,
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describes the rebirth of pragmatism-progressivism in "The

Roots of Revolution in Education." He remarks that the new

paradigm is an "organic" one "with a new emphasis on the

experiential, the personal, the synthesizing, the intuitive,

the artistic, and the affective'" (p. 398). Knowledge is

created by human beings whose ideas are impacted as much by

their "subjective" capacities as by pure logic. Salz

continues, "Learning should grow out of the process of

solving problems of significance to the student ..

(p. 399).

One other major goal of constructivism involves the

teacher and sets out a new role for the teacher--that of

researcher. A constructivist philosophy of education

pictures the teacher as learner, too. Contrary to the

behaviorist vision of the teacher as a technician who

implements the findings of process-product research removed

from the teacher's own experiences, the constructivist sees

the teacher as a source of ideas for helping students learn

to think. Brooks (1990) elaborates on teaching as

researching as follows:

Our abilities to foster student inquiry and research

are enhanced by the degree to which we envision it--and

to the degree that we ourselves inquire and research.

The teacher's role, then, is twofold. First, teachers

must continue to develop knowledge of content . . .

Second, at the same time, teachers must continually
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analyze and reconstruct ideas of pedagogy of how to

teach those subjects. (p. 69)

Moreover, this "action" research could well develop into

formal, published research. Donald Schon (1987) is another

authority who advocates teaching as a kind of research. He

acknowledges the "constructionist view of reality" which

underlies his view of the "practitioner's reflection-in-

action" (p. 36). The "learn by doing" idea of the

progressives, tied to careful reflection and analysis, is

seen by constructivists as applying to teachers as well as

to students.

Particular constructivist teaching techniques vary;

they tend to be subject- and context-specific. It is likely

that such techniques as the project method, group inquiry,

and the discovery method would comfortably fit the

constructivist world view. Furthermore, the constructivist

teacher seeks to discover and deal with student

misconceptions. Brooks (1990) explains that misconceptions

"refer to the theories students have generated to explain

various phenomena, behaviors, interactions--theories that

are wrong from the adult perspective" (p. 70). The

constructivist teacher is always concerned with building on

or adjusting the student's prior knowledge (accommodation

and assimilation). Other broad teacher practices listed by

Brooks include the following:
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1) Allow student thinking to drive lessons. Shift

instructional strategies or alter content based on

student responses.

2) Encourage students to reflect on experiences and

actions and then predict future outcomes.

3) Use raw data and primary sources, whenever possible,

along with manipulative, interactive, and physical

materials [especially in science and in mathematics

where much constructivist research has taken

place]. (p. 70)

Because the constructivist view of knowledge is tentative

and uncertain, the possibilities for teaching methods are

many as the quest for teaching knowledge continues.

The strengths, already experienced or potential, of

constructivism are several. First, like phenomenologists,

constructivists zero in on thought processes in education,

not just on products or overt measurable behaviors.

Research, for example, in reading and mathematics learning

has focused on differences in thinking strategies between

novices and experts, leading to a number of new, fruitful

teaching techniques (including process writing approaches to

composition). This focus has led to a heightened awareness

of the complexity of both learning and teaching,

acknowledging the nonlinear, often unpredictable, context-

sensitive nature of knowing and of life in the classroom as

experienced by students and teachers. As in the "new
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physics," the Newtonian, mechanistic view simply fails to

account for many phenomena. It should be noted that

constructivism is more sensitive to history than pragmatism,

because present ways of knowing are so much affected by both

educational and personal history. Furthermore, the focus on

thinking has broadened the scope and methods of educational

research, legitimizing the value of case studies or

naturalistic methods, which may take history into account.

For constructivists, educational research is not limited to

experimental or statistical studies, to the findings of

product-process research. The ways students and teachers

come to construct meaning in the classroom are as important

as the amount of time spent doing guided practice.

Moreover, constructivists generally admit that, as

postmodernist philosopher Michael Polanyi (1962) argues, all

knowledge is "personal knowledge" (Personal Knowledge).

Constructing knowledge involves the "whole person," as the

progressives have said. Humans are multi-faceted, thinking

and feeling, creative knowers. Past experience, as Piaget

discovered, as well as human purpose, so important to the

reconstructionists, impact the knowing process. As Davis

and Hersh (1986), quoted in the last section, observe, even

mathematics is "us.,"

In realizing the personal-social, subjective nature of

knowing and advancing knowledge, so well argued by Kuhn,

constructivists seem to be bridging the gap between the
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natural sciences and the human sciences and humanities; the

disciplinary ways of knowing are not so completely

different. Constructivism invites more interdisciplinary

cooperation, a movement in tune with many new fields today

which cross traditional subject areas, from computer

graphics to psycholinguistics. Reason, logic, and empirical

evidence are important, but so are intuition, imagination,

and inspiration. Discoveries in one field can benefit other

fields, as all discoveries grow out of the knower's

interaction with the known.

Finally, because constructivism explores what all

humans can do in their creative pursuit of personal meaning,

constructivism is a hopeful and humane philosophy, very much

a new pragmatism-progressivism. Constructivism's open-ended

and non-prescriptive view of knowing invites experimentation

and innovation. Many are beginning to advocate this

philosophy as a viable alternative to positivism-

behaviorism.

Constructivism has perceived and potential weaknesses,

too. First, the question must be posed--is all knowledge

actively constructed? If everything is connected to past

experience or what the knower brings to the process, how can

completely new knowledge ever be created? In addition, are

there not different types of legitimate knowledge--facts

simply memorized, concepts or information accepted wholly on

authority, knowing that is more passive than constructivism
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allows? Along the same lines, a number of educators

question the efficiency of constructivism. Given the

demands of an Information Age, must each knower experience

or personalize all knowing? Brooks (1990) mentions this

criticism of constructivist education as "reinventing the

wheel." There is not enough time, argue some critics, for

each child to discover the workings of long division.

Finally, the danger of solipsism emerges if constructivist

emphasis on unique personal ownership and idiosyncratic

construction of meaning becomes too pronounced. How can

there be any community of discourse, any learning group, if

each construction is totally dependent on context?

Constructivism opens up numerous philosophical questions.

Also, constructivism, like positivism-behaviorism, does not

seem adequate for all learning purposes or situations.

Furthermore, constructivists must yet deal with

questions of assessment and accountability. Many

behaviorist techniques have proved successful, not only in

research but in classrooms across the nation. Many

constructivist techniques have yet to be demonstrated

effective over time. Constructivism is still young, a

largely untested, undebated world view in education.

Perhaps the main difficulty in constructivism, as in

pragmatism-progressivism, is the blanket assertion of

relativity and uncertainty in knowledge. An organic, open-

ended, non-absolutistic, personally and socially determined
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epistemology is supposed to offer the road to unending

progress. However, as Rapp (1987) points out in his

criticism of neo-pragmatism as represented by Rorty, the

question remains how progress can be identified, what

"better" is. Axiology is problematic in constructivism, a

problem of special concern to educators in the humanities

where values are often explicitly part of the content area.

What Rapp says of neo-pragmatism may also prove true of

constructivism, despite its emphasis on purposeful human

action. He observes as follows:

What the pragmatist cannot do is help me determine what

to value. If ever I should wonder what is good, or

what is important, or what is right, the pragmatist

tells me cheerfully that, of course, what is good is

what I believe to be good, and what is important is

what I believe to be important, and what is right is

what I believe to be right. But that is no help at

all, unless I can count on never being in a state of

doubt about these things. (p. 131)

Constructivists do acknowledge the importance of consensus,

however, and the limits imposed by the physical and social

worlds. Nevertheless, it is unclear in constructivism what

exactly are the constraints on the individual's building of

meaning, constraints from nature, from texts, from human

nature, perhaps even from a transcendent realm. In the area

of ethics or morals, in art, literary interpretation,
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writing style, what makes one construction better than

another? Scholars like Kohlberg have tried to describe what

ideal moral development is like, as Piaget has described

mental development, but the basis for his model has been

questioned. The ancient puzzles of truth, good, beauty, and

virtue remain.

As this survey of educational philosophy shows, there

are many ways of viewing students and teachers, learning and

teaching, the purposes of schooling, and the reality of the

classroom. How these views affect one particular matter of

policy and practice, teacher evaluation, is explored in the

next chapter.



CHAPTER IV

PHILOSOPHICAL POSITIONS IN EVALUATION MODELS

"Under the rug of technique lies an image of man,"

observes Eisner in The Art of Educational Evaluation (1985,

p. 47). Philosophy--values, theories of knowing, and views

of reality and humanity's place in reality--informs choices

of purposes, methods, and participants in teacher

evaluation. Teacher evaluation choices affect schools and

school improvement. Sergiovanni (1985) talks about

philosophical assumptions in terms of "mindscapes." He

says, "A person's view of supervision and evaluation does

not exist separate from her or his view of teaching, the

nature of power and authority, and how knowledge in

supervision is generated and used" (p. 7). Connections

between models of teacher evaluation and educational

philosophies, links between technique and mindscape, are

drawn in this chapter. These connections are substantiated

on the basis of the fit between the philosophy and the

model's answers to the following questions:

1) What purposes drive teacher evaluation?

2) What evidence and procedures are used to ground

evaluation?

3) Who is involved in evaluation and how?

174
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The role of the teacher is considered in models and in

philosophies. In addition, philosophical strengths and

weaknesses are compared to model advantages and

disadvantages. The Common Law, Product, and Goal-Setting

Models are explored first, as these models are not currently

in vogue, at least not in the professional literature.

Current debate on teacher evaluation seems to revolve around

conflict between the Effective Teaching Model, on one hand,

and Clinical Supervision, Artistic, and Judgment-Based

Models, on the other hand, so the discussion then focuses on

these models.

The Common Law Model is plainly a product of

traditionalism in its historical origins and in its

techniques. From the time of the Puritans to the 20th

Century, teacher evaluation remained authoritarian, a kind

of inspection (as mentioned in Chapter II of this study).

McGreal (1983) adds, "Common law systems are generally

traditional in that they rely on simplified definitions of

evaluation and on procedures and processes that have

remained virtually unchanged for years" (p. 9). The use of

rating scales rather than solely administrator impressions

added the notion of scientific efficiency to the old system;

the infrequent classroom visit of the supervisor survived as

the norm.

Traditionalism, influenced by idealism, pictures

reality and truth as absolute and accessible through careful
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thought as captured in great cultural or social ideas.

Knowing is difficult, perhaps, but not problematic in

traditionalism; it requires a cultural/social authority.

Traditionalist values include discipline, order, and virtue.

The teacher is seen as the preserver of the past, the one

who points the way to certain knowledge, and the promoter of

diligent effort. Common Law teacher evaluation reflects

these traditionalist views. The purpose of teacher

evaluation is usually given as the improvement of

instruction, but it is improvement defined as closer

approximation to an ultimate, known ideal. The teacher is

judged on the basis of various characteristics or methods

thought to assure good teaching, broad characteristics

ranging from punctuality and neatness to kindness (qualities

which reflect traditionalist emphasis on respect for

authority, hard work, and moral character). In the idealist

mode, these characteristics are not discovered through

experimentation or carefully accumulated empirical data, but

through the wisdom of an authority, the mind of a wise man

who knows more than the teacher. McGreal says, "Evaluation

is seen as synonymous with observation" (p. 10). The wise

supervisor knows good teaching when he/she sees it.

Evaluation is absolutely top-down. The appointed

administrator makes all judgments; the administrator is

assumed to know Reality.
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The Common Law Model long held its appeal because it

was based on past conventional wisdom, strong ideas of good

and right, and the need for the school to be held

accountable. Evaluation was designed to ensure that

teachers acted as correct role models academically and

morally. Furthermore, tradition is often persuasive in

itself, offering the familiar and the stable. The Common

Law Model claimed to hold up high standards of excellence

and adherence to the basics, as well. All these aspects are

shared by the Common Law Model and traditionalism. The

model has been severely criticized, and it shares its

weaknesses with traditionalism, too.

Dogmatism, unreliability, and impersonality are three

faults of the Common Law Model. McGreal notes that one

complaint against the Common Law Model is that it

"reinforces traditional concepts of evaluation that promote

'watchdog' attitudes" (p. 12). Administrative ideals are

forced upon teachers. The idealist-traditionalist tendency

towards elitism and totalitarianism emerges in this top-down

model with its absolutistic, preordained ideas of good

teaching, and its authoritarian comparison of teachers. The

old, commonly circulated stories of teachers being badly

evaluated for having desks out of place point to the

dogmatism of the model.

Designers of evaluation models influenced by realist

philosophical suppositions criticize the Common Law Model
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for its lack of scientific, empirical, practical evidence.

Popham (1974) perhaps best summarizes this weakness as

follows:

Yet to date there has been scant evidence that . . .

ratings are sufficiently well correlated with pupil

growth to warrant their widespread use . . .

[Criteria] are characteristically so ill-defined and so

variable across raters that the results of evaluator

ratings are typically inconsistent and confusing . .

If no practical alternatives . . . exist, then ratings

are probably better than nothing . . . (p. 143)

Lacking sufficient, tested, factual data that connects

teacher characteristics to clear evidence of effective

schooling, Common Law evaluations have often been dependent

on the diverse mental pictures of administrators. Moreover,

rating scales have usually included presage variables (which

people bring to the job, including health, a sense of humor,

cooperativeness, etc.). As "A Self-Directed Program for

Developing Teacher and Administrator Evaluation Procedures "

from the National Study of School Evaluation (1984) shows,

these presage traits have not been able to predict stUdent

success, and they are often established elements that

teachers cannot change, anyway (p. 38). The Common Law

Model has been widely judged as unreliable for either

supporting personnel decisions or for directing teacher

improvement.
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Finally, like traditionalism, the Common Law Model

devalues teacher experience and personal knowing. There is

an almost complete lack of teacher ownership in the

evaluation process. The passive teacher is rated on the

basis of some Idea determined by an outside authority.

McGreal notes, "The supervisor determines when visits will

be conducted; the supervisor completes the required

instrumentation; and the supervisor conducts the final

evaluative conference" (p. 10). Moreover, standardized

criteria (lists of traits) are employed which ignore subject

matter, grade level, physical setting, the variety of

students, in short, context, as well as the teacher's

feelings and perceptions. Ignoring such factors is unfair

as well as impersonal. A teacher trait appropriate for

third graders after recess may not be appropriate for sixth

graders before a test. Teacher experience has a bearing on

how the teacher perceives what is appropriate, but the

teacher is not consulted by the authority. The Common Law

Model has been judged inadequate for leading teachers to

improve instruction partly because its traditionalist

approach rejects any notion of personal, contextualized

knowing. Ironically, there has been little evidence that

the model ever fulfilled its mission in accountability,

either. One of the arguments for newer models, like the

Effective Teaching Model, is that the Common Law Model did

not enable supervisors to weed out the incompetent. The
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criteria were too abstract, too disconnected from actual

classroom experience. The Common Law Model is "all there

was" in many parts of the country for a long time.

The Product Model, never accepted in the profession,

offers an exact, realist alternative to the Common Law

Model, coming from a scientific-positivist world view. The

only reality is empirically verifiable. Knowing requires

objectivity and careful measurement, and values are a minor

concern. The teacher, too, is something of a scientist who

relies on numbers and clear thinking to lead students to the

observable truths of reality, to predictable outcomes which

can be tested. The purpose of the Product Model then is to

measure the effectiveness of teachers. Personnel ranking is

the controlling objective. As the name implies, the Product

Model is not concerned with the process of teaching or

learning, but only with the results. Common sense and

linear reasoning lead the proponents of this model to see

standardized student test scores as the logical measure of a

teacher's success. All subjectivity is removed from the

procedure, and knowing a good teacher emerges from the

facts. No person or supervisor has to collect or judge the

evidence. No wise authority is needed. What goes on in the

classroom, issues of freedom or .fairness or self-concept, is

irrelevant. Teacher evaluation becomes a mechanical

process, a positivist exercise in rational categorization.
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The Product Model, like positivism itself, has a common

sense appeal. It seems practical and straightforward, a

good response to the public demand for accountability.

After all, good teaching should produce results. Yet the

Product Model has proved unreliable by its own standards,

and its mechanistic, absolutistic character has been

rejected by teachers and administrators. It has also lead

to ethical problems, one of the major weaknesses of

positivism.

Medley, Coker, and Soar (1984) discuss the faults of an

evaluation model based only on pupil achievement. They note

that empirical factors are actually ignored, factors which

affect the reliability of the model. These include

preexisting differences among students, the effect of home

and peers, non-random assignment of students to a teacher's

class, and the regression effect in test measurement

(pp. 33-40). McGreal (1983) and the National Study of

School Evaluation program (1984) discuss the same

difficulties. It cannot be demonstrated that student

achievement can be traced directly to the teacher. The

'Product Model is not as scientific as it claims to be.

The unpopularity of the Product Model among educators

is widely known, as they have never felt comfortable with

such an unreliable and impersonal method. Moreover, ethical

problems can result, as, for example, in 19th Century

England as mentioned in Chapter II. Educators are fearful
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that the outcomes of a Product Model would be the narrowing

of curriculum and instruction and even cheating. As

happened in England, cramming for the test can become the

major goal, causing a loss of real learning and even

pressuring teachers to look at tests ahead of time, etc.

Cardellichio (1974) remarks that while it seems sensible to

judge teachers by results, it is philosophically

questionable, communicating the belief that the ends justify

the means (p. 8). Achieving high test scores at any cost

becomes the aim. Neither the Product Model nor positivism

offers solutions to such evaluation-related ethical

dilemmas.

The Goal-Setting Model has achieved much more

acceptance than the Product Model, and it seemed destined to

replace the Common Law Model during the 1960's and 1970's.

However, while goal-setting is still included in other

systems, this model is no longer the focus in the

literature. The Goal-Setting Model, in the forms of MBO

(Management by Objectives) and POA (Performance Objectives

Approach), is basically positivist-behaviorist with a

pragmatist-humanist flavor. (McGreal's PGSA or Practical

Goal-Setting Approach is similar to clinical supervision.)

Both behaviorism and humanism were educational influences in

the 1960's and 1970's.

Positivist-behaviorist reality consists of what can be

observed in the environment--events, behaviors, and things
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which are governed by cause-effect or stimulus-response.

Knowing is a matter of identifying and measuring empirical

events and determining what causes behaviors. Values are

not of major import. The behaviorist teacher is an

effective observer and manager of empirical events in the

classroom. The stated purpose of the Goal-Setting Model is

teacher growth and improvement, but improvement based on the

larger goals of the school organization as set out by

administration. The exact purpose then is to provide

evaluation stimulus or positive reinforcement, which results

in teacher response that advances the priorities of the

school system. As McGreal says about MBO, the Goal-Setting

Model "has a strong accountability orientation" (p. 45).

Both MBO and POA depend on the gathering of empirical

evidence to ground evaluation decisions. Specific,

measurable goals, so essential to behaviorism, are decided

on by the teacher and administrator; these goals include

activities in which the teacher may engage, materials the

teacher might produce, and information the teacher may

acquire--all objective evidence which has merely to be

presented. Democratic, humanist influence is apparent,

however, since the teacher does have some input. However,

final decisions are made by the supervisor. The teacher,

like the student, must be managed in this largely top-down

model.
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The strengths of the Goal-Setting Model reveal both

behaviorist and humanist influences. The advantages of the

model include clarity and objectivity, the meeting of

organizational needs, the potential for improved supervisor-

teacher relationships, and an individualized approach to

evaluation. First, the Goal-Setting Model brings factual

data and clear criteria to the evaluation process,

eliminating most of the unacceptable subjectivity of the

Common Law Model. The process is practical, concrete, and

logical, as is the methodology of behaviorism. Teachers

have definite things they can do to be successful, things

that can be measured, not sweeping traits like "poise and

self-control.," Moreover, the teacher's responsibilities are

defined by the needs and goals of the school system; this

helps the school system proceed rationally and directs

teacher improvement in terms of specific behaviors. There

are no vague ideas or ideals with which to work, no

unsubstantiated administrator impressions.

The humanist influence can be detected in the concern

with human relationships and meeting individual teacher

needs. Lewis (1973) claims, for instance, that "When the

objective-centered approach to appraisal is implemented, the

problems associated with line-staff relationships tend to be

mitigated in an atmosphere of setting objectives,

interacting, and mutually agreeing on them, thus providing

an effective motivating climate by coaching and counseling"
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(p. 55). McGreal (1983) also mentions better working

relationships as one of the benefits of the model. Ideally,

the Goal-Setting supervisor, like the humanist teacher, is

as much a facilitator as a regulator. In addition, the

Goal-Setting Model, by using individual goals for

measurement, helps promote the teacher as a "self-

actualized" professional. The National Study of School

Evaluation program (1984) lists the individualized approach

as one of the model's positive achievements, and

individualization is a major humanist theme.

Philosophical weaknesses are apparent in the criticisms

of the Goal-Setting Model. The model has been criticized

for being too reductive, dehumanizing, and trivial,

complaints also lodged against behaviorism. McGreal, first

of all, calling on Iwanicki, lists the problem that the

model is too measurement-oriented, reducing everything to

isolated observable events (p. 18). Many important teacher

and teaching characteristics cannot be captured easily in

simple behavioral objectives; this model seems reductive.

It can also be dehumanizing, despite the humanist flavor.

Iwanicki (1981), in the Handbook of Teacher Evaluation,

remarks that teachers operating under the MBO method "feel

manipulated" (p. 205). Although asked for input, teachers

are still subject to meeting administrator goals. Teachers

may well feel dehumanized at having their behavior shaped by
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the organization. Finally, the results of the process often

prove banal.

The Goal-Setting Model tends to trivialize teacher

improvement. McGreal (1983) comments as follows:

Regardless of which side of this argument one accepts,

experience suggests that in the real world of teacher

evaluation, emphasis on specific and traditionally

measurable objectives has led to the development of

countless inane and irrelevant objectives by

teachers . . . teachers and supervisors end up setting

mundane, easily countable, easily reached goals that

have virtually no impact on instructional improvement.

(p. 57)

The ethical vacuum left by positivism-behaviorism can

account in part for this trivialization. When the technique

of evaluation focuses only on the "countable," questions of

what teachers should be doing are ignored, despite the high-

sounding, broad goals of the district. The organizing aims

and values of the individual classroom are dismissed since

they cannot be measured easily. Attention is turned to such

goals as "providing students with red pens for in-class

grading of homework." Goal-Setting, in the MBO or POA

modes, and behaviorism provide method but not meaning.

Furthermore, the conflicting behaviorist and humanist

impulses of the model may well leave the process confused.

Implementing a method that is supposed to both guarantee
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efficiency according to bureaucratic standards and, at the

same time, advance unique professional self-actualization

may well lead to procedures that accomplish neither of these

goals. Educators end up merely going through the motions.

The Effective Teaching Model may be seen as a

descendant of the Goal-Setting Model; both build on

positivist-behaviorist concepts. In fact, the Effective

Teaching Model might be described as goal-setting with the

goals and objectives already established in the evaluation

instrument itself. The humanist influence is completely

absent. The evaluation instruments in this model draw on

the behaviorist research of effective teaching studies and

the work of theorists like Hunter, who Haggerson declares

comes from "a scientific-realist position" (p. 1). Reality

is definite and law-governed, knowing depends on classroom

observation according to fixed variables, and ethics means

nothing more than a pleasant environment and positive

reinforcement. The evaluation instruments emphasize

classroom management since the teacher's role is that of

behavior manager. Beyond specific techniques of behavior

modification, perhaps the greatest impact of behaviorism has

been on contemporary teacher evaluation and its use for

school improvement.

The proclaimed purpose of the Effective Teaching Model

is instructional improvement, but it is improvement defined

by accountability. Haggerson (1987) remarks that Hunter's
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language about evaluation "assumes a fixed reality . .

(which] allows for precise preplanning . . . assumes

measureable outcomes, and . . . it gives a basis for

accountability in a predetermined way" (p. 9). Ranking and

other personnel decisions are built on evaluation scores.

The popularity of the model coincides with the rise of the

accountability-oriented reform movement, increasingly

strident public cries against the schools and their

teachers, and administrative urgency to appease the critics.

The Effective Teaching Model allows for greater

administrative control of the classroom, and control, in

precise and predictable procedures, is a theme which runs

throughout behaviorist literature.

The epistemology underlying the model certainly

suggests a clear-cut connection between the Effective

Teaching Model and positivism-behaviorism. The key claim of

the model is that it is scientific, basing teacher

evaluation on process-product research--empirical studies

devoted to measurable behaviors. Peterson (1985-86),

involved with the development of the Florida Performance

Measurement System, declares, "The procedure for developing

a valid and reliable system of teacher evaluation is

scientific; it knows no geographic bounds" (p. 45). Laws of

stimulus-response, cause-effect relationships between

teaching and learning, are seen as universal and absolute,

revealing reality. Supervisors then are responsible for
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objective observation and use of an instrument which

represents scientific law and demands the scientific

collection of evidence. Sergiovanni (1985) describes the

scientific-positivist character of what he calls the

"theoretical" mindscape of supervision/evaluation with which

he associates Hunter. Sergiovanni summarizes as follows:

This assumption . . . would treat social objects and

the cultural world in the same way physical objects are

treated in the natural sciences. Inquiry in the social

world, according to this "unity of science" view, would

exclude prior knowledge, implicit knowledge, and tacit

knowing (intuition of and personal meanings for

supervisors, teachers, and students); require absolute

separation between the knower (supervisor or teacher)

and the object known (teaching); assume that social

objects and social reality (such as teaching), like

physical objects and physical reality, have an

existence independent of the observer; require that

social inquiry (supervision and evaluation) be a

neutral activity, an objective process void of bias;

emphasize what is (the facts of teaching) rather than

what should be . . . (p. 10)

The approach to evaluation is also analytical, showing the

positivist influence. Teaching is broken down into

discrete, basic behaviors, all of which add up to complex,

effective teaching. White, Wyne, Stuck, and Coop (1987)
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remark, "In every complex behavior, higher level skills are

built on the ability to successfully perform the

fundamentals" (p. 89).

The supervisor or outside evaluator, in the Effective

Teaching Model, is like the trained laboratory worker whose

function is to follow the correct procedures, to carry out

the prescriptions of the instruments used. The teacher is

much like the experimental subject whose behavior is to be

shaped, just as it is the teacher's role to engineer student

behavior. The Effective Teaching Model attempts to

neutralize the personality or "who-ness" of evaluation

altogether, making the results unquestionable and dependable

for personnel decisions. The benefits and drawbacks of the

model further tie it to positivism-behaviorism.

The benefits of the Effective Teaching Model are that

it does attempt to establish a solid, nonarbitrary knowledge

base for teacher evaluation and has turned attention to

professional practices, it has a common sense appeal which

pleases many educators, and its standardization ensures

greater ease in securing accountability. The claim of a

concrete foundation is, again, the most significant aspect

of the model. White et al. declare as follows:

Perhaps the most important contribution of this attempt

to anchor professional practice in empirically based

research is that it signals the beginning of a move to

place teaching on the same knowledge foundation as
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other professions. This approach has served other

professions well and holds promise for providing a

defensible, scientific basis for guiding professional

practice . . . (p. 95)

Hard data is required for evaluation, and, as Hunter (1987)

says, "there are certain research-based principles a teacher

should take into account when making instructional

decisions" (p. 60). Also, supervisors must make more than a

yearly perfunctory visit to the classroom. As with behavior

modification techniques, there have been positive, tangible

results where the model has been used. Garman and Hazi

(1988) note that in Pennsylvania, implementation of the

model has caused teachers to talk more about their

practices, improving collegiality (p. 670). It is

definitely beneficial for classroom teachers to become more

aware of factors like time on task and student monitoring,

factors included from effective teaching research and the

Hunter model. Additionally, some teachers feel a greater

sense of professionalism, as Garman and Hazi remark

(p. 671). Improved professional status is an underlying

theme of the Effective Teaching Model.

The model has several appealing aspects for educators.

Many educators are persuaded that evaluating teacher

classroom performance is more meaningful than judging

presage traits or student products, as the National Study of

School Evaluation program (1984) reports (p. 38). Many
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teachers and administrators comment that the model measures

what good teachers have been doing all along. Slavin (1987)

refers to Hunter's ideas as "common-sense translations of

well-founded instructional theory put into practical terms"

(p. 56). The simplicity of the model is attractive as is

the simplicity of behaviorism in education in general. For

example, Freer and Dawson (1987) declare of the Hunter model

on which much of the evaluation model is based, "The model

is clear. The teachers we've talked to say that they learn

its basics quickly. Its utility and systematic approach to

lesson preparation make sense to them . . . " (p. 68).

Moreover, the standardization in the instrument is alleged

to remove administrator whim or bias from the process. The

"bottom line" outlook of behaviorism is evident in the

Effective Teaching Model, which is advocated as an

efficient, reliable, legally defensible means for making

hiring, firing, and career ladder decisions. Such a single

model for a district or an entire state seems an

uncomplicated, practical answer to accountability.

The critiques of and problems with the model attest to

a growing resistance in education to positivism-behaviorism,

especially in the professional literature. Like the Product

Model, the Effective Teaching Model is not as exact and

scientific as claimed. (Indeed, the question arises if

scientific knowledge .can be so exact, certain, and

objective.) Besides, the model is criticized for being
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reductive and fragmented and dehumanizing, narrow and

dogmatic, and morally questionable. First, it has been

pointed out that the model is after all scientifically

suspect. Wise, Darling-Hammond, McLaughlin, and Bernstein

(1984), in the Rand study of teacher evaluation, state that

"assertions that discrete sets of behaviors consistently

lead to increased student performance . . . have been

countered by inconsistent and often contradictory findings

that undermine faith in the outcomes of simple process-

product research" (p. 10). They go on to show that there

are many interaction effects that constrain the

generalizability of this research which has nevertheless

been used to build generalizations about effective teaching.

The National Study of School Evaluation program (1984) notes

that "the successes of specific processes may be dependent

upon unidentified variables" (p. 38). (The measurement of

student success has also been limited to basic achievement

test scores, a questionable standard for learning.)

Gibboney (1987) says, in addition, that "there is no

scientific basis for the Hunter model. The links she

infers . . . between learning theory and rules for teaching

have not been demonstrated" (p. 48). Even by its own

behaviorist claims for scientific authority, the Effective

Teaching Model may well be lacking.

Perhaps more disturbing is the checklist-oriented,

fragmented, reductive nature of the model. Checklist
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instruments treat each bit of teacher behavior as equal and

unconnected outside the particular domain (such as classroom

management) in which indicators or behaviors fall. The

insensitivity to context and indifference to the whole

picture that characterize positivism-behaviorism also

characterize the Effective Teaching Model. As in the Common

Law Model, teaching is assumed to be generic, to look the

same no matter what the grade level, subject matter,

community, characteristics of the students, previous

experiences shared in the teacher's classroom, or philosophy

of the teacher or evaluator. Wise (1988) refers to

evaluation in this mode as being both "teacher-proof" and

"administrator-proof.," He goes on to say, "Many

administrators worry that approved teacher behaviors have

little if anything to do with effective teaching in their

schools. Still they must evaluate teachers by the numbers"

(pp. 330-331). Hence, the model is not only segmented and

reductive but also dehumanizing, contributing to the

deskilling of teachers as autonomous professionals within

unique contexts. Teachers feel compelled to teach "by the

numbers" so that their evaluations will be good. There is

growing evidence that teachers are discouraged with the .

Effective Teaching Model. For instance, in the "Report Card

on Reform" prepared by the Texas Federation of Teachers,

Texas teachers in 1990 gave the Texas Teacher Appraisal

System a "D." Gitlin and Smyth (1989) attack Hunter-
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inspired teacher evaluation for its "infantile treatment of

teachers" (p. 111). The charge that behaviorists treat

people like their lab animals, reducing complex, context-

embedded human meanings to stimulus-response and

quantitative factors, appears to apply to this model of

teacher evaluation.

Like the Common Law Model, the Effective Teaching

Model, despite claims to the contrary, continues to be

criticized for being dogmatic and narrow. Checklists such

as the model uses, with very specific behaviors delineated

for all teachers, promote one and only one view of teaching.

Teachers who are being judged by their display of such

behaviors are not going to take risks, try new methods, or,

in fact, veer very far from some kind of direct teaching

model. Milner (1991), in a study of the long-term impact of

the North Carolina Teacher Performance Appraisal System,

demonstrates that North Carolina teachers have increasingly

come to use only what he calls the "propositional style," a

direct style based on a view of teaching as the passing on

of information, the filling up of empty heads, the managing

of behavior. If a checklist is used and only what is

obviously measurable to the visiting supervisor counts, it

is not surprising to find examples of narrowness and

dogmatism as that given by Slavin (1987). He says, "One

physical education teacher in Texas received an

unsatisfactory evaluation because her explanation of
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volleyball rules didn't include all steps of a Madeline

Hunter Lesson! " (p. 56). Moreover, dogmatism trickles down

into the classroom, too. Eisner alleges of the Goal-Setting

Model that "pupil-teacher planning diminishes, since to give

students a meaningful role in the formulation of curriculum

activities and educational goals is to risk taking

directions that do not coincide with the goals originally

formulated" (p. 221). The same is true under the Effective

Teaching Model with its already established goals.

Behaviorism is, after all, as absolutistic in its

scientific-realism as traditionalism in its idealism has

ever been.

The model's claims for effectiveness in accountability

reveal the continuing impact of the social

efficiency/scientific management doctrine, a doctrine

comfortable with the behaviorist world view and its

assertions of scientific respectability. Scientific

management is also top-down, oriented to numbers, and

absolutistic. Callahan's (1962) excoriation of scientific

management includes the contentions that educational

questions are "subordinated to business considerations,"

that a scientific label is put on some "very unscientific

and dubious methods and practices" and that one other result

is "an anti-intellectual climate," (p. 246). The reductive

and unscientific aspects of the Effective Teaching Model

have already been mentioned. That the model is anti-
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intellectual can be argued if teachers are distracted from

considering deeper issues than variations in expressions of

praise for students (a topic receiving attention in many

Texas public schools).. The ideal of reflective, self-

critical practice is absent. The Effective Teaching Model

does not require reflection, only compliance. As Gibboney

(1987) says of the Hunter model, the evaluation model seems

"nonintellectual and mechanistic and thus will not improve

the quality of education" (p. 48). Pigford (1989) adds that

the "checklist approach may be counterproductive to

preparing educators who are decision makers" (p. 83).

Social efficiency may work against improved instruction.

Perhaps what is most damaging in the Effective Teaching

Model is what is missing. The narrow positivist-behaviorist

epistemology that undergirds the model offers no means of

and no language for determining any educational aims beyond

simple accountability and basic skills attainment. At the

heart of the Effective Teaching Model is a moral lacuna.

Surely, genuine school reform has wider aims than efficient

classroom management predicated on positive reinforcement.

The Effective Teaching Model may well direct teachers to

increase time on task, but the model says nothing about the

value of the task or how it will increase student learning.

Teachers are pushed to increase the amount of practice

students experience, but are students practicing anything

that will enrich their lives or make them better citizens?
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The complete focus of the model is on technique. One of the

limitations of such a model listed in the National Study of

School Evaluation program (1984) is that the "performance of

the process may become an end rather than a means" (p. 38).

Educators can confuse procedure with purpose and so abdicate

the responsibility for tackling humanly meaningful and

complex, value-laden issues surrounding improved

instruction, issues like ability grouping or whole language

instruction. Postman (1979) warns against this encroachment

of what he calls the "technical thesis." The moral vacuum

is filled with method itself. The charcteristics of the

method--linearity, control, predictability, certainty--

become the ultimate values. Postman argues against the

"triumph of technique, which means technique that

subordinates and even obliterates human purpose, technique

that directs us to serve its purposes, not our own" (p. 85).

That problematic human meaning, both personal and

social, is replaced with technical finesse, a characteristic

behaviorist tendency, is probably evidenced in the feelings'

of anger and anxiety expressed by an increasing number of

teachers evaluated under the Effective Teaching Model. One

such expression has already been mentioned in the Texas

"Reform Report Card." Possibly the growing exodus of

capable teachers from the classroom can be traced in part to

the refusal of teachers to reduce teaching to input and

output. Teachers who act to create classrooms in which
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students learn more than rules and correct answers, who

struggle with questions of how things ought to be, are

likely to be frustrated with what seems an impoverished

model of teacher evaluation. The absence of moral

deliberation in the Effective Teaching Model may, finally,

prove most limiting.

Both the Clinical Supervision and Artistic Models of

teacher evaluation have been suggested as alternatives to

the Effective Teaching Model. Because these two models are

similar in procedure and in philosophy, their strengths and

weaknesses will be considered together. Both are grounded

largely in pragmatism or constructivism and reflect a

phenomenological influence. There are actually two types of

Clinical Supervision. Both follow the same kind of format,

but one, that advocated by Gitlin and Smyth, is more

politicized and reconstructionist. The other, advocated by

Sergiovanni, Glickman, and others, is more practical, i.e.,

not overtly ideological. (McGreal's Personal Goal-Setting

Approach can be considered a close relative of the second

type of clinical supervision and is not explored

separately.)

The Clinical Supervision Model developed by Gitlin and

Smyth (1989) shares with pragmatism-constructivism basic

assumptions about ontology, epistemology, and axiology.

Reality is changing and uncertain, knowing is instrumental

and contingent, and freedom and progress are fundamental
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values. The teacher is viewed as a fellow learner, a

professional "in process." The announced purpose of

Clinical Supervision is different from all the other models

considered thus far. There is no mention of accountability.

Instead, improvement of instruction through the progress of

individual teachers is the purpose as the term "educative

model" indicates. The model seeks to initiate action in the

classroom, new and better ways of teaching, ways that may

not already be known. Basing their model on Goldhammer's,

Gitlin and Smyth aim at a method which enables teachers "to

see, through reason and argument, how they might strive for

more personally and professionally rewarding possibilities

in teaching" (p. 105). As they admit, this purpose involves

a different definition of a good teacher. They note, "Now a

good teacher is not one who simply demonstrates an ability

to restrain classroom chaos and produce high academic

results, but one who thoughtfully and consistently engages

in a dialogical process of trying to understand what links

choices among various means, purposes, and aims in teaching"

(p. 75). Progress includes expanding consciousness about

schooling. Dewey's vision of lifelong learning is reflected

in this model. McGreal says of Clinical Supervision in
general, "The focus is expected to be on teacher motivation

and improvement rather than on quality control" (p. 26).

Some basic assumptions of pragmatism and constructivism

are revealed in the epistemology of Gitlin and Smyth. They
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propose that knowing is constructed out of personal

experience and interpretation in public, social settings.

The data for teacher evaluation, knowledge about teaching,

comes from the interaction of the teacher, the evaluator-

collaborator, and the events in the classroom. The

observation and recording of discrete behaviors is not

enough. Teacher evaluation, involving the joint exploration

of problems suggested by the teacher, is aimed at increasing

teacher knowledge by finding ways "in which teachers can

collaborate with one another so as to understand their

teaching in its historically and socially embedded context

(p. viii). Evidence and knowing are specific and context-

bound, not generic and absolute as in the Effective Teaching

Model. Improving instruction requires knowledge about

theories and techniques as well as self-knowledge, though.

As in pragmatism, experience alone is not sufficient;

intelligent reflection is required. This Clinical

Supervision Model is more sensitive to history than

pragmatism, however. Gitlin and Smyth state that "unless

teachers are able to acquire a sense of where the practices

they use come from, then they will be doomed to reproducing

those practices in unthinking ways" (p. 134).

The influence of Dewey and Piaget, in particular, can

be detected in this model. Some "felt need" or perception

that causes disequilibrium motivates the teacher's search

for new knowledge and willingness to engage in the
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evaluation process. Gitlin and Smyth observe, "The impetus

for examining one's teaching (either alone or with the aid

of a colleague) in a socially critical way comes from some

perplexing incident that emerges as a feeling of unease"

(p. 143). All kinds of questions, more comprehensive than

questions of measurable behaviors like the statement of

objectives, motivate and direct evaluation. Teacher

evaluation becomes itself a form of inquiry.

The evaluator in this Clinical Supervision Model may be

either an administrator or a peer, but the evaluator is seen

as a helper/guide just as the teacher is seen in the

progressive classroom. In fact, Gitlin and Smyth remark

that "it is no longer appropriate to think in terms of one

participant as 'the evaluator.' What we have instead is two

participants who work together to understand teaching

critically, and through that to transform it" (p. 40). They

add, "The educative model, therefore, attempts to further

egalitarian and democratic ideals through a process of

empowerment" (p. 6). In short, the Clinical Supervision

Model seems to fit the "professional-democratic" approach to

teacher appraisal discussed by Lombard and Bunting (1989).

The following is a quote from Lombard and Bunting:

According to Hartley and Broadfoot (1985), the

professional-democratic approach has its roots in

progressive education and the dignity of the individual

teacher. It promotes staff development and lays stress
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on talents of the individual teacher and, above all,

avoids threat, insecurity, and didacticism. (p. 150)

Like pragmatism and constructivism, the model upholds

democracy.

Finally, teacher evaluation in the Gitlin and Smyth

version of clinical supervision points beyond teacher

improvement to the transformation of education and society.

The Gitlin and Smyth model is imbued with the

reconstructionist aims of Critical Theory. There is a

political agenda built into the model, with the ultimate

purposes of assuring greater justice and freedom and

involving the community in the process. Much attention is

given by Gitlin and Smyth to the abuses of positivist-

behaviorist educational practices, just as the

reconstructionists and Critical Theorists devote much

attention to the criticism of capitalist abuses. Gitlin and

Smyth speak repeatedly of the oppressive hierarchical

organization of the schools, for example. They even speak

in neo-Marxist language of the "alienating situation where

teachers have less and less control over their work"

(p. 29). Gitlin and Smyth bring a crusading tone to their

model, which they think sees "teachers and students working

together to understand and debate moral, political and

ethical issues" (p. 22). The Critical Theory emphasis on
praxis can be perceived here. A hermeneutic cast can also
be detected. Gitlin and Smyth focus on the creation of a
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text of classroom observation with which to work in

evaluation. They declare as follows:

Embedded in the words used and the sentences formed in

trying to capture the meaning of teaching are pre-

understandings and distortions. By analyzing these

words and sentences, the participants can work free of

some distortions and thus understand more completely

the meaning of what occurred. (p. 69)

Garman (1990) discusses the hermeneutic implications for

clinical supervision in general. Interpretation is judged a

legitimate part of teacher evaluation, and interpretation

should lead to a more just society.

The second form of the Clinical Supervision Model works

in the same way, sounding the same pragmatist-constructivist

themes, but it does not display the strong Critical Theory

influence. Sergiovanni (1985) talks about the "clinical

model" and its appropriateness for the uncertain, changing,

"messy" nature of educational reality. He, too, subscribes

to an interactionist theory of knowing which brings to bear

personal meanings and specific contexts. Sergiovanni

articulates the instrumentalist (pragmatic) test for truth

when he says that "professional knowledge is created in use"
(p. 15). Truth is determined by what works in practice for
Dewey and for Sergiovanni, and for other advocates of a type
of clinical supervision such as Glickman. Glickman, who
does not promote clinical supervision for traditional
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influenced by Piaget. Haggerson (1987) asserts that

Glickman's comments "constantly manifest his instrumentalist

orientation toward research and clinical supervision"

(p. 20). Advocates of the second from of Clinical

Supervision also endorse a more democratic, less

authoritarian format. However, Clinical Supervision can be
advocated without the reconstructionist preoccupations with

political power and social change. The positive and

negative attributes of the Clinical Supervision Model are
discussed with those of the Artistic Model.

The Artistic Model shares pragmatist-constructivist

underpinnings with both types of Clinical Supervision (that
influenced by Critical Theory and that which is apolitical).

The Artistic Model does not include the exact steps of
clinical supervision, but it is based on an effort to

understand the classroom through naturalistic inquiry or
"thick description.," The evaluator visits the classroom

over a long period of time in order to describe, appreciate,

interpret, and critique, providing feedback for the teacher.
The way of collecting evidence or data is phenomenological,

as is the method in Clinical Supervision; the evaluator aims
to produce a complete picture of classroom life, including
the affective dimensions. The teacher is viewed as an
artist and the evaluator as a critic who tries "to

illuminate what has been done," in Eisner's (1985) words

-poi MOO
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(p. 59). The purpose, kinds of evidence used, and choice of

participants in evaluation are therefore examined in

relation to pragmatist and constructivist philosophical

positions.

The Artistic Model like the Clinical Supervision Model

is built on a presupposition of reality, particularly in the

classroom, as fluid and often nonlinear. McGreal (1983)

comments that Eisner sees teaching as "influenced by

contingencies that are unpredictable; and that the ends

achieved in teaching are often created in process" (p. 30).

The ontology of both pragmatism and constructivism assumes

the same kind of reality. Evaluation is more fluid and

unpredictable, too. The evidence used in the model is based

on personally constructed, context-specific, and pluralistic

ways of knowing. Eisner (1972) says, for example, that "the

student, like all of us, makes his meaning" (p. 584). Past

history, experience, purposes already in place--all of these

affect knowing, both for the student and for the teacher and
evaluator. Eisner (1985) asserts in The Art of Educational

Evaluation as follows:

There are an infinite number of ways to teach, to

learn, and to evaluate. .Furthermore, the ways that are

effective in some contexts may be ineffective in

others. Even the 'same' context is not the same over

time . . . . What one needs therefore to deal with

educational questions are not certain or near certain
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answers or foolproof methods, but a sensitivity to

context, an appreciation for nuance, a set of skills

that one can use with both virtuosity and flexibility,

and a variety of intellectual frameworks that allows

one to see the situation from different perspectives.

(p- 2)

Eisner does not offer one procedure for evaluation, although

the Artistic Model depends on naturalistic description.

Eisner rejects standardization, arguing, "Surprise,

ingenuity, discovery, the sense of play and exploration have

little place in such a scheme" (p. 222). Many kinds of data
for evaluation can be used, as in the Judgment-Based Model.

As in Clinical Supervision, evaluation becomes an open-ended

form of inquiry.

The purpose of evaluation, then, as in Clinical

Supervision, is not bureaucratic accountability, but

professional growth. Eisner (1985) affirms that what "we

need to do with respect to educational evaluation is not to
seek to control and measure practice, but rather to enhance

whatever artistry the teacher can achieve" (p. 91). The
pragmatic goal of growth arises again. Furthermore, as in
pragmatism, the Artistic Model promotes democracy. While
the Artistic Model evaluator may be an administrator, the
evaluator may also be a fellow teacher. In any case, the
relationship is not hierarchical. Ideally, the teacher

becomes connoisseur and critic. There is an existential
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important. An axiology which focuses on freedom and

progress is something the Artistic Model also has in common
with pragmatism, constructivism, and existentialism.

It is easier to examine the advantages and especially

the disadvantages of established, widely used models of

teacher evaluation like the Common Law or Effective Teaching

Model. Because Clinical Supervision for evaluation has not
achieved wide acceptance yet, and the Artistic Model has
never been used in school districts for evaluation, there is
less available evidence on the benefits and problems with
these models. Therefore, much of the following discussion

remains theoretical.

The potential strengths of Clinical Supervision and the
Artistic Model seem considerable. First, these models

should produce a high degree of teacher ownership of the
evaluation process. Teachers who invest themselves are more
likely to take the process seriously and to benefit.

Peterson (1982) notes, "Teachers see evaluation as more

acceptable when mutually developed" (p. 85). Wise et al.
(1984) also conclude that "Teacher involvement and
responsibility improve the quality of teacher evaluation"

(p. 76). Because teachers set the agenda to a great extent

in both models and because the purpose is improvement,

teachers are more likely to seek the opportunities for

growth the models offer. The Association of Teacher

208
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teacher evaluation the following:

(The results] are more significant than standardized

assessment in influencing teacher behavior . . ..

First, less threat is involved. The teacher is not

being graded. The assumption has been made that the

teacher is competent. The intent is to gain insight

into the interaction of teacher and students, to

analyze and refine teaching skills, to improve the many

conditions that influence participants, and to examine

the context in which teaching and learning take place.

(p. 39)

The active involvement of participants and the effort to
connect an educational process with participant interests,

without threat, is typical of the pragmatist and

constructivist approaches to education.

In addition to the benefit of teacher acceptance of the
model, the pragmatist democratic ideal is promoted in the
Clinical Supervision and Artistic Models. McGreal (1983),
calling on Sergiovanni's work, comments that the

supervisor's or evaluator's role in Clinical Supervision is
to help, and his/her authority comes "from being able to
collect and provide information desired by the teacher"

(p. 26). The evaluator, too, is learning along the way, not
handing down decrees. Collegiality and improved working
relationships among teachers and administrators result from

209
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a democratic model. The Association of Teacher Educators

(1988) points out that "mutual respect" is one outcome

(p. 39). The approach to teacher evaluation is distinctly

non-authoritarian, and one of the greatest pluses of

democracy, as Dewey would maintain, is the power of people

to work together creating and trying out new ideas.

Probably most significant is the potential for

knowledge growth and improved classroom performance.

Because teachers are enabled to construct their own

knowledge, in a social setting, they not only want to but
can implement change. The Clinical Supervision or Artistic

Model is practical and action-oriented, and it enables

teachers to become critics of their own performance. The

agenda for change comes from the classroom and "lived

experience," first of all. McGreal states, "Clinical

Supervision recognizes the complexities involved by

extracting issues from the teaching situation at hand and by
relying heavily on the teacher's analysis of issues to be
studied" (p. 26). The Artistic Model, too, focuses on the
unique and total classroom situation as found.

Knowledge is constructed and significant action can
result. The interaction of evaluator and teacher in a
hermeneutic/interpretive undertaking allows the teacher to
bring new perspectives to work to address "felt needs." The
Clinical Supervision or Artistic Model helps the teacher
really see and question what is going on in the classroom,
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as the evaluator shares a different (but nonthreatening)

perspective. The teacher, like the student in the

pragmatist or constructivist tradition, becomes a problem

solver, a fellow learner, not merely a technician. The
teacher and evaluator seek and share new information in
order to try new things in the classroom or strengthen

things working well. The pragmatic test for truth is
apparent here--what works. The Clinical Supervision and
Artistic Models respect teacher thinking and the wisdom of
experience; these models also challenge teacher practice,

opening up teacher improvement to wider issues, issues that
have ethical as well as technical import. As Eisner says,
education is a normative enterprise, and he adds,

"Educational evaluation is a process that, in part, helps us
determine whether what we do in schools is contributing to
the achievement of virtuous ends or whether it is

antithetical to those ends" (p. 5). The Clinical

Supervision and Artistic Models are supposed to support the
development of reflective practice. Garman (1986), for
instance, specifically describes clinical supervision as a
possibility for encouraging reflective practice. Moreover,
it makes sense to use teacher evaluation to help teachers
become the more thoughtful, experimental creators of knowing
that students are to become. Higher order thinking skills
and moral deliberation are then modeled by teachers and not
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just presented to students. The pragmatist or

constructivist view of knowing can make things happen.

Finally, one added advantage of Clinical Supervision

and Artistic models is the personalized nature of

evaluation, the involvement of the "whole teacher" with
individual feelings, beliefs, background, and skills. Not
only is this approach thought more effective in changing

teacher performance, but it is also more humane and

progressive. Eisner, for instance, believes that the

Artistic Model, evaluation as a kind of art criticism "is
specially suited to articulating the unique and

personalistic outcomes that are so highly prized by those
who complain of the school's impersonality" (p. 83).

Aside from the demand for a huge investment of time and
possibly resources, both the Clinical Supervision Model and
Artistic Model have other disadvantages. First, the

politicization of the Gitlin and Smyth version of Clinical
Supervision brings with it the weaknesses of radical neo-
Marxist Critical Theory. Beyond criticism of the status quo
and the potential for increased conflict within the schools,
and vague goals like more democratic participation of
teachers in the running of the schools, concrete effects are
hard to identify in this model. The leftist political slant
is also highly debatable. Epistemology and axiology are
generally problematic in Clinical Supervision and in the
Artistic Model, though.



Clinical Supervision and Artistic teacher evaluation

have yet to declare how the success of their processes can
be determined. The epistemology remains unclear, perhaps

too open-ended. Eisner (1985) recognizes problems of
generalization and verification in his methods (p. 144).

McGreal (1983) adds, "Obviously, the criticism of artistic

or naturalistic models will usually revolve around the lack
of precision by traditional standards that accompany

activities relying on intuition and feeling" (p. 34). It is
easy to imagine the permissiveness which came to

characterize progressive education also typifying teacher

evaluation under these models, since reality and knowledge

are so tentative. The question remains--what does better
teaching look like? Who is an effective observer-evaluator

and what constitutes useful feedback for the classroom

teacher? Which norms should direct evaluation? These

questions demand answers.

The lack of accountability measures is a related

concern. No one and no model denies that parents and the
public, as well as students, have a right to see concrete
school improvement as one result of teacher evaluation.

Accountability in the sense of actual results (not
necessarily as personnel scores or career ladder

assignments) is a purpose of Clinical Supervision and the
Artistic Model. Vagueness about evidence for results is one
problem. Another is the Rousseau-like romanticism which

oil 1011 P NMI
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influenced pragmatism. These models tend to assume that all
teachers want to grow and improve and will gladly engage in

evaluation which requires much work and may end in changed

practices. The pragmatist-constructivist assumption that

growth is simply natural, given the right conditions, is

still questionable, however. Lacking concrete measures and
at least some clearly defined values, experienced educators

would do well to stay skeptical of such a simplistic faith

in progress.

Finally, related to the above reservations, the

pragmatist-constructivist relativism again emerges as a

difficulty. Despite the potential for considering issues of
purpose, problems that are morally serious in both models,

there is a denial of universal truth. (Yet, democracy and

change are upheld as absolute values.) Relativism could

well lead to the trivialization of the evaluation process.

If all is in flux, and all knowledge is tentative, what

comprises good, artistic teaching? Teachers could focus on
relatively insignificant problems. Evaluators could

describe unimportant aspects of the classroom. There could

even be change for the sake of change. Miller (1986) says
of pragmatism, "Values in pragmatism are always rooted in a
particular context or problem. We miss, then, transcendent

values such as caring" (p. 193). The Clinical Supervision

Model and the Artistic Model may emphasize particular

teacher contexts to the sacrifice of useful, general (if not

214
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transcendent) principles which can improve instruction.

There is a danger of too much personalization, too

idiosyncratic and relativistic interpretations, too little

shared direction within the school community. Such issues

need to be examined before these models should be fully

endorsed.

It is difficult to identify any one educational

philosophy with the Judgment-Based Model, because such a

variety of approaches with a variety of evaluators exist and

because such a wide range of evidence is used. In some ways

the Judgment-Based Model is like Clinical Supervision and so

shares the influence of some pragmatist-constructivist

ideas. In other ways the model is like the Effective

Teaching Model or the Goal-Setting Model and so shares the

influence of behaviorism and social efficiency doctrine.

The Cognitive Development View of Costa, Garmston, and

others is examined as a representative Judgment-Based Model

with all of its complexities.

Judgment-Based models seem to try to balance the two

purposes of teacher improvement and organizational

accountability, awarding individual teacher development

higher regard than either traditional or Effective Teaching

models. Costa, Garmston, and Lambert (1988), for example,

stress the importance of encouraging teacher intellectual

growth. Perceiving the role of the teacher as active

learner is typical of pragmatism or constructivism. Yet, of
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the four specific purposes Costa et al. give for evaluation,

three are centered around accountability. These include

"informing personnel decisions about teachers" and

"improving organizational performance and informing

organizational decisions" (p. 147). Predictability and

control are valued as highly as individual teacher growth.

The impact of the social efficiency doctrine and scientific

realism can be detected, despite the emphasis on teacher

reflection and professionalism.

In the epistemology of the Cognitive Development

approach lie traces of a pragmatist-constructivist

influence. Evidence for evaluation is sought which reflects

not just correct behavior but teacher thinking. All kinds

of evidence are used, from classroom observations to

teacher-created materials and teacher activity outside the

classroom. Costa, Garmston, and Lambert (1988) present the

following view:

Teachers are professionals. This means they do the

professional work of finding and solving problems and

exercising judgment. As professionals they desire and

deserve evaluation procedures that involve them, are

growth producing, and are intellectually stimulating

and dignifying. (p. 150)

The teacher is learner, problem-solver, and decision-maker,

a constructor of knowledge. Costa, Garmston, and Lambert

call on Piaget's work for the basis of their theory, and the
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variety of data used reflects sensitivity to context and

regard for the multitude of factors that affect the

practical, day-to-day work of the teacher. Like pragmatism

or constructivism, the approach seems more holistic.

Furthermore, the advice given to involve teachers in the

process, to be less top-down, reveals a pragmatist concern

with democratic methods.

However, the ontology of the Cognitive Development View

seems quite fixed, more like that of either traditionalism

or scientific realism. Truth is not really emerging or

unpredictable as it is in the Clinical Supervision or

Artistic Model. The reality of good teaching is universal

and accessible to the capable evaluator. There is finally a

new checklist, one much broader than that of the Effective

Teaching Model, but a checklist, nevertheless. Teacher

goals come preordained, and the interests of organizational

effectiveness are paramount. Evaluation is not a form of

inquiry; teachers' decisions are judged by a supervisor

according to an external, imposed scale. Reality is

absolute despite claims of uncertainty. For example, the

authors declare that "if a teacher ready for tenure is not

exhibiting many of the characteristics in the tenure column

in Figure 6.2, this should signal a need for the formal

consideration of dismissal and collection of additional data

to corroborate or refute these assumptions" (p. 159).

Knowing the steps of development or maturation of a good
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teacher is not problematic because reality is not as

slippery as it seems in Critical Theory or even in

pragmatism. There is still an effort to be as scientific as

the Effective Teaching Model, calling on established

empirical evidence and one definition of good teaching.

Judgment-Based models like the Cognitive Development

View seem to display both technical and philosophical

eclecticism. Costa, Garmston, and Lambert (1988) freely

call on Hunter and Glickman, Eisner and Berliner (an

effective teaching researcher), information processing and

clinical supervision. This eclecticism may seem to bring

with it the strengths of other models and various

philosophies and few weaknesses since it "covers all bases."

In fact, weaknesses are apparent. As in the Effective

Teaching Model, the link between evidence or "artifacts" and

student gains is tenuous and scientifically questionable.

As the National Study of School Evaluation (1984) notes of

artifact criteria, "It is difficult to establish the

relationship between tools and outcomes" (p. 40). Common

sense protests that fine teachers may not have "membership

on leadership teams, governance groups" or have an "agenda

of workshops planned, presented" as Costa, Garmston, and

Lambert list (p. 158), especially in the real world of

teaching, which allows little time or energy for such

projects.
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Also, such a model may precipitate the ends/means

confusion characteristic of Effective Teaching or the Goal-

Setting Model. With "high stakes," accountability-driven

evaluation which decides hiring, firing, and promotion,

teachers may focus on the artifacts and not on their own

cognitive development. The National Study of School

Evaluation adds of artifact criteria, "They may lead

evaluatees to spend disproportionate time on planning over

doing" (p. 40). Indeed, the paperwork glut seems a factor

in the lack of success of the Tennessee Career Ladder.

Artifacts, determined by the experts, can lead to

trivialization of the process as much as narrow behavioral

checklists can. Collecting artifacts rather than thinking

about teaching becomes the teacher's aim. Moreover, the

breadth of the criteria, while recognizing the actual

multiplicity of teacher roles, also threatens to overstep

"the work assignment and boundaries between professional

obligations and personal rights are difficult to define" as

the National Study for School Evaluation puts it (p. 40).

For instance, Costa et al. state that a master teacher is

"altruistic" and "flexible, open" (p. 152). Strangely, the

old character traits of the Common Law Model here reemerge

in contemporary language, with all the associated problems.

Is altruism a skill that can be acquired (especially under

the pressure of evaluation), and who has the right to insist

that a teacher display such a personal trait, anyway? The
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foundation for evaluation in the Cognitive Development View

is a confusing mixture of scientific-positivistic data,

traditional ideals, and constructivist concern with process.

The eclecticism of the Judgment-Based Model, with its

effort to be both exact and definite and yet open to human

judgment, to encourage process and yet focus on certain

kinds of products, to respect teachers as professionals but

to outline for them what good teaching is, seems to lead to

confusion. Since it has not been widely used, there is not

yet much evidence one way or the other. Perhaps most

confusing is the cross purposes at which the model is

aimed--bureaucratic accountability and personal teacher

development. The problem with cross purposes is considered

more thoroughly in the next chapter.

The benefits, disadvantages, and perplexities of

teacher evaluation models grow out of philosophies as much

as out of practical or political situations. Different

views of the classroom reality, the kinds of evidence which

count in educational inquiry, and the values and purposes to

be served result in different methods and techniques of

evaluation. Philosophy's impact can be seen, for example,

in the role of the evaluator in evaluation models. In the

models surveyed the role of the evaluator mirrors very well

the role of the teacher in the underlying educational world

view. Beliefs determine practice. What implications and

questions remain, given this survey of philosophy and
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evaluation, are the subject of the final chapter of this

study.



CHAPTER V

TEACHER EVALUATION: PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES

The problems of and possibilities for teacher

evaluation are certainly connected to philosophical issues.

Particularly, the issue of knowing and the issue of purpose

and values are central to the question of which teacher

evaluation model or models seem most promising. Which

epistemology seems most adequate, given recent studies of

knowing from educational psychology, brain research, and

instructional theory, as well as from philosophy? Which

purpose or purposes are best suited for guiding teacher

evaluation, if evaluation is to aid school improvement in

the Information Age? What might a workable solution look

like, and what obstacles would it have to overcome?

Finally, the question of broader implications arises.

Teacher evaluation has implications for school organization,

for student evaluation, and for the teaching profession.

This chapter attempts to answer these questions, drawing

tentative conclusions.

"The fundamental question that any adequate theory of

evaluation must address is not what can be evaluated, or

how, or whether or not objectives have been achieved, but

how it is that humans come to know in the first place,"
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asserts Eisner in The Art of Educational Evaluation (1985,

p. 229). Different models of evaluation make different

assumptions about how students know, and thus what comprises

useful teaching methodologies, and different assumptions

about how evaluators and teachers come to know about

teaching. Considerable discussion of shifting educational

paradigms influenced by postmodern epistemology can now be

found in education journals and books. The ideas discussed

in the "shifting paradigms" section of Chapter III in this

study stimulate such discussion. Clark (1988), for example,

argues that "A systematic ecological world view is now

emerging" (p. 19). He describes this view as follows:

This new world view is global, holistic, and

integrative. Its primary mode of thinking is whole-

brain thought, incorporating both inductive and

deductive strategies, while integrating both rational

and intuitive modes of knowing. Although it

acknowledges that for certain purposes the concept of

objectivity is useful, this perspective affirms that,

at its most fundamental level, all knowledge and

experience is subjective and value-laden. (p. 19)

Whether or not a paradigm shift is taking place, as this

quote indicates there is evidence for theories of knowing

that are broader and more complex than those of positivism-

behaviorism. Considerable evidence exists which suggests

that knowing is multifaceted, often uncertain, and is a
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largely subjective or intersubjective process. This

conception of knowing, very like that of pragmatism,

reconstructionism, or constructivism (or even

existentialism), suggests the need for a model or models of

teacher evaluation which can best capture the rich variety

of aspects of knowing, especially if the purpose is teacher

growth.

Several sources point to the fact that knowing is not

one thing. Gardner, for example, has done extensive work on

his theory of multiple intelligences. He maintains that

there is not one thing which could be called IQ. Instead,

people utilize various ways of thinking and problem solving,

from musical to linguistic to interpersonal. Blythe and

Gardner (1990) state, "By proposing that each person

possesses a distinctive combination of intelligences, MI

theory emphasizes the highly individualized ways in which

people learn" (p. 34). Research in learning styles and the

working of the brain further confirms this multiperspectival

approach to knowing. Learning style theorists study the

different ways students learn best. Styles "include such

factors as perceptual modality preferences (for example,

visual, auditory, or kinesthetic ways of processing),

preferences for cooperation versus competition, and

individual desires regarding classroom environment factors

such as lighting or temperature," according to O"Neil (1990,

p. 5). (Some prominent names in learning style theory
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include Gregorc, Dunn and the Learning Style Inventory, and

McCarthy and the 4MAT approach.) Teachers and evaluators,

too, have their own various learning styles. Knowing and

learning are not generic, at least entirely. Caine and

Caine (1990) conclude that brain research also points to

knowing as more than one thing. They state the following:

Like the brain, good teaching should "orchestrate" all

the dimensions of parallel processing, and it must be

based on theories and methodologies that make such

orchestration possible. As no one method or technique

can by itself adequately encompass the variations of

the human brain, teachers need a frame of reference

that enables them to select from the vast array of

methods and approaches that are available. (p. 66)

If teachers select various approaches so that students can

come to know in their own ways, how can one teacher

evaluation system acknowledge and allow for that variety?

How can teacher evaluation help teachers themselves come to

know?

Research from cognitive psychology suggests that

knowing cahnot easily be limited or defined. Resnick (1987)

says of higher order thinking that it "tends to be complex.

The total path is not "visible" (mentally speaking) from any

single vantage point," and "Higher order thinking often

yields multiple solutions, each with costs and benefits,

rather than unique solutions" (p. 3). Resnick says that
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knowing is context- or subject-dependent, as well. She

comments, "Each discipline has characteristic ways of

reasoning . . . " (p. 36). Learning and Teaching the Ways

of Knowing, edited by Elliot Eisner (1985), is a collection

of essays on the various, discipline-related modes of

knowing. Chapters consider aesthetic, scientific,

interpersonal, practical, and other modes of knowing. As

Eisner observes, "the roads to knowledge are many" (p. xi).

There are also many kinds of knowledge.

Given this diversity, narrow models of evaluation like

the Product Model and the Effective Teaching Model appear

highly deficient. A standardized, uniform, behaviorist

checklist can only measure standardized, uniform, obvious

behaviors and therefore gives an incomplete picture of what

students or teachers actually know. If what is on the

checklist is all that counts, narrow, monistic evaluation

methods may even prevent learners from coming to know.

Clark (1988) comments that under the positivist-behaviorist

world view, "the only learning that can be accurately

measured without ambiguity is recall, [so] we have,

implicitly, if not explicitly, reached the conclusion that

the measure of recall is a measure of learning" (p. 21).

Not only is student success measured by recall of

information, but so is teacher success measured by recall,

whether or not teachers have remembered all the steps of a

Hunter lesson or all the indicators or skills on the
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behaviorist instrument of the Effective Teaching Model.

This view of knowledge and the process of knowing is

impoverished. Pluralism in knowing, however, is

acknowledged by the Judgment-Based Model and its wealth of

sources of information. Pluralism is also recognized by

pragmatist or constructivist models like the Clinical

Supervision or Artistic Model, although pragmatism and

constructivism have limits, too. Dewey and Piaget, after

all, were committed to scientific thinking primarily, and

they gave little attention to ways of knowing which include

intuition, imagination, or metaphor. Still, because

teachers and evaluators determine their own agenda and are

not limited to one format, a greater variety of "roads to

knowledge" is available in the Clinical Supervision or

Artistic Model.

Knowing is increasingly perceived as not only

multidimensional but also often uncertain. The focus is

turning to knowing as an unfolding process rather than

knowledge as a final, measurable product. Because

processes, knowers, and contexts vary, neither knowing nor

knowledge is as predictable or controllable as the

positivist-behaviorist view maintains. Thatcher (1971), for

example, expresses the uncertainty of the classroom teacher

as follows:

When I plan for the learning of others I plan for

variety, as much variety as I can imagine. I do not
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know what another person will learn or how he will

learn it . . . . I live with mystery, the mystery of me

and the mysteries of others around me . . . Along the

way I solve a few mysteries, too, but there are more

that I learn to live with . . . (p. 742)

This mystery or uncertainty, rather than being a threat to

progress, may actually help propel improvement, one of the

goals of teacher evaluation. Glickman argues for school

improvement in general, "In accepting uncertainty, we accept

improvement efforts as ways of exploring, rather than

controlling the unknown" (p. 120). Evaluation then becomes

not a final, summative score keeping, but a mode of inquiry

itself. Clark (1988) observes, "The new assumptions about

the nature of intelligence, thinking and learning stress

that which is potential rather than that which is

measurable" (p. 21). If the purpose of evaluation is to

develop teacher potential, the Effective Teaching Model

cannot succeed because it does not allow for the uncertain,

for uncharted territory. The Clinical Supervision and

Artistic Models seem to allow for uncertainty, however, and

the unanticipated possibilities for improved instruction

that may come forth. Moreover, if -uncertainty is

characteristic of some kinds of knowing, there is an element

of unreality in reducing teacher evaluation to precise

absolutes, unreal both for student learning and for teacher

learning.
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Finally, a growing number of authorities are pointing

out that knowing is a largely subjective or intersubjective

process of discovery. Oliver (1990) talks about this kind

of knowing as "grounded knowing" as opposed to the

mechanistic "technical knowing" of positivism-behaviorism.

The knower is no longer pictured as the detached, coldly

rational observer but as a thinking, feeling participant.

Oliver declares, "So grounded knowing begins with and

includes vague sensibilities, feelings, inarticulable

thoughts and imagination, as well as the more precise and

technical description of occasions as they come into being,

as they exist, as they pass on" (p. 65). Basing this

perspective on changes in the philosophy of science, such as

were discussed in Chapter III, Oliver goes on to contend the

following:

Modern teaching commonly begins the process of "coming

to know" from the outside. Skills, concepts, and

subjects are objects, so to speak, outside the student,

possessed by the teacher and "given," as it were, to

the student . . . . A more nearly adequate way of

thinking about learning/knowing, perhaps, requires that

there be moments when the separate participants in an

occasion--teacher, students, material, classroom--to

use a biological-physics metaphor, "callapse in an

interaction," as happens when a photon of light and a

green leaf participate in photosynthesis.
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In such a "callapse," the essence of reality

becomes a relationship between self and other, between

the subject and the facts "out there," rather than

simply our observation of the "out there." (pp. 68-69)

Knowing encompasses the whole person, involving emotion as

well as logic, imagination as well as verification,

relationship with others as well as individual cognition.

The necessity of subjective investment in knowing is

described by Sloan (1983) whose remarks follow:

Reason at its most fruitful is grounded in interest in

the subject; in commitments to the importance of

knowledge; in the capacity to persevere in the face of

difficulty; in the anticipation of satisfaction and

enjoyment in the discovery attained; in an appreciation

of the beauty, intricacy, and mystery of the totality

that sustains inquiry and from which all meaningful

discovery proceeds. (p. 23)

Even educational research is coming to acknowledge the

personal, affective element at the heart of knowing--and

doing. McLaughlin and Talbert comment about teacher

knowledge and performance, "Effective teaching also depends

on another, more complicated set of factors, namely, how

teachers think and feel about what they do" (p. 3). In

short, without personal ownership of the knowing process,

knowers may be able to memorize information for a short

term, to demonstrate the steps of basic skills, but not to
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know at the deepest level at which human intentions and

actions are affected. In a sense, there is nothing new in

this view. In the 1960's educators talked of relevance, and

teachers have long maintained that they have to meet

students "where they are," taking attitudes as well as prior

knowledge into account. On the other hand, in a society in

which objective science has long been most highly esteemed,

the legitimacy of personal knowing is a revolutionary

concept.

What would also be new is a widely adopted teacher

evaluation model which recognizes that teachers, too, can

only improve their teaching through what Polanyi (1962)

calls "personal knowledge." To be sure, the Effective

Teaching Model with its list of facts "out there," given to

teachers as the final word on the subject, rejects the

potential for the personal and subjective. For instance,

the Supplement for 1990 to the Teacher Orientation Manual of

the Texas Teacher Appraisal System, while trying to

incorporate more "quality" and not just "quantity" factors

in the procedure, still admonishes evaluators "Don"t be

subjective--look at student behavior" (p. 7). Knowing is

external. The Judgment-Based Model, although richer in ways

of knowing, also hands down judgments on teaching to

teachers who are then expected simply "to know better" and

act accordingly. A more adequate teacher evaluation model

designed to increase knowledge about teaching should
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personally involve teachers and evaluators and students from

the beginning. The Clinical Supervision and Artistic Models

seem headed in the right direction. When knowing is openly

acknowledged as subjective, evaluation does not have to be

an ordeal for which staff development programs prepare

passive educators. Personal, multifaceted, and contingent

teacher evaluation could be staff development.

In the above discussion several references to the

purpose of teacher evaluation have been made. Different

purposes attach to different kinds of knowing. Doyle (1983)

notes, "It is important to distinguish among the reasons for

evaluating teaching, because decisions about the sources of

information, the focuses on evaluation, and the ways of

collecting and transmitting information all flow from the

chosen purposes of the evaluation" (p. 13). As the

examination of the Judgment-Based Model in Chapter IV of

this study indicates, a model can be at cross purposes. In

fact, much of the literature proposes that the two most

frequently given purposes for teacher evaluation--

accountability and teacher improvement--should not be

included in one model. These two purposes are so different

that in most methods either one purpose ends up prevailing,

as implied in descriptions of models in Chapter II of this

study, or the method fails to work at all. Bolton claims

that there are "conflicts when the functions of both

accountability and assistance are expected in the same
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evaluation" (p. 128). Wise et al. (1984) conclude that a

school district should determine a main purpose and match

the process to that one purpose. They add that "most of the

literature questions whether a single evaluation system can

handle both formative (improvement-oriented) and summative

(decision-oriented) evaluation" (p. 70). In the most widely

implemented models of teacher evaluation so far, especially

the Effective Teaching Model, accountability has become the

main purpose, as was made evident in Chapter IV.

Accountability demands a kind of knowing and is based on

kinds of values which do not foster continuing teacher

improvement.

Accountability is one of those educational terms, like

effective teaching, that is often used but seldom defined.

It probably means different things to different people, but

as its use in this study implies, accountability has come to

have a positivist-behaviorist orientation. Barro (1977)

announces that to establish accountability, "we must be able

to attribute results (performance gains) to sources"

(p. 248). Results which are most easily measured have

typically served as evidence for student performance gains,

i. e., standardized test scores, whether or not these are,

in fact, adequate or accurate reflections of student

learning. Then, behaviorist research has suggested specific

teacher acts which have been connected by inference to

student performance. Accountability in teacher evaluation
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means that administrators keep score of teacher acts. These

scores are the basis on which personnel decisions, like

firing or career ladder status, are made. Checklists, such

as those used in the Common Law Model, grounded in process-

product research in the Effective Teaching Model, and based

on theory and research in the Judgment-Based Model purport

to guarantee teacher quality control.

The epistemological limitations of the checklist models

have already been discussed, but the values implicit in this

purpose also have important effects. For the purpose of

accountability, order, predictability, uniformity, control

and objectivity are essential values, as well as

characteristics of real knowledge. Such values end up

working against teacher growth. Duke and Stiggins (1986),

for instance, comment that "the accountability-oriented

system focuses solely on those who are least competent. As

a result, others who wish to continue professional

development are shortchanged . . . . " (p. 15). When

control, uniformity, and predictability are premiere values,

individual creativity is not a priority. Standardization

and predictability help identify the least competent; they'

do nothing to stretch the minds and abilities of the

competent. In addition, it seems that accountability tends

to arouse fear among teachers, a feeling which engenders

limited motivation for reflective practice.
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Moreover, by the insistence on certainty and

objectivity, accountability keeps teachers focused on

narrow, technical issues--neutral matters. about which people

can be sure, like correct spelling. Teacher evaluation in

the Effective Teaching mode offers teachers no way and no

incentive to deal with the bigger issues which public

education faces, questions of moral import like the failure

of urban schools and the drop-out problem. Emphasis on

control and certainty exacts hierarchical, top-down

management, not democracy. Teachers have little or no voice

in that which most concerns them. There is, it seems, a

deep distrust of teachers in accountability-oriented models

of evaluation. Teachers must be managed, their behavior

shaped, their activities ordered. One could ask if

accountability-oriented models reflect an overall

devaluation of teachers (as Critical Theorists claim).

Like accountability, teacher growth can be interpreted

in various ways. From the positivist-behaviorist

viewpoint, conforming to correct behaviors equals growth and

learning. However, when teacher growth is understood as it

is in the Clinical Supervision Model or Artiitic Model,

models influenced by pragmatist, phenomenological, and

constructivist notions, the underlying values are quite

different. Teacher growth connotes describing what goes on

in thei classroom (and outside), criticizing one's own work,

engaging in dialogue, questioning long-held assumptions,
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searching for new information, and creating new ways of

doing things. Values which seem more promising for teacher

improvement understood in this way are freedom, serendipity,

variety, democracy, and personal involvement. These are

seen as aspects of the knowing process, too. At bottom,

these values are bound by respect for the unknown potential

of each human being. Constructivist studies of student

learning in math and reading, studies of the differences

between novices and experts, seem to capture the importance

of the values listed above. Resnick (1987) puts the

argument in the following words:

The kind of higher order thinking we have discussed

requires elaborating, adding complexity, and going

beyond the given to construct new formulations of

issues. It also involves weighing multiple

alternatives and sometimes accepting uncertainty. As

such, higher order thinking requires effort on the part

of the individual and may involve some social risk--of

disagreeing with others perceived to be more powerful,

of not arriving at the expected answers, of not always

responding instantly. (p. 42)

Freedom, personal involvement, variety, and serendipity are

values to be cherished if higher level thinking for expert

teachers is, by analogy, like Resnick's description.

Educational research, like that of Shulman and others, is

just beginning to explore teacher knowing and teacher
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thinking processes. There remains, doubtless, little

evidence of growth in teacher creativity, collegial inquiry,

or challenge of the status quo under models of teacher

evaluation with accountability-bound interpretations of

teacher improvement.

No one model of teacher evaluation can accomplish both

purposes--accountability and teacher development. No one

model can bring to bear both general kinds of knowing--

propositional or the kind which assumes fixed, universal

realities and demands a detached approach, and what some

call transformational, the kind of knowing which assumes

multidimensional, context-dependent, evolving realities and

demands a personal approach. Yet, both purposes and kinds

of knowing are legitimate. As has been shown in Chapter IV

of this study, models governed by each purpose and kind of

knowing have strengths as well as weaknesses. As has been

shown in Chapter III, both positivism-behaviorism and

traditionalism, pragmatism and constructivism (and other

philosophies) have strengths in addition to weaknesses.

This is not to say, however, that a solution to the problem

of teacher evaluation requires eclecticism. The solution

does require the careful employment of different types of

models to accomplish different aims. The solution does

require an end to the current dominance of the positivist-

behaviorist Effective Teaching Model. Eisner (1985) argues,

in The Art of Educational Evaluation, "The field of
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education in particular needs to avoid methodological

monism . . . . It is to the artistic that we must turn, not

as a rejection of the scientific, but because with both we

can achieve binocular vision. Looking through one eye never

did provide much depth of field" (p. 199). Gage (1989)

makes a similar argument for educational research,

maintaining that the positivist-behaviorist,

"interpretivist" (constructivist or neo-pragmatist), and

even the Critical Theorist approaches to education all have

merit; they are just concerned with different topics and

problems. In teacher evaluation, different problems or

purposes also require different approaches, but approaches

that must be kept separate.

For the purpose of accountability, a model like the

Effective Teaching Model is useful. There does exist a need

to assure basic competency and to provide a legally

defensible way to dismiss the clearly incompetent, teachers

who do not use classroom time for content learning or who

have poor classroom management. Quality control is an

appropriate purpose, if it is not the only purpose for

teacher evaluation. The positivist-behaviorist way of

knowing does provide some concrete ideas for improving

technique, too, because it appears there are some universals

in teaching and learning. Gage (1989) observes,

"Uniformity . . . is not an all-or-none matter" (p. 8).

Some teacher qualities or behaviors do seem to transcend
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context and flux, and it would be foolish to go the extremes

of personalization and relativism mentioned as potential

weaknesses of the Clinical Supervision or Artistic Models in

Chapter IV. Certainly, teachers can and should be expected

to keep records accurately, to demonstrate subject matter

knowledge, or to treat students with respect. As Pigford

(1989) notes, "Checklists do have some merit; they may serve

as a starting point for novice teachers and supervisors"

(p. 84). Being informed of those absolutes that do exist

may be a necessary beginning, especially for starting

teachers. Even Schon (1987), who argues for a

"constructionist" epistemology, admits the following:

Perhaps we learn to reflect-in-action by learning first

to recognize and apply standard rules, facts, and

operations; then to reason from general rules to

problematic cases, in ways characteristic of the

profession; and only then to develop and test new forms

of understanding and action where familiar categories

and ways of thinking fail. (p. 40)

An Effective Teaching type model should be utilized for new

teachers, teachers with evident problems in performance, and

even for teachers who have no desire to develop beyond the

basics. There is a place in education both for different

types of knowing and for different values. It would be

unwise to develop "methodological monism" and reject the

useful possibilities of the Effective Teaching Model.
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For the purpose of teacher growth, however, a model

like the Clinical Supervision or Artistic Model seems most

useful. Teacher growth requires a different kind of knowing

from the summative judgments of accountability-oriented

models. Day (1987) asserts that the following five

principles for "maximizing the conditions for effective

professional learning in the context of appraisal" should be

taken into account:

1. Learning requires opportunities for reflection and

self-confrontation.

2. Teachers and schools are motivated to learn by the

identification of an issue or problem which

concerns them.

3. Teachers learn best through active

experiencing/participation.

4. Decisions about change should arise from reflections

upon and confrontation of past and present

practice.

5. Schools and teachers need support throughout

processes of change. (pp. 14-15)

The open-ended, personally engaging, nonthreatening

philosophical assumptions of Clinical Supervision or the

Artistic Model acknowledge the above principles.

Furthermore, teachers are confronted with the viewpoints of

others, the evaluators, and encouraged to question their own

practice. An added benefit of such models is that
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evaluators, too, are involved in the learning process. The

evaluator, whether administrator or fellow teacher, is

involved in evaluation as a mode of inquiry and may well

learn much from and with the teacher.

In a sense, a pragmatist, constructivist or "new

paradigm" model of evaluation expands the meaning of

accountability by generating more and more varied

information about teaching, not just a filled-out checklist.

Here the contributions of the Judgment-Based Model may be

utilized in addition to the Clinical Supervision or the

Artistic Model. In other words, areas outside the classroom

may be examined, including teacher participation in

committees and workshops, teacher involvement with

professional organizations, and so on, but not. for the

purpose of accountability and personnel decisions. Rather,

evaluators and teachers may want to work together discussing

and preparing for these options as another avenue to teacher

improvement. Additionally, other sources of information

besides classroom observation should be used--surveys,

interviews with students and parents, teacher journals, and

so forth. Evaluators and teachers need access to whatever

kinds of feedback they can find to aid teacher growth in all

kinds of areas. Educators can then share this information

with parents and the public, leading to a more complete

understanding of teaching and student learning than that
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made available through test scores or teacher career ladder

assignments.

Finally, the purpose of teacher growth is essential to

achieve student growth in the Information Age. Gage (1989)

comments, for example, "Today, there is a common agreement

that the mission of education is to provide students with

the knowledge and skills required for 'learning how to

learn.' What has not been recognized is that this new

mission requires both a new content and a new process for

education" (p. 29). This new mission demands teachers who

are not limited to displaying preordained behaviors,

teachers for whom knowing is more than giving correct

answers. New processes beyond positivist-behaviorist

observation, measurement, and reinforcement or extinction of

behaviors are needed, and forms of the Clinical Supervision

or the Artistic Model seem most promising in introducing

processes which engage educators with students in "learning

how to learn." More democratic evaluation systems also

enable teachers to model the kinds of thinking and acting

that students need to learn in order to participate in a

democratic society. The question is how can a school

implement two (or more) models of teacher evaluation, one

for accountability and one for teacher development?

This study is not designed to develop a whole new model

of teacher evaluation. However, based on what has been

presented, the best solution may lie in the design and
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implementation of systems which resemble Glickman's

developmental supervision. Glickman's supervisory model

attempts to match supervisor approaches to stages of teacher

growth. Glickman (1980) suggests three stages: a directive

stage in which supervisors model, direct, and measure

proficiency; and collaborative and nondirective stages, in

which supervisors present, interact, plan changes,

encourage, clarify, and listen. What is being suggested

here is a two-stage or two-tier evaluation system designed

to meet two purposes and to take two different approaches to

knowing. One stage is directive, perhaps utilizing the

Effective Teaching Model, aimed at accountability. All new

teachers, both new to the profession and to a school

district, teachers with clear-cut problems, and all teachers

who so choose will be evaluated under this model.

Initially, every teacher would have to prove competent in

this stage. The evaluator/supervisor uses a generic

checklist, but one that allows for a variety of teaching

methods. (It may even be useful to expand the checklist

beyond observed teaching strategies to include matters of

professional and ethical behavior. For example, a teacher

who gossips to students about other teachers should be held

as accountable as one who does not make explicit rules of

classroom conduct.) This first stage enables districts to

hire, reprimand, and fire in a legally defensible manner.
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Stage Two encompasses all other teachers, is

collaborative and/or nondirective, and uses the Clinical

Supervision and/or Artistic Model for the purpose of teacher

improvement. Most evaluation time and resources would then

go to teacher evaluation as a mode of inquiry. Such two-

stage systems must be developed in detail locally in order

to ensure maximum ownership of the process. Because the

second stage or tier is not concerned with summative

evaluation, evaluation will have to be separated from merit

pay or career ladders. The idea that money (usually a

fairly small individual amount) encourages teacher change

and supports reflective practice is highly debatable, a

leftover social efficiency idea. Studies are showing more

and more that teachers are most motivated by success in the

classroom and by new challenges and variety in their work.

Merit pay or career ladder money would be better invested in

securing more release time for teachers to observe one

another, to attend workshops and conferences, and to

collaborate on curriculum design. There is no evidence that

career ladders or merit pay have helped improve student

learning.

The development and implementation of a two-stage,

dual-purpose system of teacher evaluation would face a

number of obstacles. First of all, it is complex and may

prove difficult both to explain and to institutionalize.

For example, .it is possible that a teacher who is working at
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Stage Two may show signs of becoming incompetent and may

need to return to Stage One. In addition, aside from the

usual constraints of time, money, and organization, the two-

stage model suggested here challenges the top-down

management typical of most schools and challenges teacher

culture, as well. The second stage of evaluation, in its

democratic, flexible, individualized approach demarcates a

new role for the supervisor or administrator--that of peer,

fellow inquirer, enabler. Teachers themselves also serve as

evaluators. Teacher empowerment is key to such evaluation,

and teacher empowerment continues to meet resistance.

Teacher culture, too, resists change. Teachers would have

to be persuaded to relinquish demands for uniformity and

objectivity and to take risks in the interest of learning

how to do a better job. Competition must give way to

collaboration, as teachers work together with supervisors

and fellow teachers, a process to which teachers, especially

at the secondary level, are not accustomed. Evaluation for

the purpose of growth may well be uncomfortable for

teachers, challenging long-held beliefs and traditional ways

of doing things. Finally, some of the inherent weaknesses

of both positivistic-behaviorist and of constructivist or

new pragmatist thinking- accompany this model. For example,

what kind of shared moral vision will guide teacher growth?

Constructivism will have to go beyond ontological
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individualism or mere popularity polls if genuine

school-wide improvement is to take place.

Teacher evaluation, here understood as satisfying

accountability but also serving as an integral part of

ongoing staff development, clearly has implications for

school organization and structure and the process of school

improvement. For example, an educative model of teacher

evaluation, supported by a constructivist philosophy, brings

traditional evaluation of administrators into question, as

well. Furthermore, teacher evaluation understood as a

process of inquiry has implications for teacher education

and the role of the university. The university can no

longer be seen as the dispenser of knowledge, giving

practitioners the answers from the latest research.

Instead, a new model of teacher evaluation, such as that

suggested, opens up possibilities for new university-school

partnerships. Preservice and inservice teachers can begin

research in their own classrooms, involving university

instructors/researchers. Teachers may begin to design and

implement their own inservice programs, calling on

university collaborators, or they may even help design

university courses. Curriculum, too, comes into question.

Clinical Supervision can accomplish little if teachers are

tied to a legislated, standardized curriculum over which

they have no control. The best teaching is worthless if

what is taught is not valuable, anyway. A constructivist
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perspective implies that teachers be actively engaged in

creating curriculum.

Finally, a new paradigm for teacher evaluation also

implies a new paradigm for teaching methodologies and for

student evaluation. A constructivist concept of knowing as

active and experimental requires teaching methods which go

beyond the presentational, direct style. Then current

student evaluation is also open to question. Standardized

testing, another result of social efficiency, is already

being hotly debated. If teacher growth is one purpose of

teacher evaluation, surely student growth is one purpose of

student evaluation. Student growth in knowledge, by

analogy, also necessitates a degree of uncertainty, multiple

approaches, and active, personal engagement. Perhaps

student evaluation needs to be approached in new ways which

separate the purpose of accountability and ranking for

college entrance from the purpose of acquiring personal

knowledge. Problems in teacher evaluation highlight

problems in student evaluation; possibilities in teacher

evaluation also suggest new possibilities for student

evaluation.

The need for continued study of teacher evaluation is

clear. In addition to the issues suggested above, the

influences of economic, political, and social factors should

be examined. Studies of how school cultures change, for

instance, are relevant to teacher evaluation. The actual
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implementation of evaluation models in varying school

contexts needs careful examination. Information on current

conditions is needed, like how evaluation is or is not

working according to teachers across the nation. Theory

must be enlightened by practice. Much remains to be learned

about teacher evaluation.

America continues to face significant problems, perhaps

even crises, in public education. Despite massive

legislation, little substantive change has taken place since

the plethora of reform reports in the early 1980's.

Educators now talk of a "second wave" or "third wave" of

reform as teacher empowerment and site-based management have

become major topics. Teacher evaluation could be a key

ingredient in the "third wave," which promises to deliver

significant change in the ways the schools work, not just

surface adjustment in graduation requirements and increased

testing. Despite the limitations of this study, a solid

argument has been presented for further reform in teacher

evaluation. School improvement depends on teachers, and

most teachers want to teach better. Older models, like the

Common Law and Goal-Setting Models, have proved

unsatisfactory over time, unable to help teachers improve.

The current prevailing model, the Effective Teaching Model,

is seriously limited; there is little to indicate, either

philosophically or in the comments of practitioners, that

teachers or students are being well served. New ways of
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looking at knowing and learning imply the need for new ways

of looking at teacher evaluation, ways that build on teacher

experience and encourage risk-taking, ways that allow

educators to work together as inquiring professionals, ways

to help teachers think critically and act democratically.

The Clinical Supervision and Artistic Models offer some new

ways to help teachers--and students. While there are no

easy, simple solutions, the possibilities are exciting.
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EIIE sEE En E SCHOOL DISTRICT

Teacher Evaluation [251

Formal Evaluation Self Evaluation

TEACHER Date

SCHOOL ASSIQN11=Sy

Years of Service in District .:_

Years of Service in Present Assigrxent .

Present Type of Contract: POBATIM__ C"INUING

Purpose of Teacher Evaluation

To identify the quality of teaching that is presented in the classrooms of the
sc1ol district and to identify areas of teaching which can be stregthened as
the necessary assistance is provided. The assessment process is to be a coop-
erative activity where the assessor and the assessee have, as their tain goal,
the improverent of teachir.g, which will contribute to the contirued development
of a meaningful learning eivirorment.

(Circle a Rnrber, 1 through 4, with 4 being the highest)

DEMIITIMS

The follow ing criteria shall be the basis for deteruining nuerical ratings:

4 - Dmanstrates outst-Ading level of ccnpetency.

3 - Denonstrates effective-level of 6capetency.

2 - Demonstrates adequate level of competency, but needs improvennt.

1 - Demestrates unacceptable level of canpetency, and needs substantial
iTprovement.

100 PERSCAL QRACTERISTICS

A. General Health 1 2 3 ()
B. PoiseandSlf-Control 1 2 3 @
C. Uses Oral andWritten1 m'nication 1 2 3
D. Growing and Dress 1 2 6) 4

Cements:



200 1EAING VEWI'OuE

A. Establishes "nd maintains a classroom
-atwsphere conducive to learning

B. Maintains classroom control; handles discipline
problems; is firm, fair and consistent

C. Develops and maintains good rapport with students

D. Student praise and criticism are based on fact;
all criticism is constructive and positive

[2521
:1 .2 3 ck
1 2 CD 4

1 2 3 G
1 2 a 4

300 'TEaQUES OF I sTwrtoN

A. Recognizes and provides for individual differences
of students by adapting materials and teaching
strategies to the needs, interests, and abilities
of groups and individual students

B. Recognizes and takes advantage of sontaneous
learning opportunities

C. Uses the following teaching methods: inquiry, group
discussion, individualization, lecture, question and
answer, discovery, role drill, and practice.

D. Emphasizes a sequential developmental of fuimdamntal
skills and stress ccrpetency in their use

E. Deonstrates understmning, and skill with respect
to the subject being taught

F. Cooperates with other professionals in making
available special programs for students

0. Seeks to make certain that assignmens and
direction are clearly understood

H. Provides learning aids and demstrations related
to unit of study -

I. When applicable, plans and arranges school-spOnsored
ips, guest speakers, etc.

J. Willingness to follow instructional strategies
suggested by principal and coordinators

12 4

1 2Y4

1 2j)4

12 3&

12 3Q

.1 2 5

I 2$4

1 2 3c;

1 2 4

1 2 j 4

- . || | |

lollM i || | - -



400 EVACUATION AND xR G

A. provides for individual differences

B. Provides adequate evaluation of students academic
and social progress

C. Maintains records of student achievement to increase
objectivity in grading

D. Uses various acceptabl . :hniques to evaluate learning,
deploying both object .d subjective measures

E. Makes use of additional information gained fr counselor,
teacher, cuulative records, etc.

F. Prepares reports for administration &n other staff
personnel as needed

G. Parents are inforred of students progress or
difficulty thr4'g progress reports, report cards,
conferences, and pione calls

CHMIS:

__[2531

1 2 4

1 2 d 4

1 2 3

1 2 3c$

1 2 @.4

1 2 3

1 2 3 (

500 NCN-INSRUClIONAL DUIES

A. Maintains accurate records: attendance, class
achievement, textbook, financial, equipen t and
materials inventory and other

B. Participates in curricu1n revision and staff
development activities, as assigned

C. Reports are prtnpt and accurate
D. Follows proper procedure for budget requests,

supply orders, and work requests
E. Secures, cares for, and stores instructional

materials and equipm&t
F. Accepts responsibility of cocurricular and supervisoryduties, wbn assigned
C. Uses conference period for school-related work

and planing
H. Suhnits lesson plans as scheduled

I. Lesson plans include specific objectives for each
Mnit

COMEMM:

1 2 -3

1 2 3

1 2 3 ()
1 2 ( 4

1 2 3(4)

1 2 3' c

1 2 3

1 2. 3

1 2 36$

- - 1 . I p



600 PRFssicRALISM.

'A. Is punctual and performs routines ad responsibilities

B. Carries cut ad4inistrative directives

C. Displays a professional attitude in working with
teachers, students, parents, d administrator

D. Is willing to adapt, corret, and change; responds
favorably to criticism

E. Observes professional code of ethics of the teaching
profession

F.. Makes use of assigned teaching time

G. Dwnastrates an interest in professional growth

H. Uses staff resources to htnce and improve progrA

[2541

1 2
1 2

1

1

2
2

3.
(04*1

3
3 4

1 2.3 @

1

1

1

2
2
2

3,
3 Z.

4

PERSCHAL G)ALS FOR IPROVInG 'IEACOIG (Self-Evaluation)

A.

B.

C.

EOcENDATIN FOR C\IRAM

.. Contlning

Probation

Termination

Ccumiants (Assessor):

c4mnts (Assessee):

(iature)

A.

B.

C.

'REP-WW

- 000
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Management by Objectives

Dcveloping Prcfessona! Skill Objecaives
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Redfern
21

Performance Objectives Approach

FORM A

UESONSILITT CRITZRIA
(Teachers)

100 - Planning and Orsanizint

101 - Makes short- and long-range plans
102 - Correlates individual objectives with school and district

goals
103 - Adheres to principles of growth and development in planning
104 - Plans appropriate sequence of skills
105 - Has an ongoing program to diagnose and assess needs and

progress of individual students
106 - Plans for individual differences
107 - Involves students in planning
106 - Encourages student leadership and participation in decision

making
109 - Adjusts physical environment to accommodate variety in

learning situations
110 - Cooperates with others in planning daily schedule
111 - Manages time efficiently
112 - Organizes well
113 - Keeps accurate records
114 - Is attentive to conditions that affect the health and

safety of students
115 - Organizes work so that substitute teachers can function

with a minima of lose of learning for students
116 - Other (specify)

200 - Motivating Learners

201 - Motivates by positive feedback, praise, and rewards
202 - Is responsive to the needs, aptitudes, talents, and learning

styles of students
203 - Develops learning activities that are challenging to

students
204 - Provides opportunities for student expression in music,

drama, and other artistic forms
205 S-Stimulates students to participate in class discussions

and activities
206 -Generates a sense of enthusiasm among students
207 -HSelps students experience social and intellectual

satisfactions
208 - Relates achievement in school to life outside it
209 - Other (specify)

300 - Relationships with Students

301 - Collects pertinent information about students and main-
tains the confidentiality of it
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POA

701W 5

Evaluates

Evaluator

School Year

25

CHECK:
Teacher
Ada.DTlTfin NEDSs

Position_ _ _,__ ,_

Position_._...

Date

DIRECTIONS: Evaluate* lists number of descriptor(s) (Col. 2) that rep-
resents area(s) where improvement is needed. Evaluator lists number of des-
criptor(s) (Col. 3) that also indicate area(s) in which the Evaluatee
should sake improvementss. In Col. 4 the twv may indicate consensus.
These vill be needs that will be addressed during the evaluation period.

FOR TEACHERS FOR ADMINISTRATORS

Responsibility Eval' Eval' CON- sponsibilit Eval' Eval' COW-
Criteria tee tar SENSUS Criteria tee S ENSUS
Col. I Col.2 Col.3 Col.4 Col. I Col.2 Col.3 Col.4

100-Planning/ 100-Organ. 4
Organizing Mai.

200-Motivating 200-Cammi-
Learners nations

300-Relation- 300-Personnel
ships with manage.
Students

400- Utilising 400-1anage.
Resources of Stu-

dents

500-Instrue- 00-Hanage.
tional of 1n-
Techniques struction

600-Prof e- 600-rofession-
sional al Growth/
Growth/ Raspons.
Develop ._____

700-RAlation- 700-Manage. of
ships with Facilities
Parents 0-FMacil/-

T ER (Specify) 800-FinanCl/
business
Wanane.

900-Prof essio
al Comp.I/
Improve.

OTHER (Specify)

Signatures:

(zvaluatee) (Evaluator)
Date of conference: COPIES: Orig.: Evaltee; Copy: Eval'tor

[260]
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Figure 3.1

gsnpie of Objective and Actien Plan
Tember
Ads./Supo. -

alustee________'____________ -ot - - ----___________

Evalustor:

School Year 
bate.

F 1 mber of Descript ort . .. . .

uO eSOp licit.- . t.tO ddifd. utc O d method of measuremant of results.

I vill increase my effectiveness in using instructional materials, supplies, and
techniques so that at the end of an introductory unit in science, 65 percent of
my students will achieve instructional objectives in metric measurement and the
forming of tenable hypotheses regarding clas demonstrations. Results will be
measured by a practical laboratory test prepared by the teacher.

Action Plan: State steps or activities that will be eonducted to achieve the objective

Also, indicate appruaimate date uhen each will be caopleted.

1. students will witness a series of desenetratios and describ* what they see,
learning to distinguish between collecting data and writing a inclusion.
(To be completed during first week)

2. Students vill be blindfolded for seme of the oaboe demonstrations.

3. A science-ath tees-teaching approach to the decimal system and the metric system

of measuremmat vill help students learn hbe to use a metric ruler.

4. Students vili use household item to judge length. eight, and voluse In the

metric system. (All durtag the time the Introductory unit is being taught

5. After seeing the teacher set up an activity. "hands On" experinvt, students

wiii predict plausible hypotheses and perform tests to check If theirs to

the correct one. (by the end of the period)

AgSSSSNVET F UESgTS: (To be empleted by Evalucee mad revievd by Evaluator

Check * Objective vas: Reviewed b ,taluater:

geerwt valesc**'s As"6011011
Fully AchievedDo*C v.eu.se
Partially Achieved (o) -CuA

Not Achieved (0)

(5) Expianstions required: use separate sheet (e) Elatisrequird s

got.: Attach Form Cs to Suinative Evalustion Report (Form 0). COlS: Origtal to

Eveluacee; Copy to Evaluator.

P% A
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POA

FOSM D
SUNHATIVE EVALUATION REPOT

Evaluate.

Evaluator

School Year

Position

Position

ASSESSMENT Of OVERALL PERFORMANCE (Only Evaluator assesses overall per-
formance. ASSESSMENT KEY: EE a E ceptionally of fective, with comendation;
E * Effective; NS aNeeds Strengthening; U * Unsatisfactory. (The latter
two ratings require explanation in COMENT$ section.)
FOR TEAClElS: ASSESSMENT

100 Planning and Organizing
200 Motivating Learners
300 Relationships with Students .........................
400 - Utilizing Resources
00 - Instructional Techniques
600 - Professional Grovth and Responsibility..............
700 Relationships with Parents ...... .............

FOR ADMINISTRATORS; ASSESSMENT

100 Organization and Administration...................
200 Coinunications Managment .................
300 Personnel Management .....................
400 Management of Students .......................
500 Management of Instruction..................
600 Management of Services ..................
700 - Management of facilities ..... .......
800 - Financial/Business Management ............
900 Professional Competencies and Improvement .

COIeTS:
(If more space is needed, merovers* side)

SIGNATURES:

Evaluate* Date

EVALUATOR Date
(Signatures do not necessarily imply agreement, only that process was
completed.) COPIES: Original - Central Office; Copy for Evaluatee and
Copy for Evaluator.

[262j"
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Performance Objectives Approach

EX2 1 GLEN ELLYN PUBLIC SCHOOLS (Illinois) [263)

APPRAISING CERTIFICATED PERSONiEL Pr.P~.\gCE

Procedure

A basic premise of the appraisal program is that the appraiser and appraisee have similar goals
in mind--the constant improvement of the school and district instructional program and the pro-
fessional growth of the individual. The appraisal can be successful only if there is complete
articulation and communication between the appraiser and the appraisee. The means used to estab-
lish and to insure communication must be fully understood by both parties. The appraiser vill
need to explain fully his or her expectations, philosophy and mode of operation. The appraisee
needs to understand the district and school philosophy, the definition of his or her position and
what is expected of him or her. Candor and honesty characterize the approach to be used in the
relationships fostered in the appraisal program.

The primary role for the staff member's I-prevement will be the responsibility of the staff membe:
The supervisor's role will be one of aiding the staff member with positive and definite recommen-
dations for improvement and insuring that the educational program is being maintained at a level
of high quality. At the junior high level the principal may assign specific evaluative respon-
sibilities to his or her assistant principal and/or director of student activities.

Full compliance with this evaluation procedure shall not be a condition precedent to the removal
or dismissal of a teacher except when the removal or dismissal is for incompetence.

Implementation of the appraisal program is based cn Redfern's HcW to Appraise Teaching Perfornanc
and consists of the following:

I. Conferences: Generally, the conferences are designed to provide two-way communication.
Both the appraisee and the appraiser should be ready to contribute and share ideas.

A. Scheduled Conferences:

1. 1st Conference: The purpose of the first conference is. to become better acquainted
discuss responsibilities n- determine some pecific objectives that the staff mem-
ber would like to work toward during the ye-ir (i.e., improvement of reading program
use of audiovisual materials, discipline, etc.)

The conference will be su-marized briefly in a written form by the supervisor.
The appraisee will be provided a copy of the summary.

2. 2nd Conference: The purpose of the second conference will be to discuss what
progress has been made toward the objectives established at the first conference
and to take an inventory of the appraisee's work up to that time.

B. Non-scheduled Conferences:

During the course of the year there may be times when the .appraisee or appraiser
will feel the need for a crnfercince. It is hoped that neither party will feel any.
reluctance to request a cunfertnice.

II. Observations: Observations are designed to provide the appraiser with information about
the instructional program and objectives of the appraisee. This information will be used
to assist the appraisee in improving his or her program.

A. Scheduled Classroom Obser-:ations

There must be a minimum of tvo scheduled observations for every member of the staff.
Staff members new to the district will have a minimum of two scheduled observations
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yeas o amlament. A supervisor will si

per semester during the first two years of e pl3Yt. A suersorwy sa

least forty (40) minutes for each observation. Staff members may request a

observations.

A copy of all observation summaries 
should be provided for and discussed 

with

certificated employee as soon as 
possible.

B. Unscheduled Classroom Observations

During the year the appraiser will make casual observations. These follow no

pattern, havu no purpouc othur than kupini ;him , r ur informed about what is

transpiring in the different classes.

III. Documentation: Any information dealing with an appraisee's evaluation will be shared

with that appraisee. The appraisee has the opportunity to submit any additional docu-

mentation for his or her file. The appraiser will k eep a folder on each appraisee in

which copies of correspondence and observation an. cinfidrnce summaries are kept. This

information is strictly for the appraiser's benefit 4nd is shared with the appraise

concerned.

The superintendent's office each spring will request the appraiser to report on Certifi-

cated Personnel Performance Appraisal forms a brief 
suhhary of an appraisee's performance

for that year. This summary will be shared with the appraisee and 
signed by both the

appraiser and appraisee. The appraisee must be provided the opportunity 
to add any com-

ments he or she wishes as an attachment to the sumary before it is communicated to the

superintendent. If probationary recormendtius ar..; Ling considered, appraisals must

be submitted to the superintendent's office well in advancE. of February 1.

The Certificated Personnel Performance 
Appraisal shall be prepared in triplicate and

distributed as follows: 1. Appraisee; 2. Appraiser 3. Superintendent.

USE OF CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

Procedure

A given certificated employee functions in many 
situations; however, the three areas which receive

emphasis in the Certificated Personnel 
Performance Appraisal appear to constitute 

the major empha-

sis of his or her work. It should be understood that these three areas 
of emphasis or respons-

ibility are not restrictive 
and that the appraisee and 

appraiser will broaden the 
scope as the

situation demands. Suggestions for use of the appraisal form:

1. Instructional Program (Redfern)

The instructional responsibilities of the staff member are of prime significance in con-

sideration of total job performance. The specific nature of the activities comprising

instruction must be identified. Effectiveness may be judged with reference to the following'

factors:

a. Extent and quality of basic preparation.

b. Degree to which knowledge is current and 
abreast with developments.

c. Evidence of planning and good organization.

d. Rapport with pupils.

e. Recognition of differences in capacities and interests of pupils.
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[2651
f. Extent to which instructional techniques are resourcefulcreative and challenging.

g. Others.

II. Social Fluency

A successful educator is more than a purveyor of subject matter; he or she is a humanist
reflecting a talent in human relations. He or she is obliged to know, to understand and
be able to communicate and consult with pupils, parents and staff members. This is some-
times called the "public relations" aspect of education, giving that personal touch whici
humanizes education.

III. Professional Participation

Professional participation embraces many activities. Staff members have a great deal to
contribute to the solution of perplexing educational problems and are obliged to partici
in work seeking better solution to thel. He or she should be willing:

a. To contribute time and knowledge to the development of curricular materials.

b. To develop better teaching materials in his or her own classes.

c. To participate in groups and committees in the development of instructional material!
which may be used by the system as a whole.

d. Other.

PROCEDURES FOR APPRAISING PERSONNEL PERFORP!A:CE--SHARED RESPONSIBILITY

There are certain situations in which appraisal responsibilities are shared. Personnel who ar
assigned to more than one building present a particular set of problems in making an effort to
assure an effective appraisal program. The following procedures will identify the administrator
who has/have the basic responsibility of specialist appraisals:

I. Music specialists (general and instrumental)

The Director of Music will assume the basic responsibility for the performance appraisal
of the instrumental and general music specialists when their assignments are on the elemt
tary level. He or she will consult with the building principals involved and submit cop:
of the appraisals to.the specialists and the principals. He or she will assume a cooper
role with the junior high school principal for evaluation of the instrumental and vocal
music specialists on the junior high level. The basic responsibility for the performance
appraisal of these specialists when assigned on the junior high level will rest with the
junior high school principal.

II. Physical Education specialists

The Assistant Superintendent of Inntrtiction will nr"umr the banic renponnibility for the
performance appraisal of the phyIcal education specialists. lie or she will consult witi
the building principals involved and submit copies of the appraisals to the specialists
and the principals.

III. Librarians

The Director of Library Services will assure the basic responsibility for the performanc;
appraisal of the librarians. le or she will consult with the building principals involv.
and submit copies of the appraisal to the librarians and the principals.
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Years of Service - Dist. 41 _

SCHOOL DISTRICT 041
GLrI ELLYN, ILLINOIS

Certificated Personnel Performance Appraisal

Name of Appraisee School

Subject/Grade Level Year of Appraisal

Type of Class(es)_0._ _ _ __ _ _

(include size, composition, *ubject arca)

Performance appraisal is a planned program to promote better understanding of
the requirements of a positic'n, to explain over-all expectations of adminis-
tration, to recognize teac!1cr crnpetence and to encourage professional growth.
Through the appraisal process, the appraiser and the appraisee will be able to
identify ascendant qualities, as well as areas for improvement. This procedure
should result in a prescription for improvement of teaching performance.

The following over-all impcrati-es are basic in the performance of teaching.
The appraiser is to write a su..ary evaluation under each area, with particular
emphasis upon accomplishments, clirrent inadequ'icles, efforts made for over-
coming deficiencies, and suggestions for the future.

1. Instructional Program:

2. Social Fluency:

3. Professional Participation:

4. Appraisee Comment:

Signature of Appraisee

Signature of Appraiser
Date

Please use back of page for additional comments.
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Albuquerque Public Schools Tenure Teacher Appraisal

I. AC[GROUND267

During the school year of 1976-77, a group of teachers

acting as a subcommittee of one. of the area teacher advisory

councils made some recommendations to the district superintendent

about the need for appraisal of tenure teachers and suggested

possible procedures for the district.

'n the summer and fall of 1977, the district superinten-

dent reviewed these recomendations and appointed a committee of

teachers, principals, and .other administrators to develop a process

for the appraisal of tenure teachers based on available research

and the existing comprehensive plan for evaluation of APS adminis-

trators while incorporating teacher and principal concerns.

Research reviewed by the committee suggested the

following assumptions:

That evaluation improves instruction.

That evaluation concerns what happens to learners.

That teachers want feedback as to how they are doing.

That the major contribution of a teacher is made in
the classroom.

That the effectiveness of an appraisal process is
enhanced by involving the people to be appraised.

That evaluation of teachers is most effective when
conducted openly with teacers' full involvement and
awareness.

That joint goal setting can be an effective evaluation
method.

That each teacher has a unique and respected method
of instruction that can function within the framework
of the school's and district's policy.

That to be really effective, an appraisal process must
be continually monitored, evaluated, modified, and
updated.

(1)



That the appraisal process will improve the overall26$]
instructionaj program in schools.

That evaluation can lead to more effective counication
between administration and staff.

That parents can be more confident in schools where there
is a systematic evaluation procedure for all personnel.

Based on these assumptions the committee agreed that

there are several reasons for establishing a tenure teacher

evaluative process, among which are the following: (1) to assure

the public that school personnel are being evaluated, (2) to appraise

classroom instruction on a systematic basis; (3) to support teachers

on a regular basis, thereby providing positive reinforcement as

teachers endeavor to do a good job; (4) to benefit teachers who

seek advanced positions or who are transferred from one school to

another, and '(5) to encourage professional development among

district staff members.

The committee met throughout the school year, 1977-78.

Zz successive meetings, the committee reviewed and discussed

available research on the evaluation of teachers, including pro-

cedures for appraisal and effectiveness of those procedures, .

articles on accountability systems, and forms and scales implement-

ing- personnel appraisal processes (See bibliography). The

committee also weighed teachers' concerns about the evaluation

process and principals' concerns with implementation. In addition,

the Albuquerque Public Schools' teacher job descriptions for all

levels were studied. Next, a comprehensive evaluative procedure

was.developed. During this phase of committee work, the committee

members took progress reports to teacher and principal groups.

Further study and revision of forms convinced the ccmittee that

implementation without sufficient faculty involvement would be

(2)
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premature. Therefore, the conittee recormended that each school

should develop its own self-appraisal form in late spring. (See

Tnime Line) The pilot aspect of the committee's task was thus

eliminated. Finally, the comittee felt that the total appraisal

process should be scrutinized during and after the first year of

implementation and that needed revisions subsequently be made.

The committee will be available during 1978-79 to

assist faculty and schools in the imp emntation of the appraisal

process. This orientation begins with these activities: (1) the

principals will be given an orientation session in the spring of

1978; (2) the teacher advisory councils will be given an crienta-

tion session in the spring of 1973, and (3) the principal and

teacher advisory councils will be given an inserlics session on

June 6, 1978, on methods of implementing the process fbr the fall

of 1973-79.

(3)



1II. Tenure Teacher Accraisal Process [270]

Philosocphv. 'he teacher performance appraisal process proposes

to maintain the best possible education for students in the

Albuquerque Public Schools by promoting the instructional growth

of teachers. A positive process of staff appraisal and development

has the purpose of recognition of instructional strengths and the

identification of areas for the improvement of instruction.

Goals.

1. To provide instructional performance reviews for all
tenure teachers over a period of time.

2. To establish open and cooperative communications among
all teachers and administators within a school
environment.

3. To provide a consistent district-wide process for the
continuing instructional growth of teachers.

School .,evel Procedures

1. The procedure will be a joint-goal approach. These
goals will be set by the teacher in consulation with
t.e principal.

2. A :inim of one-fourth of the tenure staff in each
school will be evaluated each year. * The teachers to be
evaluated will be selected. randomly according to a
system devised by each school.

3. Each school staff will develop its own teacher self-appraisal
form. .This self-appraisal form will utilize the fi7e
categories listed below. Individual teacher self-appraisals
will be used in determining at least three individual goals.
(See examples of self-appraisal forms, p. 6)

a. Classroom Management
b. Instruction
c. Communications and relationships with students, parents,

administration, support staff, and other teachers.
d. Resources Management
e. Self -Improvement

4. A conference will be held in the fall in wiIch the teacher
and principal work cooperatively to agree on the goals to
be stated and recorded on the APS Tenure Teachers' Appraisal
form. (See p. 10)

5.. In the spring, a conference between the teacher and principal
will be held to assess the accomplishment of t.e teacher's
stated goals. The forms assessing the gcals will be
completed by the principal, signed by the teacher, and
submitted to' the Personnel Office by way of the Area Office
by June 15.

(5)



TEACHER SZLF APPRA':SAL

?Oacc: a Naze 3o=ec or Grad*

Diracti s: a professional teaching staff mber, you are
asxcl r. O SIAM each of tohe followin; questions and to
responds c , nq (x) in zhe box that best describes your
a~ncwer stion,

The purpose of this se praisal is to suggest to you te
areas where ovC:ra? \a ninc portorance tq:ht be rofined.
?he ev1uza,.on a:;o ts'snothr pupaoseth renforcan; b

coiuaon of ;oo/w . s awLeady in operation. Your
participation is V, a-a -c iution and is
appreciated as muc..

Z. CLASSROOM MAAGWIENT

1. Do I regard zy classroom as an t:: aal part to fit
the larger school envix : en

2 . Do my plans conts'= us a .. .asve materials and
activi4ties to be used r 4. on 'th different

. .. ul~es,

3. Do I maintain an objecZ.ve, reasonable attitude in the
classroom without overreact.n; to :inc* -r-tions
the classroom?

4. Do I establish reasonable rules for th c a

5. Do consistently enforce established so

6. Do I use positive encouragement and supportive

' 7. Do Z handle discipliLe in the classroom rather t. n
looking to the principal for resolution?.

l. Do Iestablish a stimulatinq physical envIronne bo

leamn4Aq?

t. Do I begin and and class promptly with a posit 7e
attitude?

10. Do I prepare myself for each lesson each day With the
use of. concise effective lesson plans?

M ISTRUCTONAL/C7RtC.ta ' ThIUor

1. Do I develop a program tha: reflects goals and
objectives as stated in the C.D.P.?

Data

d I

I 2

.- I 
-

I 
-

I-

(6)
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2.oDo : have command f tate :kowlidg of he subject
being taught? A

3.o o Z adIust m t . s\ d irnstrucolonal strategies
to meet the2 10yveol of Students?

4 * co I have a fai: and just method of evaluatizq
st-denz performance?

5. S o : tilize he divers *,f f*of e- al d! ferences
t..orouqh cotJa '.ity yeso c 010 x .6%tho livS of
Students?

6. o : identify vaxius orSrna methods tua are
best suied for toe acAf'0 t cb S.Ated
objeciLv*? U006.160C U- 6.4M.40"sessay
wriziag, etc.)

7 *Do provide loaxninq activities that a:. sufficiently
varied so that all pupils participa: ... IwLnq
activities?

8. Do provide oppor. tfntis for develo 4, C va
Lhiocing and .prohem solvinq a;Proac ytujf-dents?

9* Do make realistic assignqmnts consi.c::.nq the
emotional, physical and acadcamc development of
students?

lo. Do C direc pupi ls in Learning to us those mate iajsa
from whic they will contiaue to Learn after lea ie
school in order that they 3=y S4k more knowledqa
thie sUject?

Iz:. crot eCct?:o
1. Do : share ideas and other materials with my peers?

2. Am I aware of school rulet, regulations, and policies
and able to diswuss these With the various persons

.concerned?

3. o :listen to and undArstand what others are saying
(parents. staff, pupils)?

A SC D

~# 0a ~
M0

* 4 a
- ~ 4

~0
0 ~

0
9, 0 0
o ~

- miniI it
mimi - m

~mm m mm m mm

mm mm in

~LIi~
IU~
in

1 m.mmmm

- - I - -k~ K
a ~ m'rt~

- ITfl
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4. duc parent conferences in a positive manner?

5. Do get alon it my peers?

6. Do give my en opportunities to join in class
discussions s.. ac b -stened t, and try to do less
talking myys I

7 1. Do use positive, encouraging, and supportive
c::. ti rather ihan discouragement, 4sapproval, blame,
or shame w1:4 both my peers and students?

So Do : take Personal inte. st in tudents?

:V. RE3OURC!S .ANAEMInra

1. Do utia4e the Meda'
prognaa?

2. Do make audosual materials integral compon-
ents of my instuucton?

3. Do I share materials with other teacheI

4. Do I maJhe use of the support personnel on 01hool,
the Area Office, and Cantral Office?

So Do I create my own resources when necessary?.

6. Do I keep up with the Iatest publications in my
teaching area (periodicals, texthooks, etc.)?

7. Do I share responsibility for the inventory, care
and proper use of the facilities, equipment, and
supplies?

I. Do Z make use of available educational resources
of the co=u=nity in classrooa procedures?

-5. Do 1 make use of test results in planning my
instruction?

10. .Do I mae use of the school's C.D.P. in developing
my teaching units?

9 1 ;!

p - U - m - ~ - I

ill-I
~ ~I I

- - a -

~imi~i - I

I I I
I I ~ j

- irnin I -

0-1-I Iif;~

(8)
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X

49

Do ys to ake use of the students as resource ?

V.v SZta 0V.PRCV%..rN0tt'

1. Do work toward ZV ent through fomarI courses or
&A advanced deqrv

2.0D00 1 af- S) in0.001:.6 i n U&pV A ;rft'cipatizq in workshops

provided by the Axe& office or I.he'"District?

3. Oo participate iz szhool-basod activities?

4. Do Zseek ta analy:* my own ora .c L

S.Do wi" Ingly ask for sugg Ions or izpzzIvement?

6. Do : swrive for imrvme .ive pa::t.cipa-
%ion in professional ;rowth actuvi"mes?

7. DO :espet and contxibuts to the accmplisrments of
staft by coopezative plazzi&u?

I. Do1" sbaxrrplans, ideas, materials, and fa .. 1t-s

9. Do : serve willlzglyO in-school co itta s?

10. Do Z contact :esourwe people for assisza . -nneeded?

dC 7 D
d9J~

41d

K.1H
-ii

-'i-

(9)



COAL SOATiET:

ALSUtQUEqAUZ PULIC SCCOLS
TEmURE TACUZR APPRAUISAL

NAME OF ACHER

SHOOL

STEPS TO ACOMPISR GCAL

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

2ate ETn2eee Aemo1 s'.met:

(14)

SC3COL ZTAR

CATEGORY

WAYS TO KEASUR! SVCcSS

2.

3.

4.

5.

40

[275]
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/ /

(' L ?3 2 2 4 s 6 7 9

( a goal) Nor Acanevac ACa.LVe

CCZMENS:-

COAL r 12 3 46 7 3 9
U Z* goal) Not Acevec Acnaeva-

GCOALI: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S
(SC~AZ4 goal) Nor. ACA-1.ve a:e

C MMTS: ~9

GCOALrV (opti.onal) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10
Saegoal) Not AC.4* A.-e

COKMNs:

GCOAL V (Optional) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
StateA*goal)vUO iGaV

.(15)
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THE TEACHING/LEARNING CYCLE TERMS: Components

ESSON for diagnostic teaching and mastery learning
L N * appropriate level of content
PLAN * appropriate for different learning styles

* includes variety of student output

*classroom rules
'physical arrangement

B AARDS *management of materials
*interaction patterns
*procedures for getting ready
*sponge activity planned
*materials ready for use
*use of time on attendance, record keeping, etc.

*focus students

OCUS*state objective for leorninq
*establishpurpose ,
*establish transfer (if possible)
*provide motivation

T E A C H

GUIDED
'?.CTICeJ

CHECK POINT

CLOSURE

INDEPENDENT
PRACTICE

MONITOR & ADJUST

Input m provide information
*explanation of concept
*state definitions -+t
*identify critical attributes ++-

*provide examples +
*Model

(++these items particularly
critical when teaching an
abstract concept,e.g. democrz
May not be relevant/appropri
when teaching a practice-
oriented concepte.g.capital
letters.)

Check for understanding/comprehension
*pose key questions
*ask students to explain concept, definitions, attributes

in their own words
*have students discriminate between examples and non-examples

*use active participation devices

*planned monitort4 activity under -i:t teacher ctoervisio.n,

*objective directlyrelated to activity

*overt responses elicited that demonstrates 
behavior in objective

*provide .specific knowledge of results
*reteach when required

*informal testing situation where appropriate

*statement of the learning from the students
*knowledge of results for the teacher
*students perform behavior alone

*additional practice
'follow-up homework related directly to objective

*reinforcement of learning
*knowledge of results

*should be done throughout the entire teaching/learning cycle.

[2791



Texas Teacher Appraisal System

Historical Development [2801

House Bill 72, enacted by the 68th Legislature, second called session,
directed the State Board of Education to adopt an appraisal process and

criteria with which to appraise the performance of teachers for career
ladder purposes. The Legislature mandated that the criteria be based

upon observable, job-related behaviors. The State Board of Education
was further directed to provide: (1) at least two appraisals during
each of the two appraisal periods within the regular school year; (2) a
uniform training program for appraisers of teacher performance,
including uniform appraiser certification standards; and (3) inclusion

of teacher self-appraisal in the appraisal process. In response to this
mandate, the State Board of Education adopted a timeline for development
of the teacher appraisal system in January of 1985. To assist in this
endeavor, a Teacher Appraisal Advisory Committee (TAAC) composed of

teachers, administrators, regional education service center personnel,
and representatives from institutions of higher education, was appointed
by the State Board of Education.

Texas Education Agency staff conducted a review of literature on

teaching effectiveness, surveyed other states where statewide appraisal
systems had been implemented, and gathered information from 156 school
districts in Texas regarding the teacher evaluation systems used in

those districts. Subsequently, a job-relatedness survey, which had as
items those behaviors identified in the previous processes, was

conducted. Thirty thousand teachers, stratified by gender,

race/ethnicity, teaching field, teaching assignment, and years of

experience were asked to respond to items in terms of observability,
importance, and frequency of use. Approximately 17,000 responses were
received. A list of teaching behaviors to be considered for inclusion
in the appraisal instrument was derived from this survey.

The State Board of Education Committee on Personnel reviewed materials,

directed revisions, and authorized an expert review of the draft

materials in September of 1985. Nationally recognized educators

participating in the review of materials included Dr. John Goodlad of
the University of Washington, Dr. Richard Manatt of Iowa State

University, Dr. Lester Solomon of the Georgia State Department of
Education, and Brigadier General Billy Bowles, a military evaluation and

staff development expert.

In October of 1985, a pilot program was implemented in six school
districts: Slaton, Santa Rosa, Seguin, Grandfalls-Royalty, Port Arthur,
and New Boston. Ninety local appraisers in these districts were trained
by Performance Assessment Systems, Inc. of Athens, Georgia to use the
appraisal instrument and procedures. More than 1,400 teachers were

appraised during the pilot study. Further revisions of the instrument
and procedures were made during this training. Data regarding such
factors as time requirements, attitudes, and usability of performance
indicators wire collected during this study.

On February 6 and 8 of 1986, comments and concerns of teachers,

administrators, and professional organizations were given at a public
hearing conducted by the State Board of Education. Revisions of the

2



[281)
appraisal system were made as a result of' the public hearings and of the
findings of the pilot study.

In April and May of 1986 approximately 270 individuals were trained to
deliver training to school district appraisers during the summer of

1986. Forty-six percent of these trainers were staff members from
regional education service centers, fifty-two percent were school
district personnel, and two percent were staff from institutes of higher
education.

Approximately 13,000 appraisers received the initial 43-hour training
during the summer of 1986. Course content included study of the
statutory requirements and State Board of Education rule addressing the
appraisal of certified personnel, the appraisal instrument and
procedures, including scoring and practice in application of the
appraisal procedures under simulated conditions. Each participant was
tested on knowledge of the system and on proficiency .in scoring
videotaped segments of instruction. A standard of 70 percent
proficiency was set by the State Board of Education.

The Texas Teacher Appraisal System was implemented on a statewide basis
in the fall of 1986. The first appraisal period was designated as a
practice period and actual summative appraisals began during the second
appraisal period. Some changes (i.e., the removal of zeros from the
observation record form and a modification of the requirements for
professional growth plans) were made by the State Board of Education in
January 1987. Also, standards were set for the rating of teacher
performance for career ladder decisions.

In February of 1987 an advisory committee composed of teachers,
administrators, professional organizations, and education service center
appraisal trainers met in Austin to develop recommendations regarding
areas for improvement of the appraisal system. The findings of that
group were presented to the Committee for Personnel at the March meeting
of the State Board of Education. The recommendations of the advisory
committee as well as the analyses of data collected during the first
appraisal period provided the bases for further refinement and
modification of the TTAS. Refinements to date include a reduction in
the number of criteria and the number of indicators, development of a
whole instrument scoring procedure, simplification of the Teacher
Assessment of Instructional Goals and Outcomes, and movement of
exceptional quality scoring to the criterion level.

Training updates and proficiency checks were completed by all eligible
appraisers during the summer of 1987, with modifications implemented on
September 1, 1987.

In the summer of 1987, the Second Called Session of the 70th Legislature
passed House Bill 173, which reflected changes in the state appraisal
system. Amendments to 19 TAC, Chapter 149, Subchapter C, were made in
response to this bill to include appraisal by grade level or department
chairpersons, reduction in the number of required appraisals for
eligible teachers, and evaluation of nondegreed teachers. Later that
year the State Board of Education provided for local board approved
leaves of absence for teachers without career ladder penalty.

3
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Snoo O. ret SU R I TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Campus J 7 Texas Teacher Appraisal System

Observation/Evaluation Record

Observaton ecore a:ae
Evaluation Acrl ae L0-2.

School Year 19...[282.

Teacner. M A . ........Assignment/Gracie 5. .Appraisal PerooO O 2 fcw00%W

Appraiser( Tie Teacrer's Supervisor........,...... Other Appraiser

Subject Area Observed AMaA Observation Date 10 87
Beginning Time /& : Enoing Time .L/-'.Ak ... Screruied .Z Unscnedued

TEACHER'S SuPERVIsoR:
I After each formal obeaNetlon an OBSERVATION RECORD must be completed fo Domains .V. Record the date on wncn tne OR s com.

pitted en te space provided i nth upper ngt han corner of this form.
2 For ea didiceesr obuefd r Cor ardlt. circe me numbers I Evidence worwig idcar r whch credit a deeded mum tbe cuiente

An the Space provided.
3. For each cifterion We whIch Eceptlonal Ouaty iS aweeded, aile fte numeral 3. Evidence concenng te bass 4fr awarding F0 credit

must be documented in the space provided.
a At the end of each appraisal perod and/or prior te the M ummedve esnference, an EVALUATION RECORD must be developed. Review

tme completed OBSERVATION RECORD(S) and ny cumulative data collected up o me ena of tIe apOraDal ped to determine whemer
changes need to be made regaring SE ana Cr t. Recor me date Me EVALUATION RECORD is developed in me sp provided in
me upper ngnt "and corner of this form. If a tme data there are no Changee to be mede. complete oeow 5 a 6 below. If previue.
y sw arded SE or 0 credIt We t ibe denle t ke g the circedW numeral. If credit which wee previoasly denied We new to be award.

ed. circle me appropiate numeral. Initial oe e ange r tadreco m ention t subsantate the eangetrs) in e space Provied.
5. For Oomael V, credit :s automaticany awam entatin justfifee denal.
6. For each domain, recore Me total credits asm appraisal ped (SE * EO) in te " e proved.
OTHER APPRAISER(S):
I. After each formal obeerveden, an EVALUATION C D completed for Domane WV. Record me date on wsich me ER is com

pitted in me space proved n me upper ngm h th form.
2. For each Indicator obeerved end/or credited, circle:t Evidence concerning te baa on which credit for an indcator has been

denied must be documented in the spe proved.
3. For each arter on for wh h Ecepional Credit is awF numeral 3. Evidence concerning the basis for awarding Eo credit

must be documented in the space provided.
4. For each doma, record the total credits earned in the
5. If the teacher's superior has wared me teacher's performW than sasfactoy, review documentation aid score Domain V

. InstructIonal StratogIos

1. Provides opportunities for students to participate act Ia. vanee wcvts appropnatefm
and successfully. inteas wi groms appropnaey

SONCIN $UAW" pamekon

W tudrWIN l~t~fextended re5pOn5mWtt0bU nteW"
0. provides ine for reepone

1. implements at appropnat@ eval

&aeeDOO~-10 Gw

sE

2. Evaluates and provides feedback on student progress dur-
ing instruction.

A .~ af A -$Ak 2sa
K 0nnSi $f/'. bK $ tt. M/ j #l lAd.2 JAid )

re- on/ We.,1.. WPrs F 5 ,hAS~

52

a. munatee learnin eapeatons
5. mentors sudent per frmance
c. wlcitis reoponsesfdemontratone for

d. *nforcac correct responeof

provdee orrctive ftdai
clafnies/none needed

f. reteachesroe needed

Exceptional Qua lty

FOR EVALUATION RECORD
00MAIN CREDIT TOTAL

3

(SE * EQ)

3

I



t1i, Classroom Management and Organization

3. Organizes materials and students.

- mSadam a A 4 Lt

&P&eA 3d4 M/ai4edL

4. Maximizes amount of time available for instruction.

6. Manages student behavior.

S

A { A

A004

6.Teaches for cognitive, affectime and/or psychonmotow lear-
ning and transfer.

53

Ill. Presentation of Subject Matter

a scores student attention
0 uses procsdures/routines
c. gives clear administrative iec.

[283]

6'OnS/rtone needed
maintains appropriate seating/
grouping

0. has materalslaids/factlities ready

Exceptionel Quality

a. begins pmpyvoios waste at end
b. imlements appropriate sequence of

activitie
c. maintains appropnate pece
d. maintans focus
a. keps students engaged

Ioepesinel Quettty

a. specific expectations for behavior'
none needed

b. prevensoff-t sbeavinone

C. redirecthlstope inapproPriateldisruptive
boh-vi-o nood-W
appies rules c otntly and fair.
yinom needed

enforces behavior appropnately

lixwoww ommty

FOR EVALUATION RECORD
DOMAIN CREDIT TOTAL

(SE * EO)

a. begins wit appropriate intoducton
b. presents information in apprpnate

sequence
c. relates content to priorfluture learning
d. defineldeescribes concepts: skills. at.

titudes. intrets
e elaboratscrftiaattributs
f. stresses generaliationpnciple/rule
g. provides for application
h. closes instruction appropriately

Exceptional QualIty 3

0

'5

0

3

3

0

0

0
3



II. Presentation of Subject Matter (continued)

17. Uses effective communication skills.

IV. Learning Environment

8. Uses strategies to motivate students for learning.

Teacne e

a . maks no Significant errors
- exailsf content/tascgsi clearly
c stresses Imoorant oInts/oamensfons
d uses correct grammar
* us*S accurate language

comonstrates written skills

Exceptional Gualty

FOR EVALUATION RECORD
DOMAIN CREDIT TOTAL

a. recites content to Interests/
AwinmP6

3

(SE * EO)

b. emphasizes valueimportance of
activitylcontent

C. reinforcespraos efforts
w-________________d. Challenges students

Ezceptione Quality

9. Maintains supportive environment.a.aVoids SM/negative criticism
b. esaia tasclimate of courtesy
C. encourages slowlreeuctant students

" A 6Jd. establish and maintains positive
rappwt

as :6 & A - " tst Al FO R Ev A LU A TIO N EC O R n
OOMAiN CREDIT TOTAi K

V. Professional Growth and RSponsiblitis

10. Plans for and engages in professional development, a. nro a o -

S

SE + EO)

PF-Vwwww ff wwwlFW~qirlwnls Of
none needed

b. stays current in Content taught
C. stays current in Instructional

methodology

54



V. professional Growth and Responsibilities
(continued)

ii. Interacts and communicates with parents.

12. Comolies with policies, operating procedures, and
requirements.

13. Promotes and evaluates studio

Teacher M r. A

a. Initiates communications with parents , I
as appropriate [285]

1 conduct conferences wit parents n
accordance with local policy

c reports student progress to students
d maintains confidentiaity

a. folows TEA requirements
b. folows dtrncticapuS poicses/

C. pedfms assnd dutes
o. I -m aUWW m nfttdr

nt growth. a. pacipates in goalsetting
b. PlasInM uti
c. documents progress
4. maintains records

_ _ _ rpr progessa

FOR EVALUATION RECORD
DOMAIN CREDIT TOTAL

Com nts:5 i 1 4

ITeacherStnatureWDateRMived OR

T the ture/Dam st 0-d EA

Appraiser SignaturelDate Completed OR

. a. o--1
Appraser Signature/Date Completed ER

Date of Conference
litanyy)

Date of Conference
(if any)

(The signature of the teacher indicates that he/she has reviewed and received a copy of this record.)

ornqis Coy-cer offie 55
Copy v2-Tacher's Supenisor
Copy .- Tescher

I

I
I
I

(SE)

1
i

rww
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Artistic Model -- 8 [290)

. The Disclosure of Classroomu t- -

Chaiter IV-

Mr. Hannon: "I wonder why the oceans never fill up."-

Introduction

The first section of this chapter presents a general picture of

Mr. Hannon's classroom. It examines the independent activities he

arranges for children and the intellectual discussions they have *bout

various topics. In addition to describing these aspects of his

classroom, each is interpreted and appraised.

Following this section is the disclosure of a science lesson,

exemplifying the intellectual discussion.. It is also portrayed on

videotape. Finally., a short section comments upon part of an-hour-lon'g

reading lesson, also on videotape. In this retling-lesson, Mr. Hannon

engages in an intellectual discussion with a group while other children

work dn teacher-striictured independent. activities....

A General View

Students' drawings and poetry are pinned up on a bulletin board,

proclaiming their creative individuality by their differences and

sophistication, and from atop a cabinet, a blue parakeet looks down

on the class, chirpingly lecturing students from time to time. Desks

are arranged in clusters and some childrea,.are working at long tables

in-theCmiddlO f o thiooio. Driedweeds~pantli-s'ip wdels 'arrd

ceramics decorate shelves in front of windows but serve no apparent

instrumentalifunctio.....Beneath.the windows.art materials,. an SRA kit,

National Geographics and Ranger Rick magazines are within easy reach

of students. Books about many topics line the bookcases in a corner .of

the room. The -vtition of #4terials and -student- products -bear -silentT

testimony to the fact that while verbal modes predominate* children

learn through different modes and express themselves in different media

in this classroom.

In Mr. Hannon's room, children work independently on teacher-

arranged activities and on activities they have a greater role in

planning. Additionally, Mr. Ha~non conducts intellectual discussions

r
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with them, primarily in social studies, science, reading and language -

arts.

Independent Activities4t'

One .type of activity Mr. Hannon provides i'mv6lves children in

partly planning the content and structure 
of their individual products.

For example, one day in a social studies lesson, 
each child portrays

a different aspect 'of the explorat'ion'of California through colorful

chalk drawings. Mr. Hannon's comments while they work call attention

to his interest. in their concern with technique, style and expressive

-qualities as well as the picture's content 
and reporting ability.

On another day students write poetry. Mr. Hannon reads poetry

about personal feelings first, then asks students to try to think of

a personal feeling to convey. "Try to make everything in the poem lead

up to that feeling," he says. Students then work intensely, occasion-

ally reading a line to a neighbor softly or 
to Mr. Hannon for help or

just-tto-hear -it-out--oud-.

I Wish

I wish my mom would let me
do more things like

. -go more places
cook more things
and be more Independent

for the first time yesterday I got to cook -

I made soup.

Somehow we know what kind of soup Andrea got to cook.

WhenLFeOeL.Good .

I wish I could take. a plane
and parachute-onto a beach
with sandstne-hiLls...snd-slopes,-
or go off ot a nie.little brook who

whispers softly to my wading feet
and up my body on a hot day,

or climb a mowntsin' called- MozeltOp
-and daydream a funny dream.
but all I can do is fly a paper
airplane and imagine
or take a bath and slosh
or climb my tree. I
can scale a castle; swim a
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channel or climb the-npire -.

State Building.
All you need is

imagination.

While the students work, Mr. Hannon does not comment on the feeling

they chose to communicate, but occasionally suggests making it more

vivid by thinking of specific instances or more graphic words. The

content and form of the poem are designed by. each student.

On yet another day, children begin to plan and write science

reports. Twenty-six children are'using the ordinary, middling, standard

commodities found in every fourth grade classroom across the country -

books, papers, crayons, scissors, pencils, pictures, and curiosity.

But these children seem excited; a quiet, busy hum of purposeful self-

direction permeates the classroom as they leaf through books and pause

a while to read, jot down questions on 4 x6 notecards, draw a diagram,

discuss a difficulty with the teacher or each'other, and shaze informa

tion*with"Wow, look at this!" or "Oh, ndato!" to a friend. Although

they are using everyday equipment and are doing things children do every

day in classrooms, their excitement and involvement are unmistakable.

Earlier in the lesson-Mr;'Riannon asked each to choose a science

topic from a comprehensive list. While he was not concerned when

several chose the same topic, it did matter whether students were

interested in the topic and whether they could obtain relevant idforma-

tIon - Afterlistingtheir questions about the topic, they were to group

the questions into related categories of their own design to structure

their reports.,...

Teachers who allow children tb pose their own questions often find

thai children's questions are more-#teresting'than the questions we

- adults answer -for-thWM-W ~ writrel-lr -text5oks~oiriteich h ir

classes. James in not unique in this classroom in the quality of

questions as he. wonders about, clouds:-

How do they flatt'
How do they get up ther?
What are they made out of?
How can plane. fly throw them whith out making howls?
.ow does rain got to thex?.
How do they let out the rain?
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Are the clouds the fog? '

Do all coulds maake it around the world?

Can ther be tow clouds be the same shape? (sic)

Obviously, James',work is cut out for him if he 
plans to answer these

questions, and he is busy looking at books, drawing pictures and writing

.notes. . Mr. Hannon circulates, helping children use the index 
to locate

their topics in various books, discussing.difficulties 
with them, and

accepting their questions rather than correcting 
spelling or grammar oz

belittling them, although he occasionally asks 
children to..generate

more questions.

Tomorrow they will continue to keep organized 
notes answering their

questions, to glean information from 
books and pictures, to present it

in paragraphs, pictures and diagrams.,

Since most of these children will go to college, report writing

and wondering about their own interests are useful 
skills for them to

- develop. More importantly,-though,-for -the present this experience-may

empower children with knowledge and tools 
for answering their own

questions. Additionally, it-may encourage them to be active seekers of

information about their own interests rather than 
passive recipients of

what someone else deems important.

Mr. Hannon facilitates this type of inquiry in several 
ways. In

other lessons, he himself wonders out loud and plays 
with ideas inven-

tively,. actng-as amodeL T.n a reading lesson.. he-says,

"For a penny you can buy a whole lot of alum but not

--. so-many -jujubes."-- Why-does Oswald -say- this?--Maybe-
---- he-just- likes - jujubes-- -alum -isn't nearly--as -good --r-

it's really bitter. So he's saying, maybe, that the
amount isn't always what's important.

Did you ever -think-of-your -UWhOUSS9-1-ewel? -1

suppose you could.- Jewels are precious, and some

people think their homes are, too.

Wondering aloud, he allows children to eavesdrop on his 
stream of

consciousness- his questionss and thoughts.

To arrange for children t write reports, Mr. Hannon provided

children with a list of interesting topics and required each to report

about one, but more significantly, asked each student to structure 
the
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content of the report according to his or her own interests and accepted

their topics and questions. So James' questions about clouds differ

substantially from Susan's, and Claire and Joey want to learn dissimilar

things about sharks. Other students are reporting about comets, salmon,

trees, and meteors.

Accepting children's questions as important enough to be dealt

with provides a place in the curriculum for personal inquiry and may

encourage children to ask their person questions'. Additionally, as

Walker and Schaffarzick (1974)-showed-in their review-of research, what-

is practiced is likely to be learned. Evidence from children's ques-

tions, from their apparent interest in pursuing the'topic-and from their

reports indicates that these children are learning how to ask questions,

seek and find answers independently and weave them into a coherent

presentation, the skills practiced in the experiences provided by

Mr. Hannon.

In these activities in which children have a role in planning the

content, structure, and occasionally the form of their work, they seem

highly motivated, persevering in their tasks, and involved in them.

In other lessons, children work with the SRA kit and do math

problems or workbooks, assigned through contracts as well as en masse.

These activities are'predominantly assigned and structured by the

teacher or a publisher. That is, a child working on one of these

lessons-tannot-seleCt~the~coItent, riat or media in whiichFto~~wo~-k~;

they are preordained by a textbook publisher and were assigned by

Mr. Hannon.~Soin math,~for~instance, everyone does a common set of

problems in the book, and some students also work on contracts. Group

lessons focus on a common problem set -.lines and rays, addition with

regrouping,- diameter-and radius', or whatever - and on correcting

yesterday's problems by having students put their answers to~aifferent

problems on the board. This group lesson ensures at least the exposure

of all students to the same information, which concerns Mr. Hannon. He

is afraid that if all students work only in contracts, the group's

knowledge if likely to.be fragmented and highly varied. Additionally,

Mr. Hannon realizes he cannot deal with concepts on an individual basis

because of time constraints. He hopes that presenting the same
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information to all will provide everyone with a common base of math

knowledge, conveyed in an unpressured way by students checking their

own work. Additionally, the lesson provides a group task. When a

great deal of work in a classroom is individualized, it may produce a

sense of loneliness, of disunity, a lack of group feeling. But in this

classroom each student is not always at a desk working on different

material as alone as if separated by glass boxes, and the sense of

isolation does not seem to be present. During math many children help

each other discover answers to problems, but do not give answers to one

another outright. Teacherlike Lauren helps Cathy learn how many times

longer the diameter of a circle is than its radius by having her trace

a radius and a diameter, then compare the two to see how many radii.

are needed to equal a diameter. Learning is a shared task for these

two. Other children work alone, finishing quickly and working on math

contracts.

Writing math contracts is a time-consuming task for Mr. Hannon, for

-.he reports that to a limited extent he attempts to provide materials

more suited to or interesting for particular students instead of merely

pacing all through the same book at different rates. He does this by

consulting the index of a few math books and enrichment workbooks as he

writes contracts and frequently catches up on a contract or two while

the children are doing their math. But one book forms the basis for

the math curriculum.-Th 3 ts-rhie-result-of-a-elr -1 miiath-tst

Mr. Hannon is obliged to administer throughout the year; the tests were

constructed to accompany one particular mathematics text, so Mr. Hannon

is constrained to use that text.

In providing all of this differentiated student tetivity,

Mr. Hannon seems to emphasize independence, originality, self-direction,

and competence in dealingwirh various media. Students' inventiveuse

of language is evidenced in their poem;.their willingness 'to ask diffi--

cult but original questions is seen in their science reports.,-

Additionally, student interest in learning does not appear to have been

stifled. After doing assigned work, they engage in many activities.

- They read, draw the tree outside, write poetry, read each .other's

poetry, but do not engage in trivial personal errands. During the
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activity itself, most seem excited, and involved. If Mr. Hannon goes

.to the school kitchen to bring backa cup of hot, spiced tea or to the

office about one of the many interruptions, students continue with

their activities. So he does not seem to be perceived as a watchdog,

an enforcer who ensures that work gets done; children seem self-directed,

interested in the work or they perceive its importance enough to do it

even if he is not in the room. These students appear to be achieving

one of Mr. Hannon s major goals .fqr.*tem - independence and

self-direction when working.

During work periods, Mr. Hannon factitates work in different ways.

Especially at the beginning of work periods, he ,circulates and looks

over students' .shoulders, occasionally.ronarking about the work, asking.

for a clarification, or~teaching a necessary bit of information or skill

to a student. - He is an -arranger of activities and-a facilitator when

students are working on activities, helping like a capable librarian

aids one-in-findiTi-a-reference; -He-mayoccasionlly-remifid-certan

.Atudents to get to work - "Jack, get down to it!" - in no-nonsense,.

unangry terms. More often, Mr..-Hannon is at the back table doing some

of his own work: writing math contracts, making a bulletin board, or

assembling materials for the next lesson. Students do not perceive him.

as inaccessible, for they approach and- ask him questions. He often

replies by quietly reassuring the students of their competence in

-finding-answers-or--recalling-a cularly..xped4ent-ways-to-approach-

the problem.

Joey: Is this book about.sharks' habitats.

Mr. Hannon: You .have to really look in a book to see
if it has what you need. Remember to look in the
table of contents and inde%, not iust at its cover.

By not circulating througnout a wor& period and telling students what

to do, but being available for help, Mr. Hannon may be building the

sense of independence he hopes to foster. If he continually directed

students, they would not have an opportunity to practice independence.

If he goes around to help all period, he believes students who may know

an answer may rely on him, just because he happens to be close at hand.
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So he maintains a little distance, hoping children will try to think

about an answer themselves first.

A friendly, busy- hum generally pervades the room during these work

sessions. Friends sit together, coloring, writing, chatting quietly,

speculating, helping one another or criticizing each other's work.

.Cooperation, rather than competition, seems to be the spirit.

But students appear to be differentially involved in these two

types of experiences - teacher-fashioned and partially student-

fashioned ones. rhat. is, during certain experiences most students seem

to be deeply involved, but in others the involvement seems more super-

ficial. When students write poetry or science reports or make pictures

portraying a aspect of California exploration, they are deeply involved.

Work-noise buzzes through the .room, .students write, read or draw

intensely, conversations generally concernthe work ~and most behavior

is related to the activity. 'Little~c-u1 draw them away from their

endeavor, it seems.. But uring time for SKA kit or math worx, students

are more likely to talk about other things - last night's unexpected

rain or an exciting National Geographic special about the great apes.

Bill opens his math book to the page indicated on the contract. "Ooh!

Lookit all of tbat!," Walking across the room, he says, "I'm gonna get

a drink," very near Mr. Hannon perhaps hoping to lure Mr. Hannon into

telling him .to get busy and remove the responsibility for getting to

work from himself.~ Butr.Hiannon does noi gofor the bait or does

not hear Bill. Bill stands, pokes his loose tooth, then ambles into

-.the coatroom befoze.retfring.to- his-desk.-..James-bores- holes-through.

the dirt on his desktop with an eraser that has become a drill.

Several differences.between these types of activities may account

-for the -varying student attention. ii a~majdffferincTw

the two regards the setting -of the task. The materials themselves

extensively structure the content and dictate the approach to the task

in SRA iits and math books, so they may connect less with children's

-personal interests and desires than the other activities. However, the

content of the science report, poetry and California history pictures

were determined substantially by students. .Mr. Hannon set a general

task, but children filled in particulars themselves, permitting them
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to choose personally interesting topics and perhaps as a result they

may be more willing to devote sustaiuied, ntense attention to then.

Students report they prefer science reports, poetry and California

history pictures over SRA kit and math at a ratio exceeding four to

one. Most say the former activities' are more interesting, and iroy may

prefer them for several reasons.

One reason may pertain to the apparent relative routinizatiow of

the activities. Mr. Hannon exmphasizes certain activities such as

spelling, SRA kit and math by providing time for them every day. Other.

activities (poetry writing, science reports and soial studies pictures)

are engaged in less frequently, and may seem less routine, more novel

and unique, and capture students' attention as .a result.

Strangely mixed, hidden messages may be transmitted to children

about these independent activities. On one hand, certain activities -

SRA kit, math, and spelling are provided every day and must be

finished before.other.ativities can be'pursued. So they must be impor-

tant. But on the other hand, Mr. Wannon does not seem particularly

interested in them -. he just puts page numbers on the board or on

contracts, and doesn't discuss 'them much; they seem very routine.

Social studies, art, music, science and poetry writing are not

assured a daily place, so they may be perceived as less important. Yet

Mr. Hannon seems enthusiastic about them. He holds intelletual dis-

-" --*- - --. cussions- agout..them,..-lat'orating-on-4deas.-rprovide&--challenging

activities related to them, and spends a lot of time talking about them.

So they must be important. Children may, in fact, believe they are

more valuable than tne daily activities, for they serve as things to do

when finished with the daily assignments. SRA kits and hath contracts

may be perceived as drudgery,..routine things toget. finished in order..

to have time lef( for interesting things. Is there any evidence of

this?

Since all finish their daily assignments, everyone has the oppor-

tunity for both types of experience. But the SRA kit and math contracts

are not engaged inas fervently, intensively, nor as wholly as the

other activities. Complaints are heerd about math and SRA kit work, but

not about science reports, poetry writing and social studies. About
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the SRA kit and math, children said,

Do I hafta do all this?
Oh, no, this is lie the last page!
-'Qese [SRA] stories are dumb.
These [SRA] answers are too obvious. Really!
Anyone could do them.

On balance, Mr. Hannon might reconsider the emphasis placed on.

math contracts and SRA materials, for they do not connect as greatly

with children's interests, are not worked on as fervently, and may not

be as instrumental for achieving his 'goals of creativity, independence,

and information seeking as other activities he provides theatre more

intensively attended to and seem to be more relevant and interesting

td these children.

Yet another reason for children's interest in particular activities

may be their perceptions of Mr. Hannon's attitudes toward them. lie

does not really enjoy teaching math and SRA kit, but enjoys poetry, art

and interpreting stories. Parental pressure, the desire to individualize

through contracts because it is a valued practice in this school system,

and the need to provide something to occupy students independently

while he works with other groups may have contributed to ,Mr. Hannon's,

inclusion of these activities. Children may perceive h~s excitement

over teaching certain topics and his decreased interest in others.

Combined with the fact that he says little about SRA kits and math

assignments, but~provides extensive info m na~ioh out~thI"ictiVi fi'es,

he may be conveying a powerful hidden message about the worth of certain

activities. So Mr.--Hannonis sending-&mixed..iessage .to children.

Certain activities are provided a daily placein the curriculum~~ but

these activities are less interesting'to both students and teacher.

Yet they mst be deeidiportnt~bF they- duld notIave-a-guarmteed-

place every day. As a result of this, reading is certainly sufficiently

taught through both the guaranteed SPA kit and the less frequent reading

group meetings in which students and teacher interpret, analyze and

criticize stories. However, math may be shortchanged in the process.

If math- is not valued particularly by Mr. Rannon, but is provided a.

daily place, it is probably perceived as particularly onerous by some,

an attitude that is reinforced daily.

1
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